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Kohlenstofffaserverstärkte Kunststoffe (CFK) sind Hochleistungsverbundwerkstoffe, die sich
durch ihre thermischen und gewichtsspezifischen mechanischen Eigenschaften auszeichnen.
Eine glasige, hochvernetzte Epoxidharzmatrix verleiht dem Material einen hohen thermischen
Widerstand, macht den Verbundwerkstoff jedoch auch spröde und anfällig für Risse und
schlagartige Beanspruchungen. Eine Möglichkeit, diese Schlüsseleigenschaft, die Zähigkeit
von Epoxidharzmatrixsystemen, zu erhöhen, ist die Modifikation der zugrundeliegenden
Morphologie; das Einbringen zusätzlicher Substrukturen erhöht den Widerstand des Materials
gegen Rissbildung und -fortschritt. Diese Arbeit liefert einen Beitrag zum Verständnis
des Einflusses von Substruktur-bildenden, selbstorganisierenden Block-Copolymern (BCP)
und vorgeformten Kern-Schale-Partikeln (KSP) auf die Zähigkeit und die Schadenstoleranz
von dünnen CFK-Strukturen und deren Epoxidharzmatrizes. Mittels einer neuen, thermo-
optischen Messmethode wird gezeigt, dass die Bildung von BCP-reichen Substrukturen alleine
vom chemischen Umsatz der Vernetzungsreaktion der Epoxidharzmatrix abhängt. Zudem
wird die Substrukturbildung im CFK stark durch die Anwesenheit der Kohlenstofffasern
beeinflusst. Bereits geringe BCP-Konzentrationen (7 Gew.-%) führen zu einer drastischen
Erhöhung (250 %) des interlaminaren Risswiderstands des Faserverbunds (Mode I). Eine
Modifikation mittels KSP wiederrum steigert den benötigten Energieeintrag zur Initiierung
von Delaminationen (160 %, Mode II). Durch eine Hybridisierung beider Modifikatoren ist
es so möglich, das Schädigungsvolumen unter Schlagbeanspruchung, wenn beide Lastfälle
kombiniert auftreten, um mehr als 67 % zu verringern. Die generierten Materialsysteme und
das erarbeitete Verständnis erlauben es, zukünftig noch dünnere CFK-Strukturen herzustellen,
ohne deren Strukturintegrität bei Schlagbeanspruchung zu reduzieren.
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Abstract
Carbon fibre reinforced epoxies (CFRE) are a class of high performance, light-weight com-
posites that show outstanding, weight-specific (thermo-)mechanical properties. A glassy and
highly cross-linked epoxy matrix provides the composite with a high thermal resistance, but
makes the CFRE also inherently brittle and susceptible to cracks and impacts. One strategy
to overcome this drawback and to improve fracture toughness of epoxy matrices is to modify
the underlying morphology with additional substructures (domains in the nano and/or micron
size range). This allows increasing the energy that is required to initiate or propagate a crack
within the material. The present work contributes to a better understanding of the effect
of substructure-forming, self-assembling block copolymers (BCP) and pre-formed core-shell
rubber particles (CSR) on the toughness and impact behaviour of thin CFREs and their epoxy
matrices. Using a new thermo-optical measurement technique, it is shown that the phase-
separation process of BCP-rich domains is solely driven by the degree of cure of the epoxy
matrix. Also, it is found that the process of BCP phase-separation, e.g. the BCP-rich domain
size, changes strongly in the presence of carbon fibres. Low concentrations of BCPs (7 wt.-%)
yield a 2.5-fold enhancement of the resistance to interlaminar fracture of the CFRE (Mode),
already. Using CSR particles, on the other hand, the energy required to initiate delamination
(Mode II) within the CFRE increases by 160 %. Subsequently, by a hybridization of BCP
and CSR modifiers, after low energy impacts, when both load cases occur in combination, a
synergistic damage volume reduction by more than 67 % is achieved. Hence, the generated
material systems and the acquired understanding allow future CFRE based structures to be
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Challenges of carbon fibre reinforced thermosets in modern, high-
performance applications
In recent years, the demand for new technologies on the basis of sustainability and recycla-
bility became one of the most important factors for the development of new applications.
Regulations and goals set by organizations [1], governments [2, 3] and companies [4] have
therefore established a common pathway to drastically reduce world-wide CO2 emissions, push
for recyclability of products and promote resource-efficient handling of materials.
Within the field of materials science, these goals can be translated to material requirements
such as (i) a reduction of weight without detrimental effects on performance, (ii) recyclability
of components, (iii) multifunctionality and (iv) extension of life-times.
A special class of materials that can uniquely contribute to all of those demands are fibre
reinforced polymers (FRP):
(i) The combination of an anisotropic orientation of high strength fibres within a low mass
density polymeric matrix allows a strong reduction of weight without reducing a
parts’ performance compared to metal or non reinforced plastics [5, 6]
(ii) The selection of an appropriate matrix system allows partial or even full recyclability
at the end of its life-time [7, 8]
(iii) Variable manufacturing processes enable multifunctionality of FRPs, e.g. by the in-
tegration of metal fibres into a polymeric matrix to implement lightning-protection and
increase its impact resistance [9, 10]
(iv) Crack growth can be omitted and the life-times of polymer composites be strongly
extended by following certain design criteria inherent to FRPs [11].
Such high-performance fibre reinforced polymers must time-limited, or even permanently,
withstand extraordinary stress conditions. Therefore, important material properties are high
mechanical strength and stiffness, high fracture toughness, damage resistance and damage
tolerance, a high cycle fatigue resistance, as well as a high thermal stability and chemical
resistance [5, 12]. Within that regard, especially carbon fibre reinforced epoxies (CFRE) are
able to satisfy most of those requirements. The epoxy matrix provides thermal stability and
chemical resistance, and the carbon fibres provide extraordinary strength and stiffness to a
part [13].
Today, CFREs are e.g. used in aircraft structures, in which more than 90 % of the primary
load carrying composites are made of high-performance CFREs [11] to reduce weight and
consequently increase the mass of transportable goods. New developments deal with wheels
for new generation high-performance automotives (cf. Fig. 1.1) and motorcycles [14] to
reduce noise and vibrations and enhance steering and handling, and (iii) ultra-fast spinning
flywheel applications [15], in which CFREs allow to store energy, based on velocity rather
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than mass. However, one of the biggest challenges to another breakthrough in structural
mass reduction, especially in transportation systems, is the improvement of lacking toughness
of CFREs [16–19].
The inherent brittleness of carbon fibre reinforced epoxies originates from the highly cross-
linked molecular network structure of the glassy epoxy matrix that forms during its genesis,
i.e. the chemical cross-linking reaction. The densely cross-linked molecular network and
the stiffness of chains between the cross-links restrict large-scale plastic deformations during
crack growth, i.e. the energy that is introduced into the part by external loads cannot be
dissipated by local plastic deformation so that fracture occurs. This is the causal reason for
the brittleness of epoxy matrices [17, 20]. Damage tolerant design solutions of epoxy based
Figure 1.1: Commercially available carbon fibre reinforced hybrid wheel with aluminium spokes
CFREs, following ”no crack growth” design principles, are state of the art. However, a certain
”minimum skin thickness” (MST) is necessary in order to withstand impact loads, due to the
relatively brittle failure behaviour [11, 21]. Thus, material dimensions are oversized or high
safety factors are applied. All of them reducing the initially weight saving potential of CFREs.
In order to improve the impact tolerance of composite structures and at the same time the
light weight design of components, extensive research efforts focus on intrinsic and extrinsic
strategies to toughen epoxy based carbon fibre reinforced composites. Thereby, a common
pathway is the modification of the epoxy matrix by so called toughening agents to provide
the CFRE with energy dissipating capabilities to omit crack growth.
Toughening agents are materials that are incorporated into the liquid epoxy resin (i.e. before
curing) and usually prevail in the matrix after the curing process as nano to micron sized
second phases. They have either pre-defined shapes and dimensions, e.g. spherical particles,
or form respective heterogeneities from an initially homogeneously mixed state with the epoxy
resin by thermodynamically driven phase-separation.
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Toughening agents are e.g. rubbery type particles that are highly efficient to improve
fracture toughness of epoxy matrices by deflecting an approaching crack and/or internal cavi-
tation, which again promotes subsequent void growth (plastic deformation of the matrix in the
close vicinity of a cavitated particle). On the downside, Young’s modulus of such toughened
epoxy matrices decreases with increasing rubber concentration [22]. Another type of classi-
cal toughening agents are phase separating liquid rubbers, that form differently shaped and
sized second phases, such as particulate domains in the epoxy matrix during the curing pro-
cess. Similarly to pre-shaped rubber particles, they strongly improve fracture toughness [23].
However, if the phase-separation process is incomplete, i.e. unsegregated macromolecules of
the toughening agent remain in the molecular epoxy network, the stiffness of molecular chain
segments between cross-links is strongly reduced and the thermal glass transition temperature
of the matrix decreases. This can be detrimental to important functional requirements for
certain applications.
Today, new materials developments, such as block copolymers and core-shell rubber nano
particles have overcome some of the accompanying, disadvantageous effects of classical
toughening agents, especially with respect to the thermal glass transition temperature [24,
25].
Pre-shaped core-shell rubber nanoparticles (CSR) for example, usually supplied as powder,
suffer from their high specific surface energy and subsequent agglomeration. Nowadays,
these modifiers are available in a pre-dispersed state in carrier resins and provide single
nanoparticle dispersion in epoxy matrices without the necessity for additional dispersion
technologies. Another, even more variable type of toughening modification of an epoxy matrix
are block-wise built copolymers (BCP) [26]. Block copolymers are macromolecules of at least
two chemically different, covalently bondend types of monomers. Thermodynamically driven,
they can self-assemble e.g. into particulate core-shell structures and resemble an advanced
type of CSR particles. Thereby, one of the blocks is designed to provide compatibility to
the epoxy resin system, the other one is meant to provide toughness in the case of fracture.
BCPs have the advantage not to be filtered by the presence of carbon fibres in a resin
infusion process, since the phase separation process (i.e. core-shell structure formation)
occurs first during curing of the already infused system, given the presence of the fibres is
not influencing the BCP phase separation process [27, 28]. Also, due to their macromolecular
block structure, BCPs do not change the underlying epoxy network, when phase separating,
i.e. molecular network chain stiffness and cross-link density as well as the thermal glass
transition temperature of the epoxy matrix remain unaltered.
However, the utilization of block copolymers as toughening agents in epoxy matrices is a
challenging task. A number of parameters affect and dictate the phase separation process and
the resulting morphologies, such as e.g. the BCP block units, the BCPs’ molecular weight,
the resin-hardener system, and the curing process. Yet, by understanding and controlling
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the phase separation process of BCPs, these modifiers do not only allow to tailor fracture
resistant morphologies within epoxy matrices but also to adjust interphase properties between
a composites matrix and the fibre system, and furthermore to control e.g. the damage
resistance of carbon fibre reinforced epoxies.
This dissertation focusses on the damage resistance (DR) and the fracture mechanical proper-
ties of carbon fibre reinforced epoxies that have been modified by block copolymer toughening
agents as well as blends of BCP and CSR nanoparticles. A special focus is put on understand-
ing (i) the phase-separation process in an epoxy resin, (ii) the fracture mechanical properties
of these species in an epoxy matrix and (iii) their effect on the impact behaviour of CFREs.
The work wants to contribute to a better understanding of BCP (and CSR) modified (carbon
fibre reinforced) epoxy systems, will try to provide answers to afore raised questions and enable
the targeted use of BCPs in epoxies and CFREs, i.e. manufacture tough, damage resistant
structures by understanding the phase-separation behaviour of such versatile macromolecular
species in high-performance resin systems.
2 State of the Art
2.1 Toughness and damage resistance of carbon fibre reinforced
epoxies
The impact behaviour of CFREs is characterized by the materials’ resistance to and after
sudden loading events. This robustness can be grouped into two categories: damage
resistance (DR) and damage tolerance (DT). The DR of a carbon fibre reinforced composite
is the ability of a pristine material to withstand an impact event and fully maintain its
mechanical performance. A damage resistant part can accordingly still fulfil its task to the full
extent once impacted, i.e. the full load carrying potential remains, at least up to a pre-defined
impact energy threshold.
The DT of materials, on the other hand, is a measure to evaluate the permissive behaviour of
a structure to an already existing damage [29]. Both terms are accordingly mutually inclusive.
To evaluate the degree of damage within a material and derive its DR and DT, a variety
of non-destructive and destructive test methods can be employed. These can e.g. be
(i) ultrasound analyses to determine the extent of a damage after an impact (cf. Sec. 4.5.2)
[30], (ii) measuring the remaining dent depth caused by an impact, i.e. the post-impact
indentation depth (cf. Sec. 4.5.3), or (iii) assessing the remaining load carrying capability
after an impact quantitatively by compression after impact (CAI) tests, i.e. the residual
compression strength of a material σres after impact [31]. If the material satisfies a certain
threshold value (σres ≥ σres,critical), it can be denominated as damage resistant to the
5
previously applied impact energy.
Within that regard, a distinct hazard to CFRPs are barely visible impact damages (BVID),
generated by low energy impacts, which may cause severe delamination within the struc-
ture [11, 32, 33]. Since the detection of BVIDs is difficult, CFREs need to be damage
tolerant, until the impact becomes fully visible (visibility threshold). Therefore, it is of
special interest to understand the relationship between different material design parameters,
such as e.g. fracture toughness or the resistance to interlaminar crack propagation and the
impact behaviour of FRPs, to manufacture thin, DR and DT CFREs, as done within this work.
Figure 2.2 illustrates exemplarily a 30 J instrumented impact event on a 4 mm thick, quasi-




















Figure 2.2: Force-time history of a lab-scaled impact test using a hemispherical indenter, DTL
denominates the damage threshold load, when delamination is initiated.
history is characterized by small oscillations that are caused by elastic vibrations of the
specimen [34], simultaneously the slope increases without creating any damage within the
material. At a certain load, a sudden drop of the same occurs, which can be assigned to
the initiation of delamination between plies, i.e. the damage threshold load (DTL) has been
reached. Subsequently, the force further increases up to a maximum force Fmax showing
significant oscillations. The DTL is usually seen as the starting point of failure during an
impact. Davis et al. [35] developed a very simplified model that is often applied to predict
damage initiation by impacts based on the interlaminar fracture toughness in shear mode
(cf. Sec. 2.1.2 and Sec. 4.4.3).
Impact events can furthermore be categorized according the impact velocity of the impactor
into low velocity impacts (LVI) and high velocity impacts (HVI) [36]. LVIs are rather to be
expected from events like tool drops during maintenance tasks, whereas HVIs describe impact
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events that are caused by high speed projectiles, such as bullets, in-flight hail or runway debris.
The transition from an LVI to an HVI event is thereby in the range of 20 m/s.
The relationship between impact velocity and impact energy is given in Eq. 2.1. In general,
the higher the impact energy, the more severe the damage to a body, i.e. the residual strength





where m is the mass of the body and v the velocity of the impactor at impact.
During LVIs, the composite material behaves more elastic, since the response time to the
impact is longer, i.e. slow impact velocities allow energy dissipation via large scale matrix
deformation [37]. However, the geometry, such as the free length and the width of the part,
also influence macroscopically the stiffness and deformation behaviour of the composite [36].
HVIs, on the other hand, are impact events that promote a very localised materials’ response
with less influence on the damage pattern by the geometry of the impacted structures. Hence,
HVIs rather cause severe damage and eventually the penetration of a structure [36, 38].
Robinson et al. [39] examined the influence of the impact velocity on the failure behaviour
of CFREs by changing the impactor mass to keep the total impact energy constant. They
did not find any differences in the extent of the damage, no matter which impact velocities
were employed. However, the impact velocity of the test was limited to speeds as high as
6 m/s, which is well in the LVI regime. Other researchers, such as Breen et al. [40] analysed
the influence of the impact velocity on thick CFREs (t=8 mm), again without changing
the impact energy. They compared a quasi-static impact (pushing the impactor into the
specimen rather than impacting it) to an LVI at 9.2 m/s and found notable differences of
the damage pattern as well as of the residual tensile strength, which was about 20 % larger
for the quasi-static impacted specimen than the dynamically impacted one. These results
were supported by Cantwell et al. [36] and Aryal et al. [38]. Hence, the damage patterns
caused by LVIs depend not only on the total impact energy but also on the velocity (or
mass) of the impactor. Higher mass at similar impact energies induces more serve damage
patterns including matrix and fibre cracking, as well as delamination. If geometrical aspects
(fibre orientation etc.) are neglected, differences of the impact behaviour at different impact
velocities are most likely related to the visco-elastic nature (i.e. time-dependent material
behaviour) of the polymeric matrix. However, differences only become measurable if the
impact velocity notably changes, e.g. from an LVI to a HVI event, and vice-versa.
The type and extent of impact failure depends furthermore on other non-matrix related
properties, such as e.g. (i) the projectile itself, (ii) the laminate thickness, (iii) the ply
thickness as well as (iv) the stacking sequence of the plies. Matrix related properties,
on the other hand are mainly governed by (I) the matrix strain to failure εf, (II) the matrix
fracture toughness GIc,m and (III) the composites interlaminar fracture toughness to shear
loads GIIc,c [29, 41].
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With regard to the impacting body, a quite recent study by Lie et al. [42] investigated the
influence of projectile hardness on the impact behaviour (HVI) of a carbon fibre reinforced
composite. The study showed that soft gelantine projectiles rather cause a bending of
the material without actually damaging it, whereas hard projectiles severely damaged the
composite, due to the high contact pressure between the projectile and the laminate. The
impacted body was in this case a CF/Poly(etheretherketone) composite. Examining the
influence of the laminate thickness on the occurring failure pattern, Fig. 2.3 illustrates the
behaviour of a thick and a thin laminate. Usually, literature distinguishes between thick and



























Figure 2.3: Empirical damage phenomena after low velocity impact of a thick and a thin
laminate (same ply thickness), showing a pine-tree (left) and a reversed-pine tree
damage pattern (right) [11, 43].
manner, i.e. the matrix fractures brittle under highly localized contact stresses when the load
is introduced into the specimen by the indenter. Matrix cracks within the plies form that
subsequently initiate large scale delaminations, especially in between differently oriented plies
[43, 44]. At the bottom side of the specimen tensile failure occurs. A thin laminate on the
other hand shows a reversed pine-tree type of failure. The lower bending stiffness of the
specimens promote failure initiation on the bottom side of the sample, propagating to the
top, where the actual indent occurred [29, 43]. The failure pattern of thin laminates shows a
more severe through-thickness damage than thick specimens, when being impacted with the
same impact energy and being built with the same number of plies [44]. This is because less
impact energy is absorbed by delamination than in thick structures.
By using thin plies to built a CFRE, intralaminar stresses between plies are reduced, enabling
a smoother stress transfer from one ply to another [37]. Thus, the chance to initiate delami-
nation decreases. However, more plies are required to obtain a certain laminate thickness.
Hence, from a design point of view, CFREs need to be sufficiently thin (weight-saving
potential), to be built with thin plies to allow a smooth stress transfer between the plies,
but also need to be thick enough to be damage tolerant. This design dilemma is also the
reason for a minimum skin thickness (MST) requirement of CFREs for certain applications.
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Currently, the MST for an aircaft fuselage is around 1.6 mm [11, 45].
With regard to laminate manufacturing and ply orientation, Fuoss et al. [46] stated that ply
grouping, i.e. stacking sequences having plies oriented in the same directions, should be
omitted, since larger delamination (x-y area) is created, rather than through thickness failure
(z-direction). Caminero et al. [44] adds that quasi-isotropic layups show a larger damage
pattern than e.g. cross-ply laminates, in which the through thickness damage was more
severe. Ghelli et al. [47] examined low velocity impact damages of ∼2.75 mm thin laminates,
having been impacted at different energy levels (6, 12 and 18 J). They found that the damage
patterns were related to the flexural stiffness of specimens, influenced by different stacking
sequences. The stiffer samples showed much more severe fibre fracture than the more elastic
systems.
Focussing on matrix system related-pathways to increase DR and DT of CFREs, an essential
strategy is to adapt the resin system to an expected impact load case. Thereby, energy dissi-
pation via matrix deformation should be enabled as well as interactions between the fibre and
matrix be enhanced, to dissipate externally induced mechanical energy locally by delamination.
Thereby, the matrix’ strain to failure εf is especially important when considering damage ini-
tiation [29]. As long as the matrix is in a pristine, undamaged state (no crack exists), and εf
is high enough, crack growth does not need to be hindered; the CFRE can simply absorb the
impact energy until εf is reached. Then, the development of a defect (crack) can be avoided
in the first place. Yet note, impacts are highly dynamic events, i.e. strain-rate effects might
affect the matrix systems’ mechanical performance. However, when a damage event creates
cracks, the matrix needs to withstand further crack propagation. That is when energy dissi-
pating capabilities of the matrix are activated, i.e. a high fracture toughness is required. Both
properties originate from the molecular network structure of the epoxy matrix. Delamination
damages strongly depend on the interaction between the matrix and the fibre, i.e. the fibre
matrix interphase. They mainly occur at interfaces of plies that have different orientations to
each other and strongly reduce the residual strength of a composite [43].
In order to provide a material with a high damage resistance during a low velocity impact all
of those properties have to be considered.
2.1.1 Fibre matrix interphase
The vital role of an interphase, which is probably the most crucial subparameter to control
the resistance to impact damages of CFREs [48], is to establish a connection between carbon
fibres and the epoxy matrix in order to allow for a load transfer from the matrix to the fibres.
To form an interphase functional carboxylate groups, such as e.g. COO- and COOH- bonds
on the carbon fibre surface (also denominated as sizing, cf. Fig. 4.18) chemically react or
bond with the epoxy matrix and/or provide physical compatibility to the epoxy system [49,
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50]. Usually a gradual transition from one property to another, e.g. fibre to matrix, can be
observed, cf. Fig. 2.4.
Note, interphase usually refers to the region between fibre and matrix and its individual com-
ponents, i.e. the interphase is an object of interest. Interface, on the other hand, rather refers
















Figure 2.4: Schematic (not to scale), showing the interphase between a carbon fibre and an
epoxy matrix. Reactive carboxylate groups react with the epoxy matrix and form
a gradual transition zone of e.g. the Young’s modulus from the carbon fibre to the
matrix system. The sizing, as well as the gradual transition zone are denominated
as the interphase, adapted from [50]
Depending on the quality of the interphase, i.e. stiffness, strength and dimension, macroscopic
properties can be tailored. A weak interface will promote slippage between the fibre and the
matrix, when impacted. Energy is then consumed by large delaminations and the DR is low,
since the load transfer from fibre to matrix is restricted. A strong interface, on the other hand,
will allow delaminations only locally to occur, when impacted. The impact will cause more
likely a brittle type of failure of the matrix itself and a through-thickness damage of the carbon
fibres themselves, i.e. the DT is strongly reduced. Atkins [51] showed that an intermittent
bonding between matrix and fibre seems to be a successful strategy to toughen brittle CFRPs,
i.e. to toughen regions between fibre and matrix that have a strong interfacial bonding to
transfer stresses along the fibre, but also having regions of a weak fibre-matrix bonding to
potentially blunt cracks.
Other phenomena, such as the selective adsorption of resin or hardener onto carbon fibres,
can influence the interphase formation by affecting the cross-link density of an epoxy matrix,
since some of the functional groups are no longer available for participation in the cross-linking
reaction [52]. If such secondary reactions at the fibre interface are not considered, they can
lead to differences in the performance of CFREs during impact.
However, not only resin and hardener can influence the interphase formation. Also phase
separating toughening agents, such as block copolymers can alter the interphase structure
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[53]. Kishi et al. [54] investigated the influence of different functional monomers that were
copolymerized with an poly(methylmetacrylate) (PMMA) on the fibre-matrix interaction of a
CFRP. They found that modifying the PMMA with a hydroxyethyl acrylamide copolymer was
able to double the flexural strength of the composites. They observed a change of the fracture
mode from a delamination dominated failure on the compression side to a fibre breakage
failure mode on the tension side of the specimens. I.e. the interphase interaction between
fibre and matrix increased, due to the copolymer modification. This is especially interesting
since block-copolymer toughening agents can also make use of PMMA as block constituent
within their molecular structure to enhance the the compatibility to epoxy resins.
2.1.2 Interlaminar fracture toughness (Mode I) and resistance to delamination
(Mode II)
Another strategy to especially tackle the problem of delaminations during impacts is inter-
leaving [55–57]. Interleaving means the targeted modification of ply interfaces by placing
thermoplastic or rubbery layers (veils) in between single plies to specifically increase the
interlaminar fracture toughness in tension and shear mode. During curing, the epoxy system
physically or chemically bonds to the veils. Quan et al. examined the difference of such
meltable (Polyamide-12) and non-meltable (Polyethyleneterephthalate and Polyphenylened-
sulfide) veils on the interlaminar fracture toughness of unidirectional CFREs in Mode I [56]
and Mode II [57]. In the case of Mode I, they showed that non-meltable veils strongly adhered
to the carbon fibres and caused severe veil -bridging, when crack propagation occurred. The
meltable Polyamide-12, on the other hand, cohesively failed and did not promote other fibre
induced toughening mechanisms. The non-meltable veils tripled the energy required for crack
propagation compared to the respective control system. However, applying the Polyamide-12
meltable veils to a [90/0]4s layup large scale carbon fibre bundle delamination occurred and
enhanced the interlaminar fracture toughness far beyond the non-meltable veil systems. This
study illustrates the complexity when interleaving of CFREs is applied, as well as the influence
of other extrinsic parameters on the mechanical performance of CFREs, such as the fibre
orientation. So far it is e.g. not understood, how meltable veils dissolve into the epoxy resin,
or how they interact with the carbon fibres themselves. Hence, in one case a cohesive type
of failure prevails and a quite low improvement of a property is achieved, and in the other
case, the same property is drastically improved, if the stress distribution is changed. In the
case of Mode II crack propagation [57], the fracture toughness again depended on the layup,
yet a quite similar enhancement was found for the meltable and non-meltable veil modification.
Since the late 1960s’ numerous efforts have been made to increase the resistance to
delamination of CFRPs by inherently toughen the epoxy matrix of the composite. Thereby,
the goal is not necessarily to alter interphase properties between fibre an matrix, the goal
is rather to provide the matrix with energy dissipating capabilities. This can be achieved
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by making use of different types of matrix modifications, employing e.g. rigid or compliant
modifiers that dissolve into the epoxy matrix. In this work, the focus is put on such initially
phase separated and during the curing process phase-separating (dissolving and second phase
forming) species, specifically addressed in depth in Sec. 2.3.
However, toughening the epoxy matrix is usually only the first step to improve the interlaminar
fracture toughness of a fibre reinforced composite. The gained toughness has to be transferred
from the matrix to the CFRE.
In order to transfer fracture toughness properties from a polymeric matrix to the fibre composite
a pre-requirement is a proper bonding between the constituents, i.e. some kind of interphase
interactions between fibre and matrix need to prevail. Figure 2.5 is an important graph to
illustrate this transfer of properties from the matrix to the fibre composite. It presents the
relationship between the Mode I (tension) energy release rate, i.e. fracture toughness of the
matrix, GIc,m, without carbon fibre reinforcement, and the fracture toughness of the respective
CF reinforced matrix, GIc,c. The graph shows an accumulation of data gathered from literature
being comprised of neat, i.e. untoughened epoxy matrices and a variety of differently modified
epoxy matrices and CFREs: rigid refers to modifiers that are stiffer than the matrix, carbon
based refers to CNTs and graphene modified matrices, compliant means modifiers being more
elastic than the surrounding matrix, such as CSR particles and BCPs. An extended description
of the different types of modifiers is given in Sec. 2.3.2.
Analysing the data, the investigated systems show a higher or at least equal energy release
rate in the composite as in the matrix system (slope: m=1), up to an energy release rate
of about GIc,m=500 J/m2. Up to this value, the full potential of energy dissipation provided
by the matrix can be utilized and transferred to the fibre composite. Even more, the energy
release rate of the CFREs is in average about ∼2.3 times larger than the respective energy
release rate of the matrix systems. The reason for this behaviour are additional, CF induced
energy dissipating mechanisms. Even if the main purpose of CFs is to provide strength and
stiffness to a CFRE, they also act as extrinsic tougheners. Provided the carbon fibres adhere
well to the epoxy matrix, interactions between CF and the matrix can dissipate energy, and
contribute to the toughness of the composite by bridging a crack or being pulled out of a
matrix (Gb), by debonding from the matrix Gdeb or even by fracturing Gf. Whereas carbon
fibre fracture (≈20 - 60 kJ/m2) requires about 4 to 10 times more energy than debonding of
a fibre from a matrix, due to the covalent bond orientation of the CF along the fibre axis
[69]. The same mechanism can be utilized e.g. with crack bridging carbon nanotubes [70,
71]. The CF induced toughening mechanisms are schematically depicted in Figure 2.15, along
other, intrinsic toughening mechanisms of epoxy based CFRPs.
However, therefore a CF reinforced composite’s fracture toughness GIc,c is not only dominated
by the matrix fracture toughness GIc,m, but rather the sum of several fracture resistance
12


























        
       
        










Figure 2.5: Relationship between the critical energy release rate of CFREs (interlaminar frac-
ture toughness, GIc,c) and the energy release rate of the respective matrix (fracture
toughness, GIc,m). The filling of the symbols indicates the type of toughening agent
used (neat, rigid, carbon based, compliant and other), the symbol shape provides
the respective reference.
enhancing parameters [29]:
GIc,c = GIc,m + Gf + Gdeb + Gb (2.2)
Beyond the threshold value of GIc,m=500 J/m2, the data do not necessarily follow the initial,
strongly increasing trend. The lower boarder threshold slope drops off to a value of about
m=0.31. Interesting to see is that the data points that show the strongly increasing trend at
small energy release rates of the matrix are mostly neat, unmodified epoxy systems. When
toughening agents are involved, no matter which type, the data are much more scattered and
drop below the m=1-slope. Yet, especially systems that have been modified using compliant
types of second phases and have the biggest potential to enhance fracture mechanical proper-
ties of epoxies (cf. Sec. 2.3.2) cannot transfer their full toughening performance to the CFRE.
Hunston [72] and others [63] explain this trend based on the plastic zone (PZ) size of the
matrix, i.e. the capability of the matrix to dissipate energy by elastic-plastic deformation.
When a load is applied to a crack a PZ develops in front of the crack tip. At a certain degree
of fibre volume fraction in the CFRE, the PZ becomes restricted. With regard to Eq. 2.2,
GIc,c is at least also a function of the fibre volume concentration vf.
However, if one considers a carbon fibre diameter of 7 µm and a fibre volume concentration
of vf=55 vol.-%, the interfibre distance xfs [73] (Eq. 2.3), i.e. the matrix region available to
plastically deform, is only as small as 2 µm, which is below the size of the plastic zone rp that
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In conclusion further factors, such as interphase interactions between matrix and fibres, need
to be considered in extension to Eq. 2.2. If a weak interphase prevails in a CFRE, fracture
toughness enhancing mechanisms, such as fracture toughness of the matrix, fibre bridging or
fibre matrix debonding cannot be utilized at all.
With regard to matrices that have been toughened by rubbery and thermoplastic modifiers,
van Velthem et al. [74] investigated the Mode I interlaminar toughness and the interlaminar
shear strength of four different toughening agents, amongst others a polymethylmetacrylate-
b-polybutylacrylate-b-polymethylmetacrylate BCP at a modifier concentration of 10 wt.-%.
The BCPs phase separated into macro domains in a Diaminodiphenylsulfone cured Tetragly-
cidyldiaminodiphenylmethane based epoxy resin and slightly increased the Mode I fracture
toughness. However, the interlaminar shear strength dropped by about 30 %, due to reduced
interface interactions. The results were reflected in the damage area obtained by ultrasound
C-scans after impacting: the damage area of the BCP modified system had doubled.
Indicating that the important interlaminar shear properties have a severe effect on the damage
resistance of such toughened samples. Kamar et al. [75], on the other hand, found that
polystyrene-b-polybutadiene-b-polymethylmetacrylate BCPs formed nanostructures within a
DGEBA based epoxy resin that had been cured by a phenylenediamine. Thereby no effect on
the thermal glass transition occurred and the Mode I fracture toughness had increased by a
four-fold. Similar results were obtained by [76], yet even though the BCPs had nano phase
separated; again, the shear strength dropped slightly. These examples indicate the influence
of different parameters (i) on the phase separation process of block copolymers and (ii) the
resulting fracture mechanical properties of fibre reinforced composites thereof. Based on
literature results, BCPs seem to be able to strongly enhance Mode I fracture toughness, yet
are rather detrimental to the interlaminar shear properties. Investigations on core-shell rubber
toughened CFREs have shown similar trends with regard to Mode I interlaminar fracture
toughness, i.e. the addition of 10 wt.-% of nanosized core-shell rubber particles enhanced the
Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of the CFRE by about 200% [77]. The interlaminar
fracture toughness in shear mode (Mode II) [61] increased as well, but much less than the
Mode I fracture toughness.
To gain an idea of the relationship between Mode II and Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness,
Figure 2.6a shows Mode II data as a function of Mode I for a variety of untoughened, i.e. neat
epoxy systems as well as differently modified epoxy matrices.
The data are quite scattered and no correlation can be established between both modes [93].
However, Mode II fracture toughness is always equal or higher than the Mode I value of the
14































(a) Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness as a
function of the respective Mode I data

































(b) Ratio between Mode II and Mode I interlam-
inar fracture toughness as a function of the
respective Mode I data
Figure 2.6: Relationship between Mode I and Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness of dif-
ferently toughened CFREs. The data were collected from [61, 62, 65, 67, 68,
78–92], reference to each data point is given in Table A.9.
respective composite. This can be explained by the additionally occurring friction between
the fractured surfaces, under the assumption that the same toughening mechanisms have
been activated, even though different stress states prevail in the composite. Figure 2.6b)
illustrates that especially CFREs that show a low Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness can,
relatively speaking, bare very high interlaminar shear stresses (Mode II), relative to the Mode
I value. The higher the Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness gets, the more the Mode
II/Mode I value levels asymptotically towards 1, i.e. the tougher the system, the more GIIc,c
becomes the same as GIc,c.
Amaral et al. and Danesjoo et al. [87, 94] focussed their research on specifically this problem
and tried to tackle the issue from a physics point of view, yet within the boundary conditions
of a linear elastic (brittle) and isotropic material. They hypothesized that once the stored
energy in an externally loaded structure, independent of the energy source, i.e. shear stresses,
normal stresses or combinations thereof, reach a critical value, fracture occurs. Based on this
assumption they showed that during pure Mode II loading failure initiation actually occurs at
the same strain energy as Mode I failure. Hence, it can be deduced that the actual onset of
delamination during impacts occurs at far lower energy release rates (in the range of Mode I)
than usually expected (Mode II) [41].
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2.2 Thermosets and epoxies
Thermosets (old greek: thermós = warm, hot, middle english: sett = fixed, rigid) are a
special class of polymers that are characterized by their irreversibly, highly cross-linked, three
dimensional, carbon-based network structure [95]. Within the vast field of thermosets such as
e.g. unsaturated polyesters, vinylesters, polyurethanes or polybenzoxazines, the class of epoxy
resins is one of the most common ones [96]. In the cross-linked state, epoxies are of special
interest as matrix materials in high-performance carbon fibre reinforced composites, due to
their high thermal stability, high strength and stiffness as well as the variety of processing
advantages.
Epoxy resins, i.e. epoxy oligomers can be characterized by the presence of at least two
Oxirane ring structures or epoxide groups (-COC), cf. Fig. 2.7; one at each end of the
molecule. These groups are highly reactive and are the ”to be activated reaction sites”
of an epoxy resin, in order to allow cross-linking with the curing agent. The reactivity of
epoxide groups depends strongly on the location within the molecule. Terminal epoxide
groups are e.g. more reactive than groups that are situated within the molecular structure
[97]. Furthermore, the overall reactivity can be influenced by the presence of other reactive
groups, such as hydroxyls [98–100]. Typical molecular weights of such epoxy oligomers are in
the range of 90-600 g/mol. However, special thermosetting resins, so called Phenoxies can




Figure 2.7: Epoxide group
cross-linked material a reaction between the oligomers and a curing agent needs to take place,
usually under controlled thermal conditions. To form an ideal molecular network between
both species, the constituents are stoichiometrically mixed; meaning every reactive group of
the resin can theoretically covalently bond to a reactive site of the curing agent. However,
this is in practice not necessarily the case, since a proceeding network formation causes the
viscosity of the reactive system to increase and hinders active species to react with each
other, i.e. inhibits the cross-linking reaction. The stoichiometric ratio is thereby based on the
epoxy equivalent weight (EEW) - the weight of the resin containing one epoxide group (e.g.
a difunctional epoxy molecule has an EEW of half of its molecular weight). Depending on
the curing agent, potential catalysts and the performance requirements of the application the
mixing ratio is adjusted, also to control curing kinetics (e.g. time and degree of exothermy).
The subsequent curing process is then following a temperature profile to, again, control the
cross-linking reaction with regard to the curing kinetics and the goal to enable the formation
of a macroscopically homogenous and molecularly flawless network between epoxy and curing
agent moieties. Note, most thermosets are also able to cure at room temperature in the
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presence of a curing agent, prevailing enough time is given. Other pathways make use of
a controlled homopolymerization process that allows cross-linking of the epoxy monomers
with themselves, yet requires either a catalyst or high temperatures to initiate a reaction [101].
The final properties of a glassy epoxy depend on the conformation of the monomers, i.e.
distance between epoxide groups in a molecule, presence of aromaticities, aliphatic structures
or ether-links as well as the functionality of the liquid epoxy resins and the hardener. On the
other hand, the properties are defined by the final molecular network structure during curing,
such as the molecular weight of chains between cross-links Mc or the number of cross-links in
a certain volume, i.e. the cross-link density [98, 101].
The cross-link density nc is thereby a function of the functionality of the molecules, the number
of possible reactions per epoxide group, the distance between those groups, the molecular
weight of the molecule as well as the side-groups of the molecule. Increasing the cross-link
density of the glassy epoxy will result in a solvent resistance and higher thermal stability of
the cured material, since the free volume between chains is reduced and motions are restricted
[102]. Aromaticities hinder segmental motions and restrict flexibility of molecules [98]. Ether
links (R-O-R) provide more flexibility to chain movements and reduce the glass transition
temperature [102].
Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A and cycloaliphatic epoxy resins:
pre-cured and cured state
Diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) and cycloaliphatic epoxies (CAE) are the two
representatives of epoxy resins that are of special interest within this dissertation. The
DGEBA based resin is the resin the BCPs will be introduced into, the CAE based resin is the
carrier resin of the CSR nanoparticles and the BCP/CSR hybrid system. Details with regard
to the manufacturing process of the different systems are provided in Sec. 4.1.
Both resin systems offer in the reactive yet liquid state advantageous processing properties,
low viscosities and, depending on the selection of the curing parameters, very long pot lifes. In
the cured state, they show a high mechanical strength, due to strong covalent bonds between
molecules, as well as a high thermal stability [103]. However, both materials are different
in their molecular structure and form networks with different cross-link densities that affect
(fracture) mechanical properties. Table 2.3 summarizes some of the basic resin properties,
Fig. 2.8 shows the molecular structures of interest.
The differences between DGEBA and CAE on a molecular level are the aromatic vs. cy-
cloaliphatic backbone structure, as well as the presence of alkyl end groups (e.g. -CH3) in
DGEBA based resins, cf. Fig. 2.8. This increases the flexibility of the DGEBA molecule [102].
However, the monomer molecular weight of CAE is about 29 % lower compared to DGEBA,
yet both molecules have an epoxy functionality of 2 (Note: at elevated temperatures other
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Table 2.3: Overview of uncured resin properties at 25◦C
Constituent DGEBA CAE
Molecular weight* [g/mol] ∼380 [101] ∼272 (based on EEW)
EEW [g/eq] 174-200 [104] 133-140 [98]
density [g/cm3] ∼1.16 (data sheet) ∼1.17 (data sheet)
functionality 2 [101] 2 [104]
Tg [◦C] ∼-29 (stat.) [105] ∼-37 (data sheet)
Viscosity [mPa·s] ∼12000 [101] ∼350 [98]
Refractive index 1.571 1.498




























(b) Cycloaliphatic epoxy (CAE) - 3,4-Epoxycyclohexylmethyl 3,4- epoxycyclohexanecarboxylate
Figure 2.8: Molecular structures of two basic epoxy resins, n is the number of repeat units,
usually n=0 (monomer) in technical epoxy resins, the higher the ”purity” of the
resin the smaller the distribution of molecular weights within the epoxy, i.e. the
less oligomer structures (n>0) are present.
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functional groups of the epoxy resin might be activated).
In the cured state CAE resins are much more brittle than DGEBA based epoxies. This is
because of the direct link of the epoxide groups to the backbone of the main molecule. Hence,
CAE resins inherently possess a more dense and rigid molecular structure [104]. Furthermore,
the distance between the epoxide groups is shorter [98], yielding to higher cross-link densities
than DGEBA based epoxies. CAE resins react quite slowly in the presence of a curing agent at
room temperature, i.e. the pot life is very long and makes them ideally suited e.g. for filament
winding. Furthermore, they are perfectly transparent and show a high resistance against UV
radiation. This enables them e.g. for applications in liquid crystal displays (LCD) [106].
DGEBA resins on the other hand are mass products and offer compared to CAE a good balance
between costs and performance. They are able to react with a variety of curing agents even at
room temperature, and are e.g. widely used as adhesives. However, the aromatic ring struc-
ture in DGEBA (Fig. 2.8a) causes very high viscosities, especially compared to cycloaliphatic
resins [98]. Therefore both resins are often blended with each other to adjust viscosities for
processing and still satisfy cost requirements [107]. Such epoxy blends were characterized in
more detail by Kwak et al. [108]. Tab. 2.4 summarizes some of the basic mechanical prop-
erties of anhydride cured DGEBA and CAE systems. However, especially with regard to the
fracture toughness, it should be noted that those values are just indicative. Depending on the
curing-agent the values can vary in a wide range [109].
Table 2.4: Overview of cured resin properties (tensile) at 25◦C using an anhydride curing agent
Property EP/DGEBA EP/CAE
E [MPa] 2950-3200 [13, 110] 3050-3100 [13, 111]
σ [MPa] 80-90 [13] 48-65 [13]
ε [%] 5-7 [13] 1.8-2.5 [13]
KIc [MPa
√
m] 0.55-0.65 0.46-0.5 (data sheet)
Tg [◦C] 145-153 [13, 110] 188-193 [13]
Anhydride cured epoxies, as used within this study, possess a high thermal resistance, are
transparent due to the amorph molecular arrangement, and show exceptional electrical insu-
lation properties [98]. Compared to epoxy resins cured by amines, anhydride cured epoxies
show superior glass transition temperatures and a lower exothermic reactions, which specifi-
cally enable them for the production of large scale applications [99, 106]. The cured molecular
structure is usually formed by a catalyzed curing reaction between the epoxy resin and an
anhydride curing agent. However, these processes are complex and not fully understood yet
[97, 99, 100, 106, 112–114]. A short description of an widely accepted cross-linking reaction
is given in App. A.1.
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2.3 Toughening of epoxy matrices
Toughening of epoxy matrices and composites thereof is a decades-long, still ongoing topic
within the field of materials science. Yet also emphasizes the unsolved issues regarding fracture
mechanical properties of epoxy based materials as well as the importance to further explore
possibilities to improve the fracture toughness of those types of materials; not only from a
scientific point of view but also from an application point of view.
2.3.1 Intrinsic vs. extrinsic toughness
Increasing the toughness of a brittle epoxy matrix can be achieved in essentially two ways:
(i) either by enabling the material to withstand higher stresses at the crack tip i.e. increasing
the plastic zone size rp by modifying the epoxy matrix molecularly and/or on a morphological
level or (ii) by reducing the stresses that act at the crack tip and hinder them to reach
a critical value, e.g. by restricting the opening of the crack faces. The first approach is
denominated as intrinsic toughening, the latter one as extrinsic toughening [20].
The intrinsic toughness of an epoxy matrix is defined by its molecular network conformation,
e.g. the cross-link density, the backbone structure of resin, hardener and accelerator as well
as dangling side-chains [20]. All of them restrict energy dissipation in the plastic zone (PZ)
behind the crack tip.
Accordingly, selecting appropriate epoxy resin systems that e.g. do not contain aromaticities in
the backbone structure to provide the matrix with more flexibility, or using non-stoichiometric
resin-hardener ratios to reduce the cross-link density are pathways to adjust the intrinsic frac-
ture toughness of epoxy matrices [115, 116] (cf. Tab. 2.4 for a comparison of the mechanical
properties of different epoxy matrices).
Extrinsic toughening, on the other hand, is rather active in the wake of the crack, i.e. in
front of the crack tip and shields the crack tip from eventually excessively applied loads and
reduces the stress intensity e.g. by deviating the crack front from its original path. Fig. 2.15
gives an idea of the intrinsic and extrinsic working principles and summarizes the toughening
mechanisms that will be discussed in more detail below.
2.3.2 Toughness of epoxy matrices induced by second phases
To toughen an epoxy system, i.e. to increase the level of energy required for fracture, without
detrimentally changing other properties, the epoxy matrix can be modified with second phase
fillers [117–119]. These nano to micro size ranged materials are incorporated into the liquid
epoxy resin and prevail in the matrix after the curing process. Thereby, such second phases
can either have pre-defined shapes, e.g. as spherical particles, or form particulate phases
from an initially macromolecularly mixed state with the epoxy resin, i.e. thermodynamically
driven phase-separation. Such toughening agents can intrinsically and extrinsically improve
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fracture mechanical properties, yet are most efficient behind the crack tip. Throughout this
thesis, the different terms (i) toughening agent, (ii) modifier and (iii) second phase (fillers)
are interchangeable. Thereby, a toughening agent is a goal-oriented description of such a
constituent, e.g. to increase an epoxy matrix’ toughness, a modifier alters the epoxy matrix
morphologically, yet not necessarily its cross-linked network structure, and a second phase
(filler) prevails aside the first phase (the matrix), but has no pre-defined geometrical shape,
e.g. spherical.
Second phases can e.g. be grouped as follows:
1. Inorganic and rigid modifiers (IRP), i.e. toughening agents that are stiffer than the
surrounding matrix, such as e.g. Al2O3 or TiO2 [120], SiO2 [121, 122] or WS2 [123],
2. Compliant or rubbery modifiers (CM), i.e. toughening agents more elastic than the
surrounding matrix (depending on the relaxation temperature of the second phase with
regard to the application temperature) such as e.q. liquid rubbers (e.g. Carboxyl-
terminated butadiene (CTBN) [23]) or thermoplastics (e.g. Polyethersulfone (PES)
[124] or Polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) [125]), as well as core-shell rubber particles
[24, 25, 126]. Other studies focus e.g. on cross-linked rubber particles [127].
3. Phase-separating modifiers (PS), such as e.g. inter-penetrating networks (IPN) [128],
partially reacted substructures (PRS) [129, 130] or block-copolymers [25, 74, 131–134]
4. Carbon based and rigid modifiers (CBR), such as e.g. carbon nanotubes (CNT) [70, 135]
or graphene [136]. Note: CBR are a special group of toughening agents and will only
be addressed where necessary. CBRs offer a different pathway to fracture toughness
than CMs or IRPs. Also, due to their carbon crystal structure, they offer access to
further properties of epoxy based composites, such as the electrical conductivity or to
permeability properties (e.g. hydrogen-proof).
Inorganic and rigid particles (IRP) are mainly applied as nanoparticles to improve fracture
mechanical properties and make use of mechanisms originating e.g. from the debonding
of such phases from the surrounding matrix (see the plastic void growth mechanism in
Sec. 2.3.3). Also, these kind of modifiers increase the stiffness of a matrix system, if a
bonding between the phases is properly established. Yet, this is a pre-requirement for all type
of modifier applications to make use of their energy dissipating capabilities. Otherwise, the
particles create voids that can still promote a certain kind of energy dissipation, yet not to
the full potential of the initially thought modification.
Another type of modifier, i.e. rubbery modifiers (CM), more specifically liquid rubbers
were one of the first modifiers used for toughening of epoxy [137] by making use of a
phase-separating process during the curing process within the epoxy matrix into micron
sized domains. However, the disadvantage of liquid rubbers is that they tend to phase
separate incompletely, i.e. some of the rubber molecules remain as single moieties in the
epoxy network. This detrimentally affects the cross-linking reaction and accordingly reduces
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important mechanical properties, such as e.g. strength and especially the thermal glass
transition temperature [138].
Figure 2.9 summarizes the effect of different modifiers on the thermal glass transition
temperature, such as liquid rubbers, BCPs, as well as initially phase-separated modifiers,
such as CSR particles and IRPs. Liquid rubbers rather decrease the thermal glass transition
























































Figure 2.9: Effect of phase-separating modifiers, i.e. liquid rubbers (A/C/ETBN: Amine-,
Carboxyl- and Epoxy terminated butadiene acrylonitirle, respectively) and BCPs,
and initially phase-separated modifiers, i.e. CSR particles, silicone rubber (SR)
and IRPs and their influence on the thermal glass transition temperature Tg,m.
Tg,m0 denominates the respective untoughened matrix
temperature, as discussed above, whereas CSR particles, IRPs and BCPs, if fully phase-
separated tend to not affect or even increase Tg, cf. the data from Quan et al. [24]. This
latter effect might be related to a hindered chain mobility due to the modifiers, or, if the shell
structures allow a chemical bonding to the epoxy resin, the modifiers might work as additional
cross-linking nodes. The data set from Zhang et al. [122] used a colloidal epoxy masterbatch
of silica nanoparticles. If the epoxy resin encapsulates the particles, and the curing agent
does not interact with a portion of the epoxy resin, since the resin is physically bonded to
the nanoparticles, the degree of cure is accordingly reduced (excess of unreacted hardener)
and the thermal glass transition temperature decreases compared to the respective neat system.
Within the field of epoxy matrix toughening agents, core-shell rubber particles and block
copolymers represent a further development of liquid rubbers, and can also be grouped as
a compliant type of epoxy matrix modification (additionally to PS). Block copolymers and
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core-shell rubber particles are discussed in more detail below (Sec. 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.2).
To get a general idea of the energy dissipating capabilities of rubber type modifiers and
inorganic and rigid particles, their effect on the fracture toughness and Young’s modulus of
bulk epoxy matrices is summarized in Fig. 2.10. The data set is based on available literature
given in the Figure. As shown, IRPs do not only enhance the energy to fracture but also
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Figure 2.10: Influence of compliant (rubber-based and thermoplastic), inorganic and rigid, as
well as hybridized (compliant and rigid) toughening agents on the energy release
rate GIc,m and Young’s modulus Em of a epoxy matrix. The data sets are nor-
malized to the neat, i.e. unmodified epoxy matrix, GIc,m0 and Em0, respectively.
Young’s modulus. Compliant modifiers, on the other hand, are twice as efficient in improving
fracture mechanical properties than IRPs; a ten-fold enhancement can be achieved, compared
to the neat epoxy matrix. The reason is the activation of additional energy dissipating
mechanisms, being discussed in depth in Sec. 2.3.3. Disadvantageously, Young’s modulus of
compliantly toughened epoxy matrices drops.
The elastic modulus of a homogenous, isotropic solid is proportional to the bonding energies
of its atoms or molecules. If bonds are missing (vacancies) or the volume is comprised of
different bonds, the elastic modulus will be a sum of the individual bonds per volume. In
the case of a rubber toughened epoxy matrix, assuming ideal bonding between a toughening
phase and its matrix, E will be comprised of both phases with regard to the respective volume
they occupy, following a rule of mixtures. I.e. Erubber ∼100 MPa≤ EEP ∼3000 MPa, Etotal
will be in between the two values, depending on the composition.
Besides simply modifying epoxy resin systems with one of the above mentioned toughening
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agents, some researchers focus on hybridization concepts to benefit from synergies between
the constituents, hence, to e.g. balance a loss of stiffness introduced by compliant types of
modifiers by an additional modification of rigid fillers [10, 118, 147], cf. Fig. 2.10. Other
examples with regard to an additional enhancement of fracture toughness are the combination
of e.g. silicon oxide and core shell rubber particles [144, 148], CTBN-rubber and CNTs [149],
BCP and Al2O3 [150] or silicone rubber and ZrO2 [143]. However, synergies do not always
appear as demonstrated in the case of BCP-CNT hybrids [151, 152].
Applications that are based on bulk epoxy materials without fibre reinforcement might indeed
suffer from a loss of stiffness (depending on the application). Nevertheless, CFRE based
applications do not necessarily require a stiff matrix, since strength and stiffness originate
from the fibre reinforcement. In fact, a reduced stiffness can be beneficial for CFRE based
applications if the yield stress is not affected, since the material is more elastic, i.e. tougher.
2.3.2.1 Core-Shell Rubber Nanoparticles
The first evolutionary step in the development of CMs after liquid rubbers, was the synthesis
of core-shell rubber particles (CSR). Core-shell rubber particles are preformed spheres,
comprised of a rubbery core (usually polybutadiene [153, 154] or polybutylacrylate [22]) and
a resin compatible shell material, i.e. incomplete phase separation is omitted, due to the
pre-formed structure, cf. Fig. 2.11. Core-shell particles are manufactured using an emulsion
polymerisation process that is comprised of a polymer dispersion (e.g. rubber latex) in water
and a subsequent polymerization process of a thin, glassy shell around the particles [155].
The particles are subsequently dried and can be applied as toughening agents in epoxy resins.




Figure 2.11: Schematic of a core-shell particle, having a rubbery core and a cross-linked shell
structure
the selected resin system [156], either via physical interactions or chemical cross-linking,
even being able to influence the curing reaction, if the reactivity of the other constituents
is not respected. Thereby, the particle size and the core-shell composition can be precisely
controlled to e.g. adjust the cavitational resistance of the particles and the compatibility to
the resin system [22]. CSR particles can be synthesised within a broad range of dimensions
down to the nano scale. Yet, depending on the size of the particles, the relative amount
(thickness) of the shell layer increases, since the surface to volume ratio strongly increases
[157]. Changing the relative shell layer thickness might again influence the cavitational
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resistance of the particles and detrimentally affect fracture mechanical properties. However,
reducing the particle size into the nano size (ø ≤ 100 nm) the surface-to-volume ratio of the
particles strongly increases. This enables enhanced interfacial interactions of particles with
the surrounding matrix. Also, decreasing the surface-to-surface distance between particles, at
constant volumetric concentrations is highly beneficial for improving the fracture toughness
of brittle glasses using CSR nanoparticles (cf. Sec. 2.3.4 and the influence of geometrical
aspects of toughening agents on the mechanical properties of epoxy matrices). However,
core-shell rubber particles tend to agglomerate in their initial nano-powdery form and require
extensive dispersion efforts to be distributed as individual nanoparticles homogeneously in
the resin. Agglomerates are rather detrimental to fracture toughness [158, 159]. To avoid
such agglomeration, the newest generation of CSR toughening agents is transferred from a
liquid solvent after the emulsion polymerisation process into an epoxy resin. This allows a
very even particle dispersion throughout the carrier resin and later in the matrix system. Such
systems are nowadays commercially available as masterbatches (modified resin systems that
are meant to be diluted to a target concentration). Such a system is also part of the current
study. The details are presented in Sec. 4.1. Applying this procedure, extensive dispersion
processes can be avoided [160, 161] and the benefits of nanoparticulate core-shell structures
can be utilized to toughen epoxy matrices.
However, CSR particles are highly efficient toughening agents. Quan et al. [24] investigated
the influence of a 200 nm sized CSR on a dicyandiamide cured DGEBA based epoxy matrix.
They found that the energy release rate required for crack propagation increased from about
343 J/m2 (which is a relatively high fracture toughness for an epoxy system) to 2671 J/m2.
The strongly increased fracture toughness was ascribed to extensive plastic void growth and
shear band yielding (again cf. Sec. 2.3.3). However, the enhancement was achieved at the
expense of Young’s modulus, which strongly dropped from 3.29 GPa to 2.31 GPa. The ther-
mal glass transition temperature was found to have even slightly increased, ascribed to surface
functionalities in the shell structures that might have interacted with the resin and/or hard-
ener.
Following the hybridization approach, Quan et al. [144] also examined synergistic toughening
effects of CSR particles (200 nm) and nano-sized silicon oxide (20 nm) on a lightly crosslinked
epoxy resin using a secondary amine curing agent (Piperidine). Hybridization with 4 vol.-%
of silica and 7 vol.-% CSR increased GIc by more than 400 % while only marginally affecting
the Young’s modulus. The incline was ascribed to mechanisms such as cavitation, plastic void
growth and shear yielding between the rubbery CSR particles and the silica particles which oc-
cupied space between CSR particles. Accordingly, the interparticle distance played a significant
role in toughening. Similar findings were reported by Carolan et al. [148] on the toughness
of an anhydride cured DGEBA based epoxy matrix, which has usually a higher cross-link den-
sity than the above employed resin system. The toughness improvement achieved was about
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7-times the fracture toughness of the neat epoxy matrix. However, the absolute toughness
was only half the values reported in Quan et al.’s study, yet also a lower particle concentra-
tion was employed (20 wt.-%). Interestingly, the toughenability of the epoxy matrix strongly
increased once a reactive diluant was introduced into the system (hexanediol diglycidylether).
The capability of the matrix system to undergo shear yielding and plastic void growth, was
improved by the presence of the diluant, i.e. a lower cross-link density prevailed.
Thus, combining rigid and soft fillers in an epoxy system appears to be an interesting route for
toughening of epoxy matrices without reducing the stiffness of the material. CSR particles, on
the other hand, are quite efficient for toughening purposes but detrimental to the modulus.
IRPs increase the stiffness of the systems but have much less effect on the energy release rate.
2.3.2.2 Block Copolymers
The most advanced type of compliant toughening agents for brittle epoxy systems are block
copolymers (BCP) [26]. They represent a new class of synthetic materials that enable
unexpected pathways within the field of polymer science and application, such as tailoring
and designing (fracture resistant) morphologies and respective bulk material properties [162].
BCPs are macromolecules comprised of at least two chemically different, covalently bonded
monomer units [163]. The units of monomers are denominated as blocks and can be either
randomly (copolymers) or block-wise arranged (block copolymers). Usually, one of the blocks
is epoxy miscible, i.e compatible to the epoxy resin, the other block is epoxy immiscible.
The combination of both shall allow the thermodynamically driven formation of nanophase
structured core (epoxy immiscible)-shell (epoxy miscible) morphologies to provide the epoxy
matrix with a high fracture toughness.
The possibility to create block copolymers was established in the mid 1950s’, when Szwarc et
al. [164, 165] discovered the living polymerization. This method allows the growth of polymer
chains without termination of the reactive chain side or chain transfer, i.e. the polymerization
process does not stop as long as monomer units are available for chain growth. Once all
monomer units are consumed, the end chains of the formed macromolecules stay active
for continuing the polymerization process until more, unreacted monomers are added. If a
different set of monomers is added, copolymers form [165]. The reactivity of the chain ends
needs to be actively terminated by respective chemical species. The advantage of the method
over other, e.g. non-living polymerization processes, is the stable and uniform polymer chain
growth, enabling small molecular weight distributions with distinct block structures.
Common conformations are e.g. diblock (AB), triblock (ABA, ABC), multiblock, alternating
or even tapered copolymers [163]. Figure 2.14 summarizes some of the possible linear
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conformations of BCPs.
However, the structure does not necessarily need to be linear. Other designs are possible such
as cyclic or branched conformations. Furthermore, the BCP architecture can be controlled,
i.e. the combination of different types of blocks (e.g. A, B, C and D), block length (mw of




Figure 2.12: Schematic representation of a selection of different block copolymer conforma-
tions that are used as toughening agents of epoxy matrices and CFREs, the size
and the structure are arbitrarily.
The benefit of BCPs over other toughening agents, as well as the huge challenge from a
materials science point of view, is the self organization. Thermodynamically driven, the BCPs
self-assemble in the epoxy resin, ideally into core-shell structured nano-phases, having a rubbery
core and a self-driven even dispersion, without the need for any kind of additional dispersion
processes. Thereby, the assembling process often yields so-called (spherical) micelles, which
represent a kind of core-shell structure. Such structures were found to specifically form when
ABA type-triblock copolymers were applied [166, 167]; similarly architectured BCPs as within
this work. Vesicles can form as well, and are structures that encapsulate epoxy resin during the
self-assembling process, i.e. their size does not scale with the initially added BCP concentration
within the epoxy resin [168]. Micelles and vesicles form in a broad range of diameters from









Figure 2.13: Schematic of BCP based spherical micelles and vesicles. A-blocks: epoxy mis-
cible, B-blocks: epoxy immiscibly. In the case of vesicular conformations, the
BCPs can encapsulate epoxy resin and largely extend their size (depending on
the time of assembling and the chemical potentials, the epoxy denominates in
that case either the neat epoxy resin or the reactive system with hardener).
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Besides those two morphological structures, other, (dis-)continuous morphologies can poten-
tially be assembled [163, 169, 170], such as e.g. large scale macroscopic phase inverted
structures; when the dominating phase is not represented by the epoxy matrix anymore, but
rather by the block copolymers.
In conclusion, the morphological versatility of BCP toughened epoxies is close to limitless, due
to the possibility to tailor the molecular architecture of the BCPs [26, 171]. BCP induced
morphologies depend e.g. on:
• block copolymer concentration [168]
• block copolymer size [132, 172], i.e. molecular weight [27]
• block conformation [173], e.g. AB [170, 174], ABA [131], ABC [175]
• block symmetry [170], e.g. to control vesicle structures
• individual block length [170], e.g. short epoxy miscible blocks to obtain vesicles
• block reactivity: improving adhesion to matrix [168]
• resin and hardener [167, 174, 176–179]
• the BCP-resin preparation process [175, 180].
The phase separation process itself is induced by energetic potentials between the assembled
BCP structure (e.g. A and B blocks) and the interaction with the epoxy resin system.
The self-assembling process can either occur prior to curing [27, 172], during the curing
process, due to a reaction induced phase separation mechanism (RIPS) [28, 181, 182], or
in combinations thereof [183–185]. Note, it would exceed the scope of the current work to
discuss the topic of phase separation from a thermodynamics point of view. However, the
interested reader is referred to [162, 186, 187], which discuss the thermodynamic concepts of
phase separation phenomena.
With regard to fracture toughness, Dean et al. [168] were one of the first who systematically
investigated the toughening effect of diblock copolymers on a Bisphenol A based epoxy resin
cured by a tetrafunctional aromatic amine. They obtained nano-sized spherical BCP micelles
and vesicles as dominating second phases. These drastically increased the fracture toughness
already at low BCP concentrations.
Fig. 2.14 summarizes the effects of vesicles and micelles on the fracture toughness of an
epoxy matrix, induced by diblock copolymers [168]. It becomes obvious that very small con-
centrations of block copolymers can enhance the fracture toughness drastically, e.g. blending
3 wt.-% of this diblock copolymer resulted in a 3-4-fold increase of GIc,m. Its important to
emphasize that fracture toughness does not scale with the BCP concentration in the epoxy
matrix, due to the variable formation of phase separated morphologies. I.e. this example nicely
illustrates the relation between the morphology and the fracture mechanical performance of
an epoxy matrix.
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Figure 2.14: Influence of micellic and vesicular BCP structures, based on different diblock
copolymers, on the energy release rate GIc,m of the epoxy matrix, adapted from
[168]. The formation of vesicular structures can occur over a broad range of
concentrations and lead to different degrees of fracture toughness improvement.
In the same paper, Dean et al. also showed that the strain energy release rate of these com-
posites was strongly related to the distance between nanoparticles (matrix ligament). Similar
results were found by Wetzel [120] for epoxy/alumina nanocomposites and by Zhang et al.
[122] for nano-sized silica. On the contrary, totally different structures of triblock copolymer
(ABA) toughened epoxy (Bisphenol A based and cured by Phenol Novolac) in the nano-range
were obtained by Kishi et al. [188], who examined the morphology and respective fracture
mechanical properties. Spherical micelles, cylindrical micelles and curved lamellae were gener-
ated, and the highest fracture toughness was obtained by cylindrical structures.
Other studies introduced BCPs into anhydride cured, epoxy based CFRPs [74,
189]. The CFRPs were toughened by a poly(styrene)-block-poly(butadiene)-block-
poly(methylmethacrylate) (SBM) copolymer, which phase separated and homogeneously dis-
persed throughout the composite. The energy release rate of the composite was increased
by about 42 % at low filler concentrations (2.5 wt.-%). In this case, the type of fibre–matrix
failure changed from an adhesion dominated (debonding) to a cohesion dominated failure
mechanism.
Preliminary studies on the matrix level by Bajpai et al. [174] found that the hybridization of
diblock copolymers and core-shell rubber particles did not affect Young’s modulus, yet drasti-
cally increased the fracture toughness of a high strength epoxy system (mixture of a di- and
tri-functional epoxy and cured by an anhydride system). Shear yielding and plastic void growth
were ascribed as the main toughening mechanisms. The CSR nano particles were evenly dis-
tributed within sub-micron sized block copolymer-rich precipitates and did, visually judging,
not affect the phase precipitation behaviour of the block copolymers.
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2.3.3 Toughening mechanisms of rubbery type modifiers
All of the aforementioned modifiers provide in their own way toughness to a brittle epoxy
matrix. However, the micromechanical toughening mechanisms of epoxy matrices basically
originate from the bulk moduli, the Poisson ratios and the shear moduli of the epoxy matrix
and the modifier. Furthermore, their ratio to each other and the bonding to the surrounding
matrix. In the following section the most relevant rubbery induced toughening mechanisms
of epoxy matrices will be discussed, owing to the fact that BCP and CSR modifiers have a
rubbery character and accordingly induce rubber-type mechanisms.
One of the most relevant micro-mechanical, extrinsic toughening mechanisms is crack
deflection [20]. Energy is dissipated by a tilting process of the crack front, i.e. it deviates the
crack front from its original path (changing fracture mode) [190, 191]. Efficient toughening
agents in that regard are usually IRPs or second phases that have a higher stiffness than the
surrounding matrix. When this mechanism becomes activated the actual fracture surface area
increases. This is accompanied by a corresponding increase of the surface roughness [146,
192]. Crack deflection is rather independent of the particle size, yet strongly depends on
the aspect ratio of the obstacle and the volumetric loading [190]. This makes e.g. high as-
pect ratio graphene platelets so interesting for toughening applications of epoxy matrices [136].
Figure 2.15 shows the intrinsic and extrinsic processes taking place at the crack tip, i.e.






























Figure 2.15: Schematic of different fracture mechanisms that act in the wake of the crack tip
(extrinsic toughening) as well as behind the crack tip, within the fracture process
zone (intrinsic toughening). Inspired by [17, 20].
Note: Some researchers further divide the PZ into a dissipation zone and a fracture process
zone (FPZ) [193–195]. The FPZ is a region in the immediate vicinity of the crack surfaces in
which fracture related processes take place, such as non-proportional loadings or large strains
[196]. Quan et al. [193] used transmission optical microscopy to relate the fracture process
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zone to the region in which most of the second phase-modification induced toughening
mechanisms are activated. The dissipation zone is rather composed of extended structural
processes, indicating that other toughening mechanisms are activated [195] or limited plastic
deformation of the epoxy matrix occurs.
Within the plastic zone, three main mechanisms can usually be utilized to improve toughness
of epoxy matrices [197, 198]: (i) shear band yielding, (ii) cavitation and plastic void growth
and (iii) rubber particle bridging.
Shear (band) yielding is an energy dissipative phenomenon of plastic deformation. It occurs
in cross-linked polymers when an axial stress is applied and chain molecules shift along each
other. It is one of the main sources of energy absorption within epoxy matrices [16]. Because
of the cross-linked state of epoxy matrices the extent of shear yielding is restricted and occurs
at nearly 45◦ to the applied load, where the highest shear stresses occur. Shear band yielding
is a very localized process and restricted to the plastic zone, where the yield stress of the epoxy
matrix is exceeded. To promote shear yielding in a glassy epoxy and to increase its energy
absorption capabilities, the matrix can be modified with particulate toughening agents. When
a load is applied to an isotropic and elastic bulk material that contains well bonded dispersed
spherical rubber particles, a triaxial stress state forms around each of those spheres (Note, the
bulk modulus K of the rubber is in the same range as the bulk modulus of the epoxy matrix,
prevailing a hydrostatic stress within the rubber, when a load is applied). First, small stress
concentrations at the equator of the rubbery particles initiate weak shear band yielding of the
matrix between adjacent particles, secondly the rubbery particles start cavitating. Thereby,
the prevailing hydrostatic stress in the rubber particles is relieved, since the macromolecular
structure fails. Voids form in the rubber and the particle internally cavitates. Thereby, the
hydrostatic stresses at the particles equator are relieved and the stress is redistributed to a
plane stress condition, allowing plastic deformation of the matrix ligaments between particles,
i.e. severe shear band yielding occurs [16, p.427][22, 198–200], cf. Fig. 2.15.
Accordingly, the more particles are present in the crack tip vicinity (particle size and volumetric
particle loading depended) the more shear yielding can be initiated, hence the higher is the
energy dissipation.
The process of shear band yielding also applies to rigid particle modifications, yet the stress
concentrations occur at the poles of the particles [198] and initiated by debonding of the
particles. However, the benefit of rubber particles is their capability to cavitate due to the
dilatation process within the plastic zone at the crack tip, i.e. the formation of voids within
the rubber particle and cause post-yield toughening effects [16], such as rubber bridging.
Hence, rubbery toughening agents are usually more efficient in terms of improving fracture
toughness of epoxy matrices.
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The activation of shear yielding requires sufficiently small particle sizes with regard to the
plastic zone size. Large particles, with respect to the plastic zone, can, from a geometrical
point of view, simply not cavitate and will rather tend to bridge or deflect a propagating crack
[201]. However, this mechanism also depends on the cavitational resistance of the rubbery
particle [201, 202]. A high cavitational resistance, e.g. caused by a thick shell-layer of a CSR
particle, could hinder internal cavitation of the rubbery core, especially if the adhesion to the
surrounding matrix is weak, i.e. KIc is low, since the particles do not cavitate and do not
promote shear yielding of the matrix. A low cavitational resistance on the other hand will
cause easy cavitation of the particles, yet the stresses that can be borne are low, i.e. KIc
is low. Accordingly, the cavitational resistance of the rubber particle needs to be balanced
to bare a maximum of stresses but still being able to cavitate. However, the role of the
cavitational resistance is debatable. Bagheri et al. [203] examined the role of rubber particles
and hollow plastic spheres, i.e. no cavitational resistance, and did not observe any difference
between the applied toughening agents.
The shear yielding phenomenon, preceded by internal cavitation of a rubbery particle is one
of the main mechanisms to enhance fracture toughness of brittle epoxy matrices.
Another mechanism that can be triggered by cavitational events, or even debonding of fillers
within a matrix is plastic void growth [197, 203, 204], i.e. the plastic dilation of the matrix
around a cavitated particle. This dilation causes the void to grow, similar as in the shear
yielding mechanism. This localized plastic deformation is a second mechanism associated with
an improved fracture toughness. Thereby, the stress concentrations that act at the equator of
a cavitated particle are the same that act at a void, as shown by Huang et al. [197] based on
the van-Mises stress criterion, i.e. also voids can create such a toughening effect and questions
the relation to the cavitational resistance of rubbery modifiers that is not conclusively solved.
Other mechanisms, such as rubber particle bridging or crack pinning are rather weak
toughening mechanisms and do not particularly contribute to fracture toughness of modified
epoxy matrices [201].
2.3.4 Geometrical aspects and other considerations
The activation of the discussed mechanisms is not only depending on the type of toughening
agent applied within the epoxy matrix, but also a set of other, e.g. geometrical parameters,
such as (i) the particle size [195, 201, 205, 206], (ii) the cross-link density of the epoxy
matrix [138, 201], (iii) the volume fraction of a rubbery phase [139, 207], the (iv) particle
distribution [159] as well as (v) the inter-particle distance [25, 122, 200, 208].
Considering the cross-link density on the toughenability of epoxies by rubber particles, Pear-
son et al. [138] showed that the fracture toughness of an untoughened epoxy matrix can only
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be marginally improved when the cross-link density nc is reduced. However, nc has a large
effect on fracture toughness if the materials are modified with rubber particles The higher
the mobility of molecular chains, the better is the epoxy matrix’ toughenability. As discussed
before, to initiate shear band yielding the matrix needs to be able to yield at the crack tip.
This process is inherently restricted by the cross-linked network, yet is totally suppressed if
the matrix cannot yield. I.e. to toughen an epoxy matrix, it needs to be ductile up to a
certain degree. Similar results were obtained by Kim et al. [202]. They quite excessively ex-
amined the influence of different parameters of the core-shell structure (particle size, volume
concentration in the epoxy matrix and core and shell composition) on the fracture toughness
performance on two differently cross-linked epoxy matrices. The core-shell composition was
based on a Polybutadiene core and a Methamethylacrylte shell. Thereby, toughening of a
highly cross-linked epoxy matrix by CSR particles did not yield a significant improvement of
fracture toughness. But very high particle volume concentrations in an highly cross-linked
epoxy matrix can still lead at least to some improvement of fracture toughness. The authors
concluded that CSR particle cavitation is still activated as an energy dissipating mechanism,
but did not initiate the important shear band yielding mechanism of the epoxy matrix.
From a more general point of view, increasing the rubber volume concentration in such systems
will lead to an increased fracture toughness, but only up to a certain threshold concentration,
according to Michler [198]. When the particle concentration in a toughenable epoxy matrix is
increased (with the same particle diameter) the number of cavitational events and respectively
the amount of shear band yielding increases [202]. Such volumetric particle changes decrease










where r is the average distance between particles, vf the particle volume fraction and D the
particle diameter.
Within that regard, Wu [208] observed a transition from a brittle to a ductile behaviour of
a rubber toughened Polyamide-6,6, independent of the particle size, when a certain ligament
thickness, i.e. the interparticle, distance decreased below a certain value. This was reasoned
by the transition from a plane strain to a plane stress state of the matrix ligaments between
adjacent particles. However, Bagheri et al. [200] applied a variety of different particle sizes
to an epoxy resin with varying concentrations and did not observe such an size-independent
transition from a brittle to ductile state. The transition rather occurred at larger interparticle
distances, when the particle size increased. They explained this behaviour with the number
of cavitational events and the subsequent shear yielding, i.e. when the number of cavitational
events increased, due to an increasing number of CSR particles (yet not the concentration),
shear band yielding increased as well [202].
Michler [198, p.310] performed stress analyses on the stress concentrations between particles
with regard to the effect of the influence of the inter-particle distance r. He was able to
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show the existence of a threshold value rmax, below which the material behaviour changes
from more brittle to rather ductile. However, at a certain interparticle-distance rmin, when a
maximum fracture toughness value had been reached, KIc dropped again. Below this critical
value stress concentrations could not be built up properly and the material did not shear band
yield anymore. Thus, an optimum interparticle distance exists in which the triaxial stress
concentrations the matrix can bare are the highest. Michler related these findings to the
movements of segments within macromolecules and stated that the minimum interparticle
distance should be in a range from ten to hundreds of nanometers. Furthermore, the average
ratio between the interparticle distance to the particle diameter (r/D) should thereby be
smaller than 1 to allow stress fields to overlap.
Bucknall et al. [209] showed that the smaller the diameter of a rubbery particle became the
harder it got to initiate cavitation, which is again well in agreement with the findings from
Michler as well as the considerations about the importance of the cavitational resistance of
rubber particles. This goes along with the findings reported by Kim et al. [157]. Below a
threshold diameter of about 0.2 µm of CSR particles cavitation was omitted. Also, when a
rigid PMMA based particle type (Ø =0.35 µm) was used, fracture toughness was on the level
of the neat epoxy resin. The reason was that the particles did not cavitate and were not able
to initiate shear yielding. The particles rather debonded, since the cavitational resistance
of the CSR particles, as mentioned in Sec. 2.3.3, was too high.
Due to the visco-elastic nature and the time-temperature equivalence of thermosetting
polymers [210, p.402] fracture toughness is not only related to the test temperature but also
to environmental conditions, e.g. loading rates. When the loading rate increases fracture
toughness of the material drops [16, p.295], since the material artificially embrittles. This
effect was particularly illustrated by Raghavan et al. [211], who showed that the type of
fracture of a CTBN toughened brittle DGEBA based-epoxy matrix can even result in a ductile
type of failure, if the loading rate is sufficiently low.
In conclusion, there is not a simple relation between a rubber particle and the fracture toughness
enhancement of a cross-linked polymer, it is rather a function of the underlying molecular
network-structure of the epoxy resin, i.e. the toughenability as well as the particle volume
concentration, the particle size and its cavitational resistance. It can be stated:
(i) the matrix needs to be strong to be tough, i.e. it must be able to bare high stress
concentrations that cause cavitation and shear band formation. Thereby the cavitational
resistance needs to be not too high, so that the particles are still able to cavitate, yet
also not too low, so that the stress concentrations can built up and cause the subsequent
shear bands.
(ii) the particles should have a small interparticle distance, i.e. a high volumetric particle
concentration to allow a high degree of shear band formation.
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(iii) the particle size should not be smaller than about 0.1 µm to allow cavitation of rubbery
particles.
(iv) the selection of the aforementioned parameters depends on the cross-link density of the
matrix. The higher the cross-link density, the more difficult it is to induce shear yielding.
3 Motivation and Objectives
As has been shown in the first part of this work, the demand for damage resistant and damage
tolerant carbon fibre reinforced composites has not been satisfied yet, especially due to the
still persisting drawback of an insufficient toughness originating from highly cross-linked epoxy
matrix systems. A variety of pathways have been developed in the last 60 years and some
success has been achieved in toughening of epoxy matrices and to transfer this property from
the matrix to a carbon fibre reinforced composite. Block copolymer toughening agents provide
the opportunity not only to adjust fracture mechanical properties of the matrix system, but
also to tailor interphases between carbon fibres and epoxy matrices. This combination allows
the enhancement of DR and DT of CFREs during LVIs, without the necessity for additional
manufacturing efforts, such as extensive dispersion of second phase modifiers into the epoxy
resin or the application of interleaving veils. At the same time the benefits of epoxy resin
systems can be utilized, such as e.g. a low viscosity during processing and a high strength to
fracture in the solid state. However, the utilization of block copolymers as toughening agents
in epoxy matrices and CFREs is still a challenging task. A number of parameters, such as
the BCP block units or the resin-hardener system can affect and dictate the phase separation
process, i.e. the second phase morphology, and in this way the fracture mechanical properties.
Therefore, this dissertation focusses on gaining a better understanding of (i) the phase-
separation phenomena of an ABA-type triblock copolymer in a commercially available epoxy
resin, (ii) its effects as second phase modifier on the fracture mechanical properties, and (iii) the
damage resistance (DR) of a carbon fibre reinforced composite. Moreover, (iv) the BCPs were
additionally blended with a core-shell rubber nanoparticle masterbatch system (cycloaliphatic
resin) to further increase the total modifier concentration within the epoxy matrix. This allows
examining the influence of a third constituent on the fracture mechanical performance of the
composite matrix and the CFRE (the epoxy matrix and the BCPs being the first and second
one). Thereby, the work wants to contribute to a better understanding of BCP modified
(carbon fibre reinforced) epoxy systems, so as to allow the controlled application of BCPs in
epoxy matrices and CFREs. The final target is to tailor tough, damage resistant composites.
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4 Materials and Experiments
4.1 Materials selection
4.1.1 Epoxy resin system
In the present work the main resin system is comprised of a diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A
(DGEBA) based epoxy (Biresin CR144 from Sika Deutschland GmbH, epoxy equivalent weight:
182-192 g/eq), which is cured by a cycloaliphatic anhydride mixture (Aradur CY917 from
Huntsman Corp., molecular weight: 166 g/mol [212]). The curing-agent contains primarily a
tetrahydro-4-methylphthalic anhydride, but can also contain small portions of other phthalic
anhydride derivates, such as 1,2,3,6- tetrahydro-3-methylphthalic anhydride [213]. To initate
and accelerate the chemical reaction between the epoxy resin and the curing agent serves
1-methylimidazole (DY070 from Huntsman Corp.). An accepted chemical reaction sequence
is presented in App. A.1.
As a second prepolymer a 3,4-epoxycyclohexylmethyl 3,4-epoxycyclohexanecarboxylate cy-
cloaliphatic epoxy resin (CAE, Celloxide P2021 from Daicel Corp.) was used. Celloxide P2021
is the neat polymeric carrier resin of the applied core-shell rubber particles (cf. Sec. 4.1.2). It
has an EEW of 130 g/eq and a viscosity of 240 mPa·s at room temperature [214].
4.1.2 Block copolymers and core-shell rubber nanoparticles
Block Copolymers
The block copolymer type used in this work is an ABA-type triblock copolymer:
Nanostrength M52N from Arkema S.A. The material is supplied as powder and has
a poly(methylmethacrylate-block-butylacrylate-block-methylmethacrylate) structure (PMMA-
PBuA-PMMA). Thereby, the outer epoxy-miscible PMMA block, or segment, surrounds a
epoxy-immiscible block of PBuA. The latter is at least in a bulk shape incompatible to DGEBA
based epoxy resins [215]. The ductile PBuA block content of this modifier is about 50 vol.-%
[216]. The density of the BCP was measured as ρBCP =1.116 g/cm3 at ambient temperature.
Due to its transparency in the bulk state it is assumed that the BCPs have an amorphous
character from a macroscopic point of view. In the outer PMMA-blocks additional functional
dimethylacrylamid groups (DMA) are included to increase the compatibility to the epoxy resin
[27]. Fig. 4.16 shows a schematic arrangement of the different constituents within M52N
[216].
PMMA DMAPBuA
Figure 4.16: Schematic block copolymer structure of M52N
The complete molecular structure of M52N is not certain, yet the pristine molecular struc-
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tures of each constituent are given in Fig. 4.17. During the copolymerization process
(cf. Sec. 2.3.2.2) the molecules are connected via the repeat units.
(a) Poly(methylmetacrylate) (b) Poly(butylacrylate) (c) Poly(n,n-dimethylacrylamide)
Figure 4.17: Oligomeric structures of the individual constituents of the M52N triblock copoly-
mer, n ist the number of repeat units, n=0: monomer
Core-Shell Rubber Particles
The core-shell rubber (CSR) particle system (KaneAce MX553) was supplied as a master-
batch by Kaneka Belgium N.V., meaning the CSR particles are predispersed in a carrier resin
(Celloxide P2021 from Daicel) at a concentration of 30 ± 1 wt.-% and have an average diam-
eter of Ø ≈ 100 nm, given by the manufacturer. The particle core is made of Polybutadiene
(PBd). However, no information is available on the molecular weight of the core. For orienta-
tion, depending on the isomerie typical glass transition temperatures of PBd are in the range
of -107 to -95 ◦C [217]. Also, no certain information is available on the shell structure, however
it is most-likely that the shell is comprised of at least one derivate of a methylmethacrylate
(MMA) and the shell-to-core composition is in between 15-30 parts by weight of the shell to
100 parts by weight of the core [218]. Accordingly, based on an average diameter of 100 nm,
the shell layer should have a thickness of at most 4.5 nm. Neglecting the thin molecular shell
layer, the density at ambient temperature of the particles was taken as ρCSR=0.94 g/cm3.
The epoxy equivalent weight of the masterbatch was given as 192 g/eq and considers the CSR
particles as an unreactive species within the resin. I.e. correcting the given EEW of the
masterbatch by the amount of unreactive CSR particles (Eq. 4.5), yields a typical EEW of a




· (100 % − 30 %) = 134.4 g
eq
(4.5)
4.1.3 Carbon fibre type and fabrics
The carbon fibre reinforcement within this work is based on HTA40 E13 (5131) high tenacity
carbon fibres from Toho Tenax. A single carbon fibre has a cross sectional diameter of 7 µm
and is coated with ca. 1.3 % of an epoxy surface sizing [219]. Assuming this number as
relative weight percentage, the fibre sizing has a thickness of about 30 nm [50], which is less
than 1 % of the diameter of the CF. Some of the basic carbon fibre properties are summarized
in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Properties of a Toho Tenax HTA40 E13 carbon fibre along fibre direction [6, 219].
Filament diameter [µm] 7
Mass density [g/m3] 1.76
Tensile strength [MPa] 3950
Young’s modulus [GPa] 238
Strain at failure [%] 1.7
Spec. heat capacity [J/kg·K] 710
Thermal conductivity [W/m·K] 10
Coef. thermal exp. [10−6/K] -0.1
Spec. electr. resistance [Ω·cm] 1.6· 10−3
To get a better understanding of the selected type of carbon fibre, Fig. 4.18 shows a sized
and an unsized HTA40 CF. The sizing of the latter one was removed via an organic solvent
following the Soxhlet procedure, as described in EN ISO 10548, procedure A. Compared to
the unsized CF, the sized fibres show small features that probably represent sizing material
that is applied during an immersion process. So, instead of an ideal shell layer around the
carbon fibre, the sizing is only partially covering the CF.
Generally, the importance of the sizing comes from handling and manufacturing requirements
of the CF, e.g. into woven semi-finished parts [103], Secondly, the sizing provides chemical
and physical bonding sites to the epoxy matrix, even though bare, i.e. unsized carbon fibres
can also physically and chemically interact with a surrounding matrix via unsaturated valances
of carbon atoms [11].
At this point, it should be noted that interphase engineering, i.e. tailoring the interfacial
interaction between carbon fibres and the matrix is of crucial importance for the performance
of the part since it is a pre-requirement for enabling a load transfer from the matrix into
the carbon fibres. The interested reader is referred to Sec. 2.1.1 as well as [50, 53, 220]
for further information. However, within this work, the interphase is not subject of quantita-
tive investigations, even though potential interactions with such versatile materials as block
copolymers are acknowledged. The influence of the interphase is qualitatively assessed and
potential implications on test results are discussed.
Based on HTA40 E13 (5131) carbon fibres, two different non-crimp fabrics (NCF) were
chosen. The first NCF is a quasi-unidirectional material HexForce G1157 D1300 HS06K from
Hexcel Corp. (cf. Fig. 4.19a) and has a fibre areal weight of 277 g/m2 (97 wt.-% carbon fibre,
6k roving). The construction is stabilized with 3 wt.-% of glass fibres (EC9 34 Z40 1383)
[221] and has a cured ply thickness (CPT) of 256 µm at 60 vol.-%. This material is used
for the basic laminate characterization, i.e. Mode I and Mode II tests (cf. Sec 4.4). The
material was selected since it satisfies the physical and chemical requirements according
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5 µm
(a) Epoxy sized carbon fibres (E13) - as received
5 µm
(b) Unsized carbon fibres via Soxhlet procedure
Figure 4.18: SEM images of Toho Tenax HTA40 CF
Airbus Material Specification AIMS 05-01-001-C, Grade B for aerospace applications.
The second material (Carbon Fabric Style 763 from C. Cramer, Weberei, GmbH & Co. KG,
Division ECC) has a fibre areal weight of 140 g/m2 (88 wt.-% carbon fibre, 3k roving) and is
stabilized using 12 wt.-% of glass fibres, due to its delicate structure, cf. Fig.4.19b. The 3k
rovings enable manufacturing laminates having a pre-defined aircraft skin structure layup at a
total thickness of only 1.65 mm (Sec. 4.2.3). This thickness currently represents the minimum
skin thickness in commercial aircraft applications. The performance of such laminates is
therefore of special interest, especially with regard to impact damages. The cured ply thickness
(CPT) of this fabric is 129.6 µm at a fibre content of 60 vol.-%.
5 mm
(a) Hexcel HexForce
G1157 D1300 HS06K, 277 g/m2
5 mm
(b) ECC Carbon fabric Style 763,
140 g/m2
Figure 4.19: Non-crimp fabrics (dry) based on Toho Tenax HTA40 CF with epoxy sizing (E13).
a) HexForce G1157 with 6k fibre bundles, being densely packed, b) ECC style 763
with 3k fibre bundles and a reduced areal weight of 140 g/m2, the fibre bundles




The following series of (modified) resin systems were manufactured, based on the above
presented raw materials. The manufacturing process itself is described in detail in Sec. 4.2.2:
(1) seven BCP modified systems (incl. the neat reference) with varying concentrations
between 0.5 and 10 wt.-%, based on the diglycidyl ether of Bisphenol A (DGEBA) epoxy
resin, i.e. Sika Biresin CR144.
(2) two CSR nanoparticle modified systems (incl. the neat reference), having a CSR nanopar-
ticle concentration of 16 wt.-%, based on the cycloaliphatic epoxy (CAE) carrier resin,
i.e. Daicel Celloxide P2021. The CSR nanoparticle modified epoxy resin masterbatch is
Kaneka KaneAce MX553.
(3) one CSR and BCP modified hybrid epoxy system: the CSR particle modified epoxy resin
Kaneka KaneAce MX553 was therefore blended with 11.6 wt.-% of BCPs, yielding a
final CSR/BCP concentration in the cured system of 27.6 wt.-%.
Fig. A.97 in the appendix gives an overview of the optical appearances of the resin systems
and their BCP and CSR modified versions in the pristine state. Table 4.6 summarizes the
different systems, including volumetric concentrations of the modifiers, based on the densities
given in Sec. 4.1.2. A density of ρEP=1.2 g/cm3 at ambient temperature was assumed for
both epoxy systems in the cured state.
Table 4.6: Composition and nomenclature of the cured matrix systems (EP) and respective
CF reinforced composites (CFRE)
System Modifier Modifier total CFRP
EP/ or CFRE/ [wt.-%] [vol.-%] [vol.-%] 3 mm 1.65 mm
DGEBA 0 0 0 x x
BCP-0.5 % 0.5 0.5 0
BCP-1 % 1 1.1 1.1
BCP-2 % 2 2.1 2.1 x x
BCP-5 % 5 5.4 5.4 x
BCP-7 % 7 7.5 7.5 x x
BCP-10 % 10 10.7 10.7 x
CAE 0 0 0 x
CSR-16 % 16 19.5 19.5 x x
CSR/BCP-16/12 16 + 11.6 19.5 + 12.5 32.0 x x
All further discussions in this work in terms of percentage concentrations refer to weight
concentrations of the used modifiers, if not specified otherwise. The nomenclature applied
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(e.g. EP/BCP-x, CFRP/BCP-x or EP/CSR/BCP-x/x) refers to a bulk matrix system (EP)
or a laminate (CFRE), followed by the respective toughener (BCP or CSR or CSR and BCP)
in wt.-%. If required, the nomenclature further distinguishes between DGEBA based epoxy
systems, i.e. EP/DGEBA or CFRE/DGEBA, and CAE systems, i.e. EP/CAE or CFRE/CAE.
4.2.2 Matrix manufacturing
Prior to manufacturing the EP/BCP-systems, a BCP-masterbatch was manufactured having a
concentration of 25 wt.-%. The respective amount of modifier was added to the DGEBA resin,
heated up to 100 ◦C and mixed with a dissolver aggregate (Dispermat, VMA Getzmann GmbH)
until an optically homogenous and transparent mixture was obtained. The masterbatch-step
was followed by the actual matrix and CFRE manufacturing: the BCP-masterbatch was diluted
with neat DGEBA epoxy resin at 50 ◦C to the targeted concentration, then a stoichiometric
amount of curing agent (Huntsman CY917) was added, based on the EEWs given in Sec.
4.1.1. After stirring the solution for 20 min, 1.8 wt.-% of the accelerator (Hunstman DY070,
with respect to the neat epoxy resin) was added and the mixture was stirred for another 10 min.
Finally, the reactive system was cast into glass molds (300 x 200 x 3.8 mm3), which were coated
with a release agent (PAT-607/FB from E. und P. Würtz GmbH & Co KG, Germany). The
molds were coated at least two hours before sample manufacturing to allow evaporation of the
water component of the release agent at about 120 ◦C in an oven. The neat epoxy reference
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Figure 4.20: Manufacturing process of reactive EP/BCP and EP/CSR/BCP resin systems:
1) Blending powdery BCPs with the DGEBA based epoxy resin, 2) Homoge-
nizing and mixing at 100 ◦C and 3) Eventually diluting (to obtain varying BCP
concentrations) and mixing with curing agent and accelerator
The preparation of the CSR modified epoxy system followed a similar procedure as for
the BCP systems: Kaneka KaneAce MX553 was heated up to 40 ◦C and mixed with a
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stoichiometric amount of the curing-agent. After 20 minutes 1.8 wt.-% of the accelerator was
added and the mixture was stirred for another 10 minutes, and cast into glass molds.
For preparing the BCP/CSR hybrid epoxy system, the CSR-masterbatch (Kaneka KaneAce
MX553) and 11.6 wt.-% of BCPs (with respect to the final system: resin, hardener, CSR and
accelerator) were mixed with the dissolver aggregate and heated up to 100 ◦C until an optically
homogenous and transparent mixture had been obtained. After cooling the BCP/CSR hybrid
epoxy resin system to 50 ◦C a stoichiometric amount of curing agent was added, stirred for
15 minutes, then the accelerator was added and stirred again for 10 minutes and finally cast
into glass molds.




























Figure 4.21: Three step curing cycle, used for matrix and CFRP samples
The samples were cured using a three step curing cycle (cf. Fig. 4.21): (1) 90 ◦C for 4 h,
(2) 2 h at 105 ◦C, and (3) 140 ◦C for 4 h.
To obtain a pristine BCP sample for dynamic mechanical thermal analysis the BCP powder
was pressed by a plate-press (P300M, Dr. Collin GmbH, Ebersberg, Germany) at 180 ◦C for
five minutes under ambient pressure and then for 1 min at 100 bar.
4.2.3 Carbon fibre reinforced epoxy laminate manufacturing
Carbon fibre reinforced samples were manufactured based on selected resin systems
(cf. Tab. 4.6) in two categories:
(1) as plates with a unidirectional fibre layup (UD) and a thickness of 3 mm based on
Hexcel HexForce G1157 D1300 HS06K for characterizing basic material properties, such
as the interlaminar fracture toughness Mode I and Mode II
(2) as thin plates with a multidirectional fibre layup of about 1.65 mm thickness to satisfy
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the minimum skin thickness requirement and to investigate the effect of a CSR and BCP
modification on the impact resistance, based on Carbon fabric Style 763 from ECC.
For manufacturing both laminate thicknesses a hand-layup process was chosen. This allows
a flexible handling and variation of the resin system. Thereby a fibre volume content of
60 vol.-% was anticipated, based on the areal weight of the respective material, neglecting
the glass fibre portions. This approach reduced the effective carbon fibre volume content to
58.2 vol.-% and 52.8 vol.-% for the 3 mm thick and 1.65 mm samples, respectively.
To manufacture the 3 mm thick laminates (300 mm x 500 mm x 3 mm) all the plies were
stacked having a CF orientation in the same direction (0◦). During the lay-up, in between
each ply a portion of resin was applied, using an ink roller. In between ply no. 6 and 7 a
12 µm thick polytetrafluorethylen (PTFE) film insert was placed on one end of the laminate
to gain an artificial pre-crack. This allows subsequently to extract double cantilever beam
specimens (DCB) to determine the interlaminar fracture toughness. Following the lay-up
procedure the laminates were vacuum bagged and cured in an autoclave. The curing cycle
was the same as for the matrix systems, under 24 bar of pressure, to ensure a proper
impregnation of the fibres (Fig. 4.21). The reactive resin systems were prepared just
before the hand-layup process according the procedure described in Sec. 4.2.2. It took
about 60 minutes from extracting the resin systems from the dissolver aggregate to starting
the autoclaving process. No information is available on potential evaporation events of
the liquid and reactive resin system at the beginning of the curing cycle by applying the vacuum.
To manufacture the thin laminates (500 mm x 580 mm x 1.65 mm) the stacking se-
quence followed an aircraft skin structure layup (15 % 0°/ 23 % 90°/ 62 % ±45°) and was
(45/-45/45/-45/90/0/90)s [21, 30]. The hand-layup process and the subsequent curing pro-
cedure were the same as for the 3 mm thick laminates.
4.3 Thermal analyses and basic materials characterization
Thermal analyses of polymers allow the investigation e.g. of the curing behaviour of polymers
or their viscoelastic behaviour, i.e. the time, temperature and frequency dependency of prop-
erties. Various analytical techniques were used within this work to investigate these properties,
such as Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Dynamic Mechanical Analyses (DMA) or a
quite newly developed method Thermo Modulated Optical Refactometry (TMOR).
4.3.1 Dynamic Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
DSC is used to measure the total heat flow Φtotal during the chemical reaction of the different
resin systems, i.e. the heat that is needed to transfer the liquid and reactive resin systems to
a cured state, cf. Eq. 4.6. The experiments were performed under non-isothermal conditions,
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where Tstart and Tend are the starting and end temperatures in between the reaction occurs,
Q̇ is the heat flow and H the enthalpy. Under isobaric conditions (p =const.) Q = ∆H.
Thereby, Φtotal contains enthalpy contributions from morphological changes Hmorph, the
chemical reaction Hχ and the heating rate Hheat.
The liquid and reactive resin samples were heated from T=0◦C to 200 or 250◦C, depending
on the base resin, with a heating rate of 5 K/min. Then the samples were cooled to T=0◦C
again (cooling rate 5 K/min). The procedure was repeated to ensure complete curing of the
system.
The same experiments were performed using the oven-cured matrix specimens (cf. Sec. 4.2.2).
To determine the degree of cure of the matrix specimens, the residual reaction enthalpy ∆Hrest





Relaxation phenomena are strongly frequency and heating/cooling rate dependent, i.e. the
obtained data are always to be considered along with the selected parameters.
4.3.2 Phase separation and volume changes via Temperature Modulated Optical
Refractometry (TMOR)
TMOR is an experimental technique that combines Abbe refractometry with a superimposed
temperature modulation. This unique setup allows not only to e.g. determine the refractive
index n of a material over time and temperature, but also to simultaneously measure other
properties such as the complex thermal volume expansion coefficient β∗. This enables gaining
valuable information on phase transitions of polymers [222–224], or, e.g. derive temperature
induced shrinkage phenomena [223]. Thereby, the thermal volume expansion coefficient is
to a certain extent the counterpart to the specific heat, obtained via DSC measurements [225].
Within this work, TMOR is used to get deeper insights into the phase-separation process of
block copolymer-epoxy resin mixtures. The goal is to access and investigate temperature
and curing driven phase-separation phenomena of complex multicomponent BCP-epoxy resin
mixtures.
Since the technique is rather new, a more detailed description of its working principle is given
below.
The refractive index n is a material property of a liquid or a solid that depends on its mass
density ρ and its specific refractivity r [226, 227]. It is furthermore defined by the degree of
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refraction of light at an interface, when passing from a known medium (n1) to an unknown
medium n2 (e.g. polymer sample), cf. Snell’s law, Eq. 4.8
n1 · sin(α1) = n2 · sin(α2) (4.8)
where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the materials and α1 and α2 are the angles of















Figure 4.22: Schematic to illustrate the phenomenon of total reflection.







, with respect to the prism-sample interface. These incident beams of light interact
with the sample via reflection and transmission (absorption is neglected in the present work).
According to Eq. 4.8, when a beam of light hits an optically less dense material (n2 < n1),
the beam of light is refracted away from its optical axis. When increasing the incident angle
α1, the angle α2 of the refracted light beam increases as well up to 90◦, the critical angle of
total reflection.
A more thoroughly perspective on total reflection is given by the Fresnel equations, illustrated
for s-polarization in Fig. 4.23, left. The measured quantity is the intensity of the reflection,
determined as a function of the angle α1 of the incident light beam. When the critical angle
α1,crit is reached, and total reflection appears, n2 is determined.
A relationship between n and the mass density ρ of the penetrated sample can be described
by the Lorentz-Lorenz equation
n2 − 1
n2 + 2
= r · ρ (4.9)
where r is the specific refractivity of the material; a quantity that is usually almost independent
of temperature changes. However, if chemical reactions change the electric polarisation of
a material, the specific refractivity r might be affected [228]. Hence, mass density ρ can
be determined via Eq. 4.9 as a function of external parameters, such as e.g. temperature,
pressure, or kinetic influences such as chemical reactions, provided r =const. is known.
Hence, the chemical reaction induced shrinkage of a material, which is of utmost importance



































































Figure 4.23: left: Exemplarily Fresnel curve at T=25◦C of an epoxy resin, showing the tran-
sition from a low degree of reflection to total reflection, s-polarization is exper-
imentally realized. When total reflection occurs, i.e. the position of the kink,
n2 can be determined, right: Thermo-modulation (AT=0.3 K) superimposed to
a heating rate of 0.3 K/min and the refractive index response, modulation time
τ=60 s
A further important quantity that can be derived when refractive index or volume changes
occur, is the static thermal volume expansion coefficient βstat. Eq. 4.10 is derived from Eq. 4.9
under the condition that the temperature dependence of r is neglectable. If reaction induced
effects are omitted βstat can be measured via a sufficiently low heating rate at every increment
of temperature change. It should be pointed out that already classical Abbe refractometry














Compared to Abbe refractometry, TMOR makes use of a superimposed sinusoidal temperature
perturbation T (t) = Tmean + AT · sin(ωt) of the sample (Fig. 4.23, right, yellow and red
curves).
At every time (or temperature) the complex refractive index |n∗ω| can be measured
|n∗ω| = n0 + An,ω · sin(ωt − φω) (4.11)
where n0 is the mean refractive index, An,ω the amplitude at a certain frequency f
(ω = 2πf = 2π/τ , τ is the temperature modulation time) and φω a phase shift between
sinusoidal temperature excitation and refractive index response.
The temperature modulation allows accessing the complex thermal volume expansion coef-
ficient β∗ω (Eq. 4.12) even during isothermal measurements. Hence, this technique enables
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time-dependent investigations e.g. of thermal relaxation phenomena of polymers. In contrast
to classical DSC, structural changes on a molecular level can be examined without super-
imposed heating rate effects. Using sufficiently small temperature amplitudes of . 0.3 K,
non-linear thermal excitations of the material are omitted.
|β∗ω| =
√












The real part of Eq. 4.12 shows the dynamic thermal volume expansion coefficient:
β
′
ω = |β∗ω| · cos(φω) (4.13)
Dissipative thermal relaxation processes are represented by the imaginary part and reflect the
degree of entropy production.
β
′′
ω = |β∗ω| · sin(φω) (4.14)
TMOR has been implemented in an Abbe refractometer (TORC 5000) from Anton Paar
OptoTec GmbH, Seelze, Germany. The refractometer is equipped with a LED having a wave-
length of λ(nD)=589 nm. The information depth that can be collected from the sample is
accordingly limited to about 300 nm. A photo diode array detects the reflected light and pro-
vides a relative accuracy of the refractive index of 2·10−6. The temperature can be varied in
a range from -20 to +130◦C with an accuracy of ± 0.03 K.
To investigate the curing behaviour of the BCP modified epoxy, i.e. via simultaneous changes
of the dynamic thermal volume expansion coefficient β∗ω, three systems were selected for
investigation, the neat reference DGEBA, the 5 wt.-% and 10 wt.-% system. The materials
were prepared as described in Sec. 4.2.2. Immediately after the mixing procedure the samples
were transferred to the refractometer. The measurements were conducted at a constant
heating rate of 0.3 K/min from 20 to 128◦C, adapting the conditions of the curing cycle for
materials processing. The thermo-modulation took place with an amplitude of AT=0.3 K at
a frequency of f=16.7 mHz (τ=60 s). The modulation time τ was chosen in such a way that
no conflict appears with the heating rate.
Noteworthy, applying a heating rate during the measurement will not necessarily lead to a
static refractive index, if the temperature perturbation is too high. However, the heating rate
selected should not distort assumed static property, due to kinetic influences.
4.3.3 Dynamic Mechanical Analyses (DMA)
The principle of DMA is based on a frequency depended excitation (e.g. a displacement s or
strain ε) of a specimen, which leads to a time and/or frequency f related complex response,
i.e. a phase (δf ) shifted force F or stress σ∗f . Vice versa, a stress can be applied and a strain
response can be measured. Additionally, the measurement can be superimposed by a kinetic
component, i.e. a heating rate. Furthermore, a variety of experimental setups can be used
anticipating e.g. the stiffness of the material. Accordingly, the sample geometry and the
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response function vary, i.e. σ∗ = f(ε, f, geometry) or ε∗ = f(σ, f, geometry).
DMA is a versatile method to assess e.g. (i) time or temperature induced mechanical
relaxation phenomena, (ii) the dynamic glass transition temperature Tg or (iii) material
compositions by analysing the aforementioned properties.
In DMA measurements, the storage modulus E
′
and the loss modulus E
′′
, real and imaginary








f = |E∗f | · cos δf (4.16)
E
′′
f = |E∗f | · sin δf (4.17)
E
′
represents the materials’ capabilities to store energy, whereas E
′′
is a measure of the
dissipated energy, caused by molecular motions and friction [229]. Based on the ratio of both,






Measuring elastic properties and relaxation processes via dynamic and kinetic methods is
a challenging task, since the mechanical behaviour of polymers can be drastically different
depending on the experimental conditions. The measurements are valid in the linear elastic
region of a material, i.e. non-linear excitations need to be omitted by selecting sufficiently
small excitation parameters.
The DMA tests within this study were conducted using a TA Instruments Q800 as well
as a TA Instruments 850 after following the sample preparation procedure as described in
Sec. 4.2.2. The measurements were performed in a single cantilever beam setup using a
heating rate of 2 K/min, in a deformation controlled manner (ε0=0.041 %). To perform
measurements over the full temperature range from -100◦C up to 300◦C (depending on the
matrix or CFRP system), a test frequency of f=10 Hz was selected. The specimen dimensions
were 35 mm in length, 10 mm in width and 3.8 mm in thickness. The dynamic glass transition
temperature was determined at the peak value of the mechanical damping tan δ.
The crosslink density nc was calculated according Eq. 4.19 [115], where ρ is the mass density
of the polymer (calculated, based on given densities at ambient temperature in Sec. 4.1.1),












The average molecular weight is based on the theory of rubber elasticity [230–233], where
E
′
T g+50K = Estat is the storage modulus measured by dynamic mechanical analysis at 50 K
above Tg in the rubbery plateau. As described above, the temperature increasingly surpasses
the frequency domination of the measurement when the temperature is increased far above
the α-relaxation. Accordingly, E
′
T g+50K represents a material value that is rather temperature
dependent than frequency dependent in the frequency range used. R is the universal gas
constant, T the absolute temperature and q the front factor (q=0.725 [138]), a dimensionless
factor that accounts for changes of the chain length during the cross-linking process [234].
Due to a variety of assumptions, e.g. applying the model to a heterogeneous system even
though it is only meant for homogenous materials, or applying the model based on material
properties obtained from non-equilibrium measurements (e.g. influence of the heating rate and
frequency), the results, i.e. cross-link densities obtained from BCP and CSR particle modified
epoxies are only of indicative character.
4.4 Mechanical Characterization
4.4.1 Tensile properties
Quasi-static tensile properties of the matrix systems were performed on a Zwick 1474
universal testing machine, following ISO DIN EN 527 to determine Young’s modulus E, the
materials’ strength σmax and the respective strain value εmax, as well as the strength and strain
at fracture, σt=total and εt, respectively. Tensile testes were conducted to obtain Young’s
modulus and to be able to apply some of the relationships provided by LEFM (cf. Sec. 4.4.2.1).
For testing, a 10 kN load cell was used. The selected specimen geometry was the preferred
specimen geometry given in the standard 1B, having a total length of 150 mm. A pre-load
of 1 N was applied and the deformation in the linear-elastic region during the test was mea-
sured using a clip-on extensometer, having a gauge length of 50 mm. The testing speed was
1 mm/min.
4.4.2 (Interlaminar) fracture toughness - Mode I
4.4.2.1 Matrix
The stress intensity factor in Mode I KIc was determined for the various matrix systems
following linear elastic fracture mechanics, as described in ISO 13586 using a Zwick 1474
universal testing machine. This factor uniquely describes the intensity of a stress field around
a crack tip, when tensile forces are applied to initiate crack growth in a material [16]. Mode I
fracture represents the most critical fracture mode, since it is e.g. not affected by frictional
events, such as in the case of Mode II (in-plane shear) or Mode III (anti-plane shear) fracture,
and therefore of special interest. A more detailed description of fracture mechanics theory
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and the differences between linear-elastic, non-linear elastic and inelastic fracture the reader
can also be found in [16, 235, 236].










(1 − α)3/2 (0.866 + 4.64α − 13.32α
2 + 14.72α3 − 5.6α4)
(4.21)
where Fmax is the maximum force during the compact tension test that causes crack growth,
B the sample thickness, W the effective, load carrying length and f(α = a0/W ) a geometry
function [237].
Machined compact tension (CT) specimens (cf. Fig 4.24) of previously casted plates
(cf. Sec. 4.2.2) were used for testing, having an effective length of W=31.2 mm and a










Figure 4.24: Schematic of a compact tension specimen for measuring the fracture toughness
in the pre-cracked, yet untested state (adopted from [146])
of plane strain at the crack tip, at least up to a certain degree, since usually small scale
yielding events can occur in the close vicinity of the crack tip during loading. However, as
long as the material of interest shows a linear elastic stress-strain behaviour and infinitesimal
strains, linear elastic fracture mechanics theory (LEFM) can be applied [16, 235].
The test was performed at a deformation rate of 1 mm/min and a preliminary force of 1 N.
The displacement was measured by the movement of the machine cross-head. For statistical
evaluation, at least five samples of each system were examined. Prior to testing, a sharp notch,
i.e. the initial crack length a0, was introduced into the samples by razor blade tapping [238].
Post-mortem analyses of a fractured CT-specimen clearly show the initial crack length a0 after
the test is performed, cf. Fig. 4.25. Therefore a0 was determined on the fracture surface
by an electronic caliper after the experiment was conducted. Preliminary tests did not show
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a difference of fracture toughness by evaluating the crack length via an electronic caliper or
using additionally a light microscope. However, to be a valid data set the crack length had to








Figure 4.25: Fracture surface of a CT specimen, thickness B=3.8 mm, the notch was intro-
duced into the specimen by razor blade tapping
Another measure to describe the initial fracture process is an energy based approach that
considers the energy change in the system ∆U due to crack growth ∆A (newly generated
fracture surface) [239], the strain energy release rate GIc. G can respectively be experi-
mentally obtained from the force displacement curves of the CT tests [240, 241]. However, in








where E0 = E (plane stress) or E0 = E/(1 − ν2) (plane strain).
In the present work GIc was determined based on the given relationship to KIc, considering ν as
0.34, i.e. the Poisson ratio of the neat DGEBA matrix for all matrix systems. The conversion
from the stress intensity factor KIc to the energy release rate GIc allows the comparison of
fracture mechanical properties of matrices and laminated composites. The stress intensity
factor approach (Eq. 4.21) is not valid in heterogeneous systems such as fibre reinforced
polymers.
As described above, LEFM is an applicable method, in the case of small scale yielding events,
as long as the bulk material behaviour is plane strain dominated [16]. If the yield stress σys,
i.e. the stress that induces plastic deformational events is exceeded, a dog-bone shaped region
in front of the crack tip develops that is referred to as the plastic zone (cf. Irwin model
[242]). The yield stress, the intensity of the stress field K and the corresponding extent of





The equation yields an estimate of the size of the plastic zone in front of the crack tip prior
to failure (Eq. 4.24). It is another parameter to access the fracture toughness of a material,








where KIc represents the stress intensity factor and σys,ps is the yield stress under plane strain
conditions. Note, in the case of plane strain conditions the stress field is further constraint,
i.e. σys =
√
3 · σys,ps [16].
4.4.2.2 Carbon fibre reinforced epoxy
To investigate the effects of a BCP and CSR nanoparticle matrix modification in the presence
of carbon fibre reinforcements it is necessary to be able to compare the resistance to crack
growth of the CFRE to that of the neat matrix (without CF, yet modified). This allows
investigating the interaction between carbon fibres and the (modified) matrices as well as
potential influences of the phase separation behaviour of the BCPs or the degree of dispersion of
the CSR modifiers, due to different surface energies, on the CFREs. Therefore, the interlaminar
fracture toughness of the fibre composites, i.e. the strain energy release rate (Mode I, GIc),
which should be from a physics point of view the same value as for the matrix without fibre














Figure 4.26: Schematic of the double cantilever beam test setup for determining the Mode I
interlaminar fracture toughness prior to testing
European standard EN 6033 as well as ISO 15025 was followed. Double cantilever beam (DCB)
specimens (cf. Fig. 4.26 and 4.27) were cut from the unidirectional laminates (cf. Sec. 4.2.3)
with dimensions of 250 (0◦ fibre orientation) x 25 x 3 mm3. Loading blocks (25 x 25 x 25 mm3)
were subsequently bonded to the specimens using a two-component epoxy adhesive to open
the artificial pre-crack that was introduced in the laminate by a PTFE insert during the
manufacturing. By pre-loading the sample, before the actual experiment, the artificial pre-
crack is propagated by about 10-15 mm, to generate a natural pre-crack a0. The test velocity
was set to 10 mm/min and the load was measured by a 10 kN load cell. Load displacement
curves were recorded and a travelling microscope was used to observe the crack propagation
until a crack length ac of ≥100 mm was reached. This allows the correlation between crack
length, force and displacement. The steady-state interlaminar energy release rate GIc,composite=c
was then calculated according Eq. 4.25, based on EN 6033, which is an integral method and






where U corresponds to the total energy consumed during crack propagation (loading and
unloading), ac is the crack length and b the specimen’s width.
However, following ISO 15014, the energy release rate can also be calculated for each crack
propagation step based on the corrected beam theory approach (Eq. 4.26). This approach
allows obtaining information about the development of G over an increasing crack length, i.e.
the examination of so called resistance curves (R-curve) or the determination of an energy
release rate at crack initiation GIc,init. This value is ideally not affected by the presence of
any fibres in the CFRE and can therefore be correlated to GIc of the matrix systems. The
crack initiation toughness GIc,init was measured based on the onset of non-linearity of the
load-displacement curve and were determined from the pre-crack. The distance between the






Figure 4.27: Double cantilever beam test setup at the end of the experiment. The crack has







where P is the load, δ is the displacement along the load line, b the specimens’ width, ac is
the crack length, ∆ is a crack length correction factor based on specimen compliance, F is a
correction factor in the case of large displacements, N is a correction factor if load blocks are
used, as it is in this work. The correction formulas can be found in ISO 15014.
4.4.3 Interlaminar fracture toughness - Mode II
The Mode II critical energy release rate GIIc is a measure to describe the resistance to crack
growth in a shear loading mode. This loading mode usually yields higher G values than Mode
I, since additional energy consuming effects, such as frictional events hinder crack growth.
However, from an application point of view Mode I loading is usually not the dominating load
case. The Mode II energy release rate is of great interest, since it reflects a delamination
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induced failure behaviour of carbon fibre composites. Delaminational events are one of
the major impact induced damage modes of fibre composites. Delaminations within fibre
reinforced structures can e.g. be a tool drop during an assembling process or in a more severe
case a gun projectile that penetrates a CF reinforced structure. Furthermore, empirical models
show a direct correlation between GIIc and the response of a material to impact events, i.e.
improving the resistance to shear induced crack growth can be used as an indicator to an
improved damage resistance (cf. Sec. 2.1).
To investigate the effects of BCP and CSR nanoparticle modifications in CFRP on this loading
mode, ISO 15114 was followed. The standard makes use of a special test setup, the so called















Figure 4.28: Schematic of the interlaminar fracture toughness in shear mode test setup with
a specimen
Thereby double cantilever beam specimens from Mode I tests were used (Sec. 4.4.2.2) and
clamped at one end. The clamping can horizontally move and reduce bending stresses in the
laminate due to the loading at the other end of the specimen. This allows the crack ac to
propagate mostly in a shear mode.
Using DCB specimens from the Mode I test ensures the presence of a natural pre-crack and
satisfies the test requirement that the ratio between the length of the natural precrack ap
and the free length l is bigger than ap/l ≥0.55. The top loading block (25 x 25 mm2) was
removed from the Mode I test specimen and the fixture clamped the specimen over a length of
55 mm, allowing the free length l to be around 182.5 mm. The mode I initiated precrack was
at least 100 mm for every specimen in this study. The test velocity was set to 5 mm/min and
the load was measured by a 10 kN load cell. Load displacement curves were recorded. The
crack propagation was calculated based on the corrected beam theory using the effective crack
length approach (cf. Eq. 4.27 as well as [243]), i.e. the crack length ae was measured based
on the reduction of stiffness of the DCB specimen, due to crack propagation (cf. Eq. 4.28,
not to be confused with ac).
GIIc,init,composite =






where P is the applied load, b is the specimen width, h the specimen thickness and Ef the flexu-
ral modulus of the systems, determined during the clamp correction procedure (cf. ISO 15114),
ae is given in Eq. 4.28. N is a correction factor if load blocks are used, as it is in this work.




(2bCh3Ef − (l + ∆clamp)3))
1
3 (4.28)
where b is the specimen width, C the compliance C = δ/P , h the specimen thickness, Ef the
flexural modulus and l the free length. ∆clamp accounts for the compliance of the clamping
device.
According to the standard, the flexural modulus of the systems can be obtained from a clamp
correction procedure. However, this procedure should be applied to an additional specimen
from each test set using high loads. Since the specimen thickness varied in a certain range
over a full test set, Ef was measured according DIN EN ISO 14525 for all systems. Then a
relationship between the thickness of the specimens and the corresponding flexural modulus
of the composite was established (neglecting the differences in the flexural modulus of the
matrix due to the different modifications). Based on a best-fit, the flexural modulus for the
Mode II measurements were calculated (cf. Fig. A.102):
Ef = 75345.05 + 1462483.46 · 0.320t (4.29)
where t is the specimens’ thickness.
The test enables determining the steady-state critical energy release rate GIIc,propagation as well
as the shear induced crack initiation GIIc,Initiation. A picture of the test setup is given in Fig. 4.29.
Crack initiation was (1) visually observed GIIc,init,vis using a travelling light microscope and (2)










Figure 4.29: Endloaded split clamping ficture with specimen for investigating the interlaminar




To analyse the damage resistance of matrix modified carbon fibre reinforced laminates that
meet the current MST requirement, impact tests were carried out using a drop tower with
varying drop heights (mimpactor=2.065 kg), Fig. 4.30. The energy levels varied from 1 J, 3 J,
7 J, 9 J to 13 J, corresponding to impact velocities of 1 m/s, 1.7 m/s, 2.6 m/s, 3 m/s and
3.6 m/s, respectively. The goal was to select a load range that induces on one end only
barely visible impact damages (1 J) and on the other severe damage to the laminates, but no






Figure 4.30: Drop tower setup
(cf. Fig. 4.31). Accordingly, sample dimensions were 150 mm in length (0◦ fibre orientation)
and 100 mm in width. The drop tower was equipped with a 4.5 kN load cell, the force-time
data were recorded using an oscilloscope (DPO4034B Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope from
Tektronix inc., USA) and subsequently filtered with a low pass filter (SAE J211 standard,









Figure 4.31: Schematic of the impact test setup: Fc is the clamping force, Eimp the impact en-
ergy, vimp the impact velocity just before impacting the specimen, CF orientation
0◦ from left to right
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1 million data points. The diameter of the indenter tip was 12.7 mm. For all energy levels one
specimen was tested. This procedure does not necessarily provide quantitatively substantiated
results but is able to compare the influence of the different modifiers (and concentrations)
on the damage resistance. During the impact tests it was ensured that the impactor hit
the specimen only once. In the case of the 9 J impact level, a second set of specimens was
impacted twice (each time 9 J), to get an impression of the damage tolerance to the previous
impact event.
The analyses of the differently modified laminates was done by (1) analyses of the force
response during an impact event, (2) evaluation of the indentation depth after impact
(Sec. 4.5.2), (3) visual damage assessment, (4) ultrasound analyses (Sec. 4.5.3), (5) light mi-
croscopy and (6) 3D X-ray microscopy (Sec. 4.6.2).
4.5.2 Post-impact Indentation depth
Impacting a structure is a three dimensional event, i.e. damage occurs in the x-y plane
perpendicular to the main impact direction and in the z-plane in the direction of the impact.
Depending on the impact energy, a permanent deformation remains in the structure.
To examine the permanent deformation in y-z-direction after the impact, i.e. the indentation
depth through the crosssection of the impact, an in-house built chromatic confocal sensor
stage was used based on a Chromatic Confocal Sensor CHR 150 from Stil, Fig. 4.32. The













Figure 4.32: Chromatic confocal sensor with semi-automated scanning stage
principal of a confocal sensor is based on the variation of the intensity of light. If a sample is
in perfect focus of the emitted light beam, the reflected light intensity is high, defocussing the
beam leads to a loss of intensity. A respective electronics device calculates the profile value.
For further background on chromatic confocal sensors and respective techniques, the reader
is referred to [244].
The impacted specimens were set on supports (not visible in Fig. 4.32) to avoid an uneven
profile scan due to the indent and were scanned in y-direction. An example is shown in
Fig. 4.33.
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Figure 4.33: Profile scan of a CF laminate after impact showing permanent deformation
In a first step, a pre-scan was used to determine the deepest position caused by the impact with
respect to the undamaged surface of the laminate. Subsequently the profile scan was performed
through this position ensuring covering the maximum deviation from the undamaged surface
structure. Afterwards the data set was graphically evaluated. In the case the indentation
depth exceeded 300 µm (confocal sensor limitation), the indentation depth was incrementally
scanned, i.e. after a first scan, the distance between probe and sample was reduced by 250 µm
and the scan was repeated. However, this technique suffers from the restriction to obtain
only two dimensional information (y-z). To obtain additional information on the extent of the
damage in the x-y-plane, ultrasound analyses were performed, cf. Sec. 4.5.3.
4.5.3 Damage size evaluation via ultrasound
After the different material systems are impacted (cf. Sec. 4.5.1), the extent of the damage
and an eventual reduction of the damage size by the BCP and CSR modification of the
CFREs are evaluated. To obtain such information ultrasound analysis (US) were performed.
Ultrasound analysis is a non-destructive type of acoustic microscopy technique that al-
lows visualizing features, such as defects within a material. It was originally developed
for the maintenance and quality control of parts and makes use of the interaction of
sound waves with interfaces, defects or inhomogeneities. Sound waves can, similarly to
light waves, be reflected, transmitted or absorbed. Post-mortem ultrasound analysis, usually
in a pulse-echo setup, allows the detection and analyses of such altered sound signals [11, 245].
A variety of setups and modifications of ultrasound techniques exist to investigate material
properties and eventual anomalies in CFREs.
Within this thesis, the phased array ultrasound technique (Olympus Omniscan MX2 phased
array (PA) test instrument) in a pulse-echo setup was used. The setup is shown in
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Fig. 4.34 and 4.35. Thereby a measuring probe (Olympus 5L64A12, 5 MHz probe, resolution:
0.6 signals/mm, 64 piezo elements, measuring width: 38.4 mm) equipped with a 0◦ wedge
(Olympus SA12-0L), induced mechanical vibrations into the CFRP panel, in the shape of a fo-
cused ultrasound beam [246]. To capture the data in y-direction, an encoder wheel (Olympus
ENC1-2.5LM, resolution 0.5 signals/mm) was attached to the side of the wedge. US analysis
at air - specimen interfaces lead to a very high degree of reflections, i.e. do not allow for depth
analyses of material defects, because of the large difference between the acoustic impedances
of air and a solid. Since the acoustic impedances are much more similar between water and
a solid, the experimental setup was additionally immersed in a water bath. This allows trans-
mitting most of the ultrasound signal (energy) into the specimen (about 74 %). Yet, a high
degree of reflections at air - specimen interfaces enables the detection of pores and defects in
a material that is immersed in water by US. Note, in this case no transversal sound waves can












Figure 4.34: Schematic of the ultrasound setup with an impacted CFRP specimen, 0◦ fibre
oriention from left to right
Generally, if the sound wave hits an inhomogeneity, e.g. a fibre-matrix delamination, the
reflected or scattered sound signal changes. However, this also depends on the size of the
defect. Then, amplitude, frequency and duration of the received signal are evaluated against








30 mm 150 mm
Figure 4.35: left: Ultrasound probe, wedge and encoder wheel on CFRP specimen, right:
Phased array ultra sound setup: waterbath, PA and computer for data acquisition
and post processing
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In the used setup, the CFRE plate was set onto two supports above an auxiliary reflector (AR),
which was as well mounted onto two supports. The stacked setup was chosen to clearly identify
and differentiate the different amplitude echos during the measurement, i.e. (1) the interface
between the wedge and the CFRE panel, (2) the back wall of the CFRE panel (BW), (3) the
upper side of the AR as well as (4) the bottom side of the AR. For analyses of the extent of
damages of the differently toughened systems, caused by the different impact energies the AR
echo technique was chosen. Especially for thin panels it is difficult to determine delaminations
accurately by measuring the classical BW echo. The signals, indicating materials failure, might
then be superimposed by rapidly after occurring signals of the back wall [245], i.e. the damage
zone through the thickness of the panel cannot be fully or even at all captured. By using an
AR the signal travels through the specimen (and the defect) twice, first when it is released
from the probe as well when it is reflected from the AR. This attenuates the reflections of
the defect, but it will be less superimposed by other signals of the panel and can be clearly
detected. For visualization and quantitative analyses the amplitude C-scans were examined.
Damage within the samples was defined if the captured signal was damped by 70 %, i.e. a
damage threshold level of 10 dB.
4.6 Imaging Techniques
4.6.1 Scanning electron microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a well-established imaging technique that overcomes
the classical limitation of visible light, being restricted to only image features in the range of the
half of its wavelength (dfeature ≥ λ ≈200 nm, based on the Abbe equation d = 0.5λ/(n sin α),
where λ is the wavelength of light, n is the refractive index) by employing a high energy
electron beam. This allows imaging surface topographies down to spatial resolutions in the
sub-nano meter range [247].
To perform SEM (fracture) surface analyses within this study, a Zeiss Supra 40VP was used.
The accelerating voltage was in most cases set to Uacc=5 kV. The fracture surfaces were
sputtered with a gold-palladium layer at I=40 mA for 70 seconds (Balzers Sputter Coater
SCD050) to allow a thin sputter coating to de-charge the specimen when hit by the electron
beam. In the case of fracture surfaces, all images were taken ahead of the initial crack tip.
For analysing the dimensions of fracture surface features, e.g. particle size, the image analysis
software ImageJ was used.
4.6.2 3D X-ray microscopy
3D X-ray microscopy (or computer tomography) is a non-destructive technique to in-situ
analyse structures and defects, such as delaminations and/or fibre fracture in carbon fibre
reinforced polymers at high resolutions. State of the art XRMs overcome the limitations of
classical X-ray microscopes, which rely solely on the absorption of X-rays and the incident
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photon energy to generate contrast from the presence of a material [248]. Thereby, the degree
of X-ray absorption of a material can be described via ηphoton and is denominated as the linear





where Z is the atomic number and U is the energy of the incident photon. The higher the
atomic number, the more electrons are available for excitation by incident photons, the lower
the photon energy the higher its wavelength.
More general, the larger the linear attenuation coefficient, the more photons become absorbed
from the material, i.e. have excited electrons, the lower ηphoton the more transparent is the
material to an incident X-ray photon. Hence, to obtain useful X-ray micrographs the materials
should have large linear attenuation coefficients and the linear attenuation coefficients should
differ from each other.
Therefore, performing X-ray analyses especially of polymers and carbon fibres is a challenging
task using such classical devices. Both material classes are mainly based on carbon atoms,
which have a low atomic number and nearly no difference between their attenuation
coefficients (neglecting other atoms in the polymer structure), i.e. they suffer from a low
phase contrast between each other.
State of the art XRM makes use of a so called in-line phase contrast technique that is based
on the difference of the phase shift of X-rays caused by refraction of two adjacent materials
and enables high contrast images of materials that are difficult to image using classical X-ray
microscopes [248, 250, 251]. The technique is even capable of imaging interface regions
between materials that barely absorb X-rays or have very similar electron densities to the
surrounding constituents, such as e.g. a single carbon fibre and a thermosetting matrix
[252]. Furthermore, the combination of classical X-ray analyses, based on a geometrical
magnification and optical magnification enables state-of-the-art computer tomography not
only to perform X-ray scans but also to magnify the same, allowing spatial resolutions in the
nanometer region down to ≤70 nm per Voxel.
A more detailed description of the relation between attenuation (i.e. damping), diffraction
and the complex index of refraction can be found elsewhere [249].
To examine post-mortem potential in-situ damages within this work, i.e. BVIDs, delaminations
and fibre fracture, and supplement the information gained from ultrasound analysis and the
indentation depth measurements of the impacted CFREs (cf. Sec. 4.5.1) a Zeiss Versa 520
X-ray microscope (XRM) was used to non-invasively extract volume information of the carbon
fibre laminates from the region of immediate impact. The scanning parameters were set to
an accelerating voltage of Uacc=70 kV at a power of P=6 W. A resolution of 9 µm/Voxel was
reached. Voxel clustering (binning) was omitted (2000 x 2000 px).
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5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Phase separation behaviour of block copolymers in epoxy
This chapter investigates the phase separation process of a triblock copolymer in an anhydride
cured epoxy resin. The main interest is to better understand the molecular BCP phase
separation process in order to tailor macroscopical properties of a CFRE, such as the
interlaminar fracture toughness and damage resistance. The parameters to investigate
the phase separation processes via TMOR and DSC (cf. Sec. 4.3) were adapted to the
conditions of the curing process at ambient pressure used for matrix and CFRE manufacturing
(Sec. 4.2.2). This is the first time, TMOR is used to investigate phase separation phenomena
of reactive BCP-epoxy systems. Therefore a more detailed description of the processes follows.
The macromolecular BCPs in this study are comprised of two different molecular segments:
polybutylacrylate (PBuA) and polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) (cf. Sec. 4.1), arranged in an
ABA triblock structure, having molecular weights in the dimensions of several 10000 g/mol.
Hence, their molecular weight is about 100 times higher than the molecular weights of the
epoxy resin and the curing-agent moieties. However, in the liquid state the BCPs interact
with the constituents of the resin system, i.e. can be optically and homogeneously mixed.
To investigate the underlying polymerization and phase separation processes via TMOR,
the liquid and reactive, yet unmodified resin system was applied onto the prism of the
refractometer at room temperature. The sample was then heated to 128 ◦C, using a heating
rate of 0.3 K/min. The time and temperature induced development of the refractive index, the
underlying Fresnel curves as well as the dynamic thermal volume expansion coefficient were
monitored during the curing reaction. Fig. 5.36 shows n and β
′
as a function of the average
temperature for the polymerization process of the reference system. The polymerization
process can be divided into three regions based on the temperature dependent development of
the refractive index: a temperature dominated region I, which is characterized by the expected
quite linearly dropping refractive index, caused by the temperature induced decreasing
mass density, and a constant dynamic thermal expansion coefficient β
′
. No effects of the
polymerization process itself are visible at this stage. Then, at around 67.8◦C an inflection
point of n0 indicates that the chemical polymerization process becomes the dominating factor
(region II) and the refractive index strongly increases up to a another inflection point at
99.2◦C. Afterwards, the reaction process becomes inferior to the temperature driven change
of n0 again (region III).
The course of β
′
strongly drops in region II, when the material passes the transition from the
liquid phase to a glass. The chemically induced dynamic glass transition occurs at 97.7◦C
(based on the inflection point of β
′′
and influenced by the frequency f=17 mHz). This
region is superimposed by temperature induced relaxation processes as well as curing induced
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Figure 5.36: Temperature and curing driven change of the refractive index n0 and the thermal
expansion coefficient β
′
of the unmodified reference system (DGEBA cured by
anhydride)
morphological changes. When the temperature is further increased, the polymerization
process comes to an halt (self-hindrance of further cross-linking by the molecular network
formation) and β
′
becomes constant again. β
′
has reached a typical value of the thermal
expansion of a glassy epoxy material, β
′≈1.8·10−4 /K [223].
Fig. 5.37 summarizes besides β
′
also the behaviour of the damping component β
′′
of the
visco-elastic system. When β
′
reaches an inflection point, β
′′
shows a peak value, indicating
the systems’ polymerization induced transition into a glassy state. The temperature dependent
shift of n0, i.e. the shift of the underlying Fresnel curves, is shown in Fig. 5.38. Supplementary
data from region II and III can be found in the appendix, in Fig. A.98.
The same experiment was conducted with 5 wt.-% and 10 wt.-% BCP modified epoxy sys-
tems, as shown in Fig. 5.39. Examining and comparing the refractive index development of
the different systems, one can see that the fundamental behaviour of all systems is very similar
and follows the above mentioned transitions from region I to III. The higher the concentration
of the modifier is, the lower is the refractive index, which makes sense considering the much





0,BCP =1.4834). Such a behaviour can be modelled applying a group-contribution
method (GCM) [228]. Group contribution methods are used to predict properties of sub-
stances or materials based on their basic building blocks, such as e.g. dominant macromolec-
ular structures or certain repetitive end groups, such as e.g. alkyl groups. They work in that
sense similar to a macroscopic rule-of-mixtures for e.g. fibre composites, but on a molecular
level. A well-known GCM is e.g. the UNIFAC -method, which is a semi-empirical model and
uses the functional groups of different molecules to predict their interaction behaviour.
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Figure 5.37: Thermal expansion and damping over temperature induced curing of the unmod-
ified reference system (DGEBA cured by anhydride)

























Figure 5.38: Selected Fresnel curves from region I showing the successive shift of the Fresnel
curves to lower refractive indices of the reactive, yet liquid epoxy system (mass
density decreases). The Fresnel curves are smooth and homogenous, indicating
a homogeneously mixed sample composition, red: starting temperature, yellow:
end temperature
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However, here the most basic type of GCM was applied, considering the volumetric concen-
trations and the temperature dependent refractive indices of the EP/DGEBA system and the
neat BCP:
n0,Model(T ) = n0,EP/DGEBA(T ) · (1 − vf) + n0,BCP(T )vf (5.31)
where vf is the volumetric concentration of the BCP in the resin system.




























Figure 5.39: Comparison of the refractive index development of the polymerization process of
the reference EP system and the influence of a 5 wt.-% and 10 wt.-% BCP modi-
fication (bold lines), heating rate: 0.3 K/min. The data sets show a temperature
dominated region I, when the refractive index drops, a region II that is dominated
by the polymerization process and n0 increases, once the polymerization process
comes to an end, the refractive index drops again. The dashed lines show the
development of the refractive index according the the group contribution method.
This model was expected to show at least reasonable data for the initially homogenous,
liquid, yet reactive systems (EP/BCP-5% and EP/BCP-10%), when the reaction process
does not dominate the development of the refractive index yet. As can be seen, this is true
within a certain range for the EP/BCP-5% system up to about 70◦C, i.e. the model is
able to reflect the refractive index development of a modified epoxy resin using a 5 wt.-%
concentration of BCP and suggests that the BCPs are mixed with the reactive resin on
a molecular scale. Above T=70◦C the model over-predicts the experimental data for this
system and the deviations become larger. Also, the deviations between the model and the
experimental data increase when the modifier concentration is raised to 10 wt.-%. This
might suggest that the BCPs do indeed phase-separate in a certain way before the curing
reaction takes place, being reflected by the differences between the experimental and the
modelled data. However, such a demixing process was not detected when the DGEBA/BCP
masterbatch system was examined. I.e. the system might behave different in the reactive
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state. Interestingly, at 75.7◦C the refractive index of EP/BCP-10% shows a sharp rise close to
the value of the unmodified EP/DGEBA system and remains there. Even though the model
cannot quantitatively describe the course behaviour at this temperature stage, it indicates
that such a jump is quite unexpected.
To further elucidate this peculiarity the simultaneous development of the Fresnel curves
EP/BCP-5% and EP/BCP-10% in region II were examined, Fig. 5.40.



























(a) Region II Fresnel curves of EP/BCP-5%
Fresnel curve 
EP/DGEBA at T=97.2°C






























(b) Region II Fresnel curves of EP/BCP-10%
Figure 5.40: Selected Fresnel curves of the modified systems showing the phase-separation
behaviour during the heating experiment
Note, the Fresnel curves of the modified systems, especially in region II are only of qualitative
character. Since the material is changing its inherent molecular structure (polymerization)
and at the same time morphological changes occur, the gathered data are strongly influenced





The polymerisation dominated region, based on the first turning point of the refractive index
(Fig. 5.39), starts at 71.2◦C (red curve) for EP/BCP-5%, cf. Fig. 5.40a. Suddenly, at 77.9◦C
the shape of the Fresnel curve changes, which is not only a temperature induced shift of the
curve to higher refractive indices, as seen before in the reference EP system (Fig. 5.38),
but rather a change of the shape itself (green curve). Further increasing the temperature
(equivalent to time in the case of applying a heating rate) the Fresnel curve solidifies (brown
curve), having a two step appearance, which does not change in shape anymore in the
subsequent polymerization process. At 100.1◦C the polymerization dominated process-shift
to higher refractive indices is completed. Such a behaviour has not been observed for the
neat, unmodified system. Hence, the changing shape of the Fresnel curve can at this stage
be associated with the phase separation process of the block copolymers in the reactive epoxy
system. The two step Fresnel curve indicates the formation of morphological inhomogeneities
throughout the polymerization process that prevail afterwards.
The development of the Fresnel curves in region II of the highly modified EP/BCP-10%
system is shown in Fig. 5.40b. The phase separation process starts at 75.7◦C, i.e. in a similar
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temperature range than the phase separation in the EP/BCP-5% system. However, the
process is much more complex. In about 13 minutes (∆T=4 K) the Frensel curves show highly
varying shapes (dark yellow), which indicate the formation of complex morphological transition
states in the immediate vicinity to the prism surface of the refractometer. Thereby, the system
undergoes a demixing process alike EP/BCP-5%, indicated by similar Fresnel curves, cf. the
double-step curves in Fig. 5.40a (yellow) and 5.40b (green). These complex processes cannot
take place in a homogenous material and show the formation of heterogeneities that have
different refractive indices. At the end of the process the Fresnel curve becomes unexpectedly
inconspicuous, as known from the reference EP system, and the shape is retained in the
glassy state.
Comparing the EP/DGEBA Fresnel curve (blue dashed) to the EP/BCP-10% system at the
same temperature, the curves do not overlap, i.e. the mass density of the modified system is
lower at the same temperature. Hence, the refraction processes at the sample-prism interface
have to be different (cf. also reflectivity values at n=1.46). Both features indicate that the
phase separation process of EP/BCP-10% has affected the morphology of the formed glass
compared to EP/DGEBA.
Examining the real part of the dynamic thermal volume expansion coefficient and the damping
behaviour of the three materials, Fig. 5.41, with respect to the observations made so far, it
becomes obvious that the phase separation process occurs far below the dynamic glass tran-
sition in all systems (T EPg,β′′max=97.7
◦C vs. T EP/BCP-5%Start,phase-sep=77.9
◦C and T EP/BCP-10%Start,phase-sep=75.7
◦C).

















































Figure 5.41: Comparison of the dynamic thermal volume coefficient (left) and the damping
behaviour (right) of EP/DGEBA and EP/BCP-5% and -10%
when the values suddenly jump. As already observed, when analysing the Fresnel curves,
β
′
of EP/BCP-10% tends generally to be very similar to EP/DGEBA (except for the phase
transition behaviour), whereas EP/BCP-5% can be clearly distinguished and lies above the
values of EP/DGEBA and EP/BCP-10%. The thermal volume expansion coeffiient is usually
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quite similar for different epoxy systems in the glassy state. However, the deviation of the
EP/BCP-5% system might be related to the distortion of the Fresnel curves. On the other
hand, the damping behaviour β
′′
of all three systems is quite different, especially after passing
the glass transition, i.e. the underlying molecular dynamics are quite different of the three
systems.
To get a better idea of the processes taking place in the volume of the material, the samples
were extracted from the refractometer after the experiments and cryo-fractured. The respective
fracture surfaces are shown in Fig. 5.42 and 5.43.
BCP-rich spherical
domains
Prism surface Sink marks
2 µm
Figure 5.42: Particulate phase domain seperation of EP/BCP-5%
In the case of EP/BCP-5% spherical phase segregations are visible, having a size ≤1 µm, which
can also be distinguished as sink marks on the sample surface (arrows), i.e. in close proximity
to the measuring prism and within the detection depth of the refractometer (∼ 300 nm). Ac-
cordingly, the distortion of the Fresnel curves, as seen in Fig 5.40a, is caused by the formation


















(b) Sub-microscopic phase domain separation
Figure 5.43: Fracture surfaces of EP/BCP-10% system after polymerization in the refractome-
ter using a constant heating rate of 0.3 K/min
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microstructure is present on the fracture surface of the EP/BCP-10% system, Fig. 5.43a
and 5.43b. It is comprised of large regions of BCP-rich (BCP dominated, yet interspersed
by epoxy network) and EP-rich (single BCP molecules might prevail, yet do not form defined
areas) domains. It becomes obvious that the phase separation process is strongly depending
on the modifier concentration, even if other parameters, such as mixing viscosity, changed
intermolecular polarities etc. might additionally affect the process. Close to the prism surface
an epoxy-rich layer has formed that contains sub-micron sized particulate segregations in the
range of ∅=260 ± 63 nm. At this point it is worth mentioning that obviously extreme demix-
ing processes take place during the curing reaction of the system to create such morphologies
from a previously visually homogeneous mixed system of epoxy and block copolymers.
Fig. 5.43b shows the epoxy-rich layer, which is still modified with sub-micron sized precipi-
tates. Considering the Fresnel curves, and the noticeable similarity to the neat system (Fig.
5.40b), the micrographs suggest that the demixing process of EP/BCP-10-% caused a dual
structural morphology in the volume, but created an epoxy-rich domain in the close proximity
to the measuring prism. With regard to the temperature dependent development of n of the
EP/BCP-10% system (Fig. 5.39), it becomes less surprising that the measured refractive
indices nearly overlap with EP/DGEBA after the phase separation process has taken place,
i.e. after the jump. The formation of an epoxy-rich layer in the close-vicinity to the prism
changes the refractive index of the EP/BCP-10% system to the value of the neat EP/DGEBA.
However, EP-rich also means that single or more BCP macromolecules remained in the domain
close to the prism and distorted the respective Fresnel-curve compared to EP/DGEBA. The
separated phases are in the range of ≤200 nm, hence below the actual detection range of
TMOR. Nevertheless, such precipitates cause additional reflections within the material. The
effects can be seen in the increased degree of light scattering at lower refractive indices of the
Fresnel curve plot, cf. Fig. 5.40b, EP/DGEBA and EP/BCP-10% at T=97.2◦C, n=1.46.
This shows that the refractive index is, even though indirectly, sensitive to volume changes of
the whole governing sample caused by species having dimensions below the actual detection
range of the measuring device.
One more result of the phase separation process investigations is shown in Fig. 5.44. It
illustrates the development of the refractive index of EP/BCP-5% (when the phase separation
process was initiated, based on the first distortion of the Fresnel curves) as a function of the
polymerisation temperature. The measurements were in this case performed isothermally.
As shown, the refractive index is linearly related to the polymerization temperature (black
dots). However, if the data are normalized, in this case to the refractive index at 40◦C,
to eliminate temperature effects on n, the slope becomes zero. This shows that the phase
separation process is actually independent of the curing temperature. Phase separation
is always initiated at the same refractive index, which is only a function of the degree of
cure of the reactive system, since heating rate effects do not apply. The respective BCP
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Figure 5.44: Development of the refractive index n0 of EP/BCP-5%, when phase-separation
is initiated (based on Fresnel curve distortion) as a function of the polymerisation
temperature (black dots). The data were normalized to n(T=40◦C), to exclude
temperature induced changes of the mass density (blue dots).
morphologies strongly varied in their size from the nano to the macro range (not shown).
This technique and the understanding of such phase separation phenomena provide a trigger
for future works to tailor BCP/EP morphologies and respective fracture mechanical properties.
In conclusion, by using TMOR it was possible to detect and examine the phase separation
process of a BCP modified epoxy system during curing. First attempts to better understand a
phase separation process by investigating the underlying Fresnel curves were made and allow a
better interpretation of the processes. Thereby, the distortion of the curves (two steps-course)
is based on the superposition of different morphologies. It is accordingly affected by different
molecular structures in the measuring volume during the phase separation process. Dynamic




clearly show the materials’ transition from the
liquid to the glassy state. The reaction process seems not to be affected by the presence of
the block copolymers, since n0 indicates that the beginning and the end of region II are passed
simultaneously by EP/DGEBA and the modified EP systems (Fig. 5.39). Also, β
′′
reaches
its peak value roughly at the same temperature (Fig. 5.41), i.e. at a similar degree of
cure. The observations are in accordance with DSC measurements (Fig. 5.45). The specific
reaction enthalpy from the freshly mixed state to the fully cured state is nearly the same
for both systems (∆H/m ∼30 J/g). Hence, the BCPs do not or only very little affect the
polymerization process.
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Figure 5.45: Comparison of the specific heat flow during polymerization of EP/DGEBA and
EP/BCP-10%
5.2 Block copolymer modified epoxy
5.2.1 Morphologies of block copolymer modified epoxy
Mechanical properties of materials, especially the fracture mechanics performance of epox-
ies, are, besides the prevailing network structure, dominated by their morphology. Cracks
need to overcome detailed features of the morphology by fracture, deformation or by-passing,
which requires an increased energy input. In other words the crack is hindered to propagate
(cf. Sec. 2.3). As has been shown in the previous section, block copolymers are able to phase-
separate in a variety of structures, depending, amongst others, on the curing temperature, the
time, and the volumetric concentration (Sec. 5.1).
River lines
10 µm
Figure 5.46: Fracture surface of the unmodified EP/DGEBA showing river lines
With respect to the selected manufacturing process, Fig. 5.46 to 5.49 show fracture surfaces
of differently BCP modified epoxy systems obtained from compact tension specimens. As a
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reference, Fig. 5.46 depicts a fracture surface of the neat, unmodified EP/DGEBA system;
only river lines, caused by fracturing of the specimen on slightly different height levels are
visible.
Introducing 0.5 wt.-% BCPs into the epoxy system causes the formation of submicron sized
precipitates (Fig. 5.47a) that continuously increase in size and number when the modifier
concentration is raised to 5 wt.-%, Fig. 5.47b and Table 5.7.
Assuming a previously homogeneously mixed EP/BCP system, it is interesting to see that
the molecular structures obviously diffuse throughout the system by several microns and form
quite large precipitates, only driven by thermodynamic forces. Once the modifier concentration
exceeds 5 wt.-%, the previously particulate segregations form BCP-dominated, interconnected









Figure 5.47: Fracture surfaces of EP/BCP-0.5% and 5%, showing the varying morphology


















Figure 5.48: Fracture surfaces of EP/BCP-7%, dominated by an EP-rich structure
Thereby epoxy-rich domains prevail in EP/BCP-7%. At 10 wt.-%, it seems as if a phase-
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inversion occurred, i.e. visually a BCP-rich phase structure has formed. However, this is not
the case as will be shown by dynamic mechanical analyses, Sec. 5.2.2. The morphologies
of EP/BCP-5% and -10% coincidence well with the morphologies formed during the TMOR
measurements (Fig. 5.42 and 5.43). Furthermore, high-resolution micrographs show that the
EP-rich regions in EP/BCP-7% and -10% contain submicron sized spherical precipitates in
the range of 270 nm and 180 nm, respectively. In the close vicinity to the BCP-domains a
reduction or depletion of phase segregations is visible, cf. Fig. 5.48, right. Presumably the
macromolecular structures diffuse either into the BCP-rich domains or assemble in submicron
size precipitates further in the EP-rich domains.
Chen et al. [132] investigated the same block copolymer in an anhydrid cured DGEBA sys-
tem. A 7 wt.-% modification yielded particle-like precipitates in the epoxy matrix, i.e. totally
different structures than in the present work. This illustrates the effect of other extrinsic pa-








Figure 5.49: Fracture surfaces of EP/BCP-10%, showing a BCP-rich dominated phase mor-
phology, encapsulating epoxy isle-like structures
macromolecules tend to phase separate e.g. in micellar, vesicular or network-like structures in
epoxy matrices (cf. Sec. 2.3.2.2). However, it becomes obvious, when the volumetric phase
fractions of the different EP/BCP systems are analysed, that the precipitated phases cannot
only be made of BCP macromolecules themselves. The initial concentrations are simply to
low to justify second phase dimensions in the submicron to micron size range.
To determine the actually occupied volume of the second phase domains, the size of the
particulate precipitates (0.5 to 5%) and the dual domain structures (7 and 10 wt.-%) based
on SEM micrographs were measured using imageJ image analyses software. Fig. 5.50a and
Table 5.7 show that the BCP phase in the matrix is double the initial volume concentration
of the BCP modification of the epoxy matrix, as long as the precipitates are spherical (up to
EP/BCP-5 wt.-%). The fraction of the BCP-dominated morphology increases drastically up
to nearly 60 vol.-% at an initial BCP concentration of 10.7 vol.-%. In that regard, Fig. 5.50b
shows that about 82 vol.-% of the BCP-rich, interpenetrating network domain has to be
comprised of epoxy phase.
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(a) Resulting volumetric phase dimensions caused
by the initial BCP modification






























Initial BCP concentration in EP [Vol.-%]
(b) Epoxy volume fraction in BCP-rich domains
Figure 5.50: Effect of initial BCP modification of epoxy and resulting volumetric phase struc-
tures (assuming a stochastically uniform distribution throughout the volume)
Table 5.7: Overview of the effects of BCP modification on the shapes of resulting phase
separated domain structures
System Modifier Modifier BCP-rich phase EP fraction in Diameter Number of
in matrix BCP-rich phase of 2. phases spherical phases
[wt.-%] [vol.-%] [%] [%] [µm] per 10 µm2
BCP-0.5 0.5 0.5 1.1 52.8 0.25 ± 0.10 2.0
BCP-1 1 1.1 2.3 52.5 0.35 ± 0.12 2.2
BCP-2 2 2.1 4.7 53.9 0.49 ± 0.14 2.3
BCP-5 5 5.4 12.4 56.9 0.68 ± 0.19 3.1
BCP-7 7 7.5 27.0** 72.3** *0.27 ± 0.11 *4.4
BCP-10 10 10.7 59.6** 82.1** *0.18 ± 0.08 *6.0
*determined in EP-rich regions
**does not consider the BCP precipitates in the EP domains
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Two conclusions can be drawn from these observations: a) the precipitated phases are in
no case purely assembled structures of neat block copolymers and the BCP-rich domains
become less BCP-rich, the higher the initial BCP concentration, and b) a simple modification
of epoxies by a rubbery phase is not possible, since complex morphological structures are
formed, that represent mixtures of epoxy and block copolymers.
From a morphological-property-relationship point of view, some more questions can be raised
(not extensive):
i) How are the thermal properties, especially the thermal glass transition temperature,
affected if a rubbery, second phase structure presumably dominates the morphology
(EP/BCP-10%)? Also, BCP monomers might still be dispersed in the epoxy matrix, if
the segregation process was not completed before the gelling point of the system was
reached. What is the consequence?
ii) What is the effect of such structures on the (fracture) mechanical performances?
iii) How do those structures look like in fibre reinforced systems, when carbon fibres, that
have similar dimensions, are present in the microstructure?
Answers to question (i) will be given below, question (ii) and (iii) will be addressed in Sec. 5.2.3
and Sec. 5.4.1, respectively.
5.2.2 Thermo-mechanical properties of block copolymer modified epoxy
To examine the viscoelastic behaviour of the different EP/BCP systems, dynamic-mechanical
analysis (DMA) was performed. Figure 5.51 and 5.53 summarize the degree of mechanical
damping tan δ and the storage and loss moduli E ′ and E ′′, respectively (graphical represen-
tations of EP/BCP-0.5% and -1% have been omitted). Also, a summary of the data is given
in Table A.10.
Generally, the damping behaviour of the EP/BCP systems shows a similar behaviour with
two relaxation peaks, Fig. 5.51; a broad one at around Tβ ∼ −70◦C and a more distinct
one at Tα ∼ 154◦C. Both peaks are characteristic for a cured epoxy resin and indicate the
β-relaxation (weak polymer chain motions) and the α-transition (major chain mobility) of the
matrix system, respectively [102].
The neat thermoplastic BCP sample shows as well two distinct tan δ-peaks, i.e. relaxation
processes take place at TBCP,1=-24.45◦C and TBCP,2=95.39◦C. The relaxation phenomena
occur at very similar temperatures to the characteristic thermal glass transition temperatures
of bulk PBuA and PMMA (Tg,PBuA ≈-46 ◦C [253] and Tg,PMMA ≈105-160 ◦C). This behaviour
is not necessarily to be expected from a segmentally built macromolecule comprised of both
types of polymers, i.e. the BCP. The relaxation behaviour of an PMMA-PBuA covalently
bonded macromolecule might be strongly influenced by its (different) nearest neighbour
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Figure 5.51: Mechanical damping tan δ of different BCP modified systems and the neat com-
ponents: EP/DGEBA and BCP
monomer (PMMA vs. PBuA), as well as its molecular structure in the bulk BCP. However, it
seems like as if the bulk BCP is in a partially glassy state at room temperature.
When the EP/DGEBA system is modified with BCPs, respective relaxation peaks appear
in the data set and increase in size with increasing concentration. The α-relaxation peak
of the epoxy network is not altered by the BCP modification in the investigated range of
BCP concentrations. Hence, the block copolymers do not affect the inherent epoxy network
structure (i.e. the cross-link density) and, with respect to the measuring accuracy of the
applied method, do not affect the dynamic glass transition temperature of the material.
Secondly, the peak maxima of the presumably PMMA-segment relaxations shift to higher
temperatures with increasing BCP concentrations, away from the peak location of the neat
BCP samples. This trend could indicate that the BCPs become interspersed by the epoxy
network when the BCP concentration increases. If the epoxy network would have been
penetrated by the BCPs, the epoxy-α-relaxation peak should shift towards the BCP-induced
PMMA peak, i.e. a reduction of the (matrix governing) dynamic glass transition temperature
could be expected. The ability of the BCPs to phase separate as neat species apparently
decreases with increasing BCP concentration (cf. Sec. 5.2.1 and Fig. 5.50). On the other
hand, the PBuA-segment related relaxation peak becomes more pronounced when more BCPs
are dispersed in the system. Additionally, the degree of PBuA assembled-blocks (eventually
in the shape of micellar substructures) might increase, since single molecules do not have a
glass transition and would accordingly not show such a phenomenon.
In conclusion, the higher the initial BCP concentration in the epoxy is, the higher is the
tendency to form BCP-rich agglomerates that are increasingly intermigled by the cross-linked
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epoxy network. Both features can be seen in Fig. 5.50b, showing the strongly increasing
amount of epoxy in the segregated phases and in Fig. 5.49, having a bicontinuous morphology
of an EP-rich and a BCP-rich domain structure.
The gathered data so far shows (i) a clear phase-separation between BCPs and EP (SEM),
(ii) intermingled yet BCP- and epoxy-rich separated domains, (iii) no effect on the dynamic
glass transition temperatures of the epoxy matrices due to the BCP modification (DMA mea-
surements), (iv) no indication of BCP-epoxy phase separation in the uncured state (TMOR
and DSC). This allows an interpretation of the assembling process of the BCP domains within
the epoxy matrix, as shown in Fig. 5.52.
(a) Initial homogenuous mixture of resin
(black), hardener (yellow) and block
copolymer (red)
(b) Crosslinked epoxy network (black) inter-
spersed with block copolymers (red) in an
aggregated state
Figure 5.52: a) Homogenous mixture of all constituents (based on the available experimental
lengths scales and susceptibilities), b) The polymerization process promotes the
accumulation of BCP macromolecules that form in lower concentrated epoxy resin
systems types of particulate precipitates, whereas in higher concentrated epoxy
resin systems domain structures form (the orientation of the BCP macromolecules
to each other and PBuA-segment to PMMA-segment orientation is not clear.)
Analysing the elastic behaviour E ′ (Fig. 5.53a), the neat BCP sample shows a two-step soft-
ening of the block copolymers at around -25◦C and 90◦C. Above 90◦C, the bulk BCP material
strongly softens. On the other hand, E ′ of the EP/BCP modified systems remain at around
20-30 MPa, even at 200◦C. This illustrates that even at high BCP concentrations of 10 wt.-%
no phase inversion (i.e. the formation of a BCP matrix) occurred and the epoxy phase is still
the governing one in all the matrix systems investigated.
Questions that might be raised are a) how an EP/BCP systems’ morphology looks like at tem-
peratures above such BCP induced secondary and tertiary relaxation temperatures, b) how it
influences interfacial interactions between BCP precipitates and epoxy, and c) which implica-
tions it might have on the fracture mechanical performance.
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(a) Storage modulus E′































(b) Loss modulus E′′
Figure 5.53: Thermo-mechanical analyses of different BCP modified systems
It is noteworthy that the higher the BCP concentration in the epoxy matrix is, the stronger
is the reduction of E ′. When, the BCP-rich domains are formed, i.e. at 7 and 10 wt.-%, E ′
is strongly reduced from ET=120
◦C
EP/DGEBA=1999 MPa to E
T=120◦C
EP/BCP-10%=1068 MPa. The relaxation of
the PMMA-segments becomes obviously more important with regard to the structural integrity
of the whole specimen. This is also reflected in the damping behaviour of the materials,
Fig. 5.53b. At 10 wt.-%, the loss modulus of the epoxy network is drastically reduced, whereas
the PMMA-segments related peak has risen strongly. As has been discussed before, the
matrix, including the BCP-rich domains is most likely interdispersed with epoxy network, yet
the question remains what effect another increase of the BCP concentration would have on
the formed morphology.
Based on the approach presented in Sec. 4.3.3, the cross-link density of the copolymer modified
matrices was evaluated in the rubbery region of the storage modulus (E ′stat) at 50 K above the
dynamic glass transition temperature of the epoxy matrix, Fig. 5.54. Thereby, the average
molecular weight between the cross-links Mc of the neat epoxy system coincides well with the
data gained by Karger and Friedrich [231]. Furthermore, Mc seems to be a function of the
BCP concentration in the epoxy matrix. Considering that the epoxy network structure has
obviously not changed in the matrix when modified with BCPs (cf. the DMA measurements
in Fig. 5.51), the apparent relationship between Mc and BCP concentration only holds when
the volume of the epoxy network is considered along with the volume of the un-linked BCP
fractions. I.e. Fig. 5.51 does not reveal a direct correlation to the molecular weight between
crosslinks in the EP phase but is rather a function of the stiffness of the toughened systems,
which is a value depending on the amount of soft phase in the modified matrices.
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Figure 5.54: Average molecular weight between crosslinks based on the theory of rubber elas-
ticity as a function of BCP concentration in the epoxy matrix
5.2.3 Block copolymers as toughening agents for epoxies
One of the main objectives of the present work is to gain a better understanding of the fracture
mechanical performance of BCP modified epoxy and the transferability of this important
property to carbon fibre reinforced laminates. Within this section the fracture mechanical
properties of different EP/BCP systems are discussed and the underlying mechanisms are
assessed and evaluated.
Using compliant modifiers, i.e. materials that have a lower stiffness than the surrounding matrix
and that are capable of plastic deformation to modify epoxy based matrices aims at improving
the resistance against crack propagation by activating mechanisms that not only make use
of being an obstacle to a propagating crack such as rigid modifiers do [146]. Compliant
modifiers dissipate energy by themselves, via tearing and/or cavitation. Subsequently, they
initiate void growth or promote shear yielding of the matrix [17, 254]. Fig. 5.55 illustrates the
relationship between the fracture toughness KIc as well as the energy release rate GIc to the
BCP concentration in the epoxy matrix. Table A.12 summarizes the data for completion.
The neat reference system EP/DGEBA shows a fracture toughness and an energy release rate
that are typical of a brittle epoxy system; KIc=0.58 MPa
√
m and GIc=98.5 J/m2, respectively.
The low fracture toughness is thus caused by the strongly restricted plastic deformation ca-
pabilities of the highly cross-linked network structure (cf. the brittle fracture surface of the
EP/DGEBA sample in Fig. 5.46).
By modifying the epoxy system with increasing concentrations of block copolymers up
to 2 wt.-%, when spherical precipitates still prevail, fracture toughness increases up to
KIc,BCP-2%=0.85 MPa
√
m, which is nearly a 50 % improvement over EP/DGEBA. This il-
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Figure 5.55: Fracture toughness KIc and energy release rate GIc of the differently modified
EP/BCP systems as a function of (left) the initial BCP concentration in the epoxy
matrix and (right) the actual volume fraction of the phase-separated BCP-rich
domains, for the determination of the volume fractions cf. Fig. 5.50
lustrates the efficiency of extrinsic toughening of epoxies to improve such an important




As seen in Sec. 5.2.1 and Table 5.7, the diameter of the precipitated phases increases with
increasing modifier concentration, yet the composition of the precipitated phases is not really
altered and is constantly a mixture of about 50 % BCP and 50 % epoxy, at least up to the
EP/BCP-5% system. The increasing fracture toughness can in this case most likely be ascribed
to the increasing total amount of ductile phase within the system, whereas an increasing phase
size tends to have a more negative effect on fracture toughness, since the phase dimensions
allow less efficient energy dispersive mechanisms to be activated, such as crack deflection or
particle bridging.
Fig. 5.56 shows an already discussed even distribution of sub-micron sized spherical inclusions
within the EP/BCP-5% system, which, qualitatively judged, well adhere to the surrounding
matrix. The figure also illustrates an uneven crack plane, at least on the micro-scale, which
is a sign of a certain degree of crack deflection, i.e. energy dissipation due to local mixed
mode stresses and crack deviations from the original crack path. Furthermore, the precipi-
tated spheres have plasticly deformed, indicating rubber tearing by trans-particle fracture. Sink
marks remain after a respective deformation.
Once the BCP-rich domain structure forms, i.e. at 7 and 10 wt.-% an even higher fracture
toughness can be obtained (KIc,BCP-10%=1.38 MPa
√
m). Interesting to see is the eventually









Figure 5.56: 20◦ perspective of a fracture surface of 5 wt.-% modified BCP/EP system show-
ing precipitated, BCP-rich spheres within an epoxy rich matrix (Macroscopically,
crack propagation occurred from left to right)
bi-continuous morphology is quite beneficial in terms of toughening. This becomes clearer
when analysing Fig. 5.57 (left). The low magnification image reveals a strongly increased
crack deflection mechanism, compared to EP/BCP-5%, Fig. 5.56. The excellent toughness
originating from this type of morphology is believed to be a result of the combination of the
macroscopical, alternating EP-BCP phase structure and the BCP-rich precipitates of nano-
and submicron size in the EP-rich domains (Fig. 5.57, right). The latter dissipate energy by






Figure 5.57: Fracture surfaces of EP/BCP-10%, left: 20◦ perspective, showing an interpen-
etration of epoxy-rich and BCP-rich phase (Macroscopically, crack propagation
occurred from left to right), right: EP-rich region within bicontinuous structure
To further illustrate the role of the domain sizes on the fracture toughness, KIc and GIc are
plotted as a function of the volume fraction the BCP-domains actually occupy, Fig. 5.55, right.
Based on this visual representation, the transition of KIc and GIc, when the precipitates
undergo a transition from spherical phases to domain structures, is much smoother. It
strengthens the assumption that the fracture mechanical parameters are much more related
to the volume fractions of the BCP-rich domains. It is unclear how this seemingly asymptotic
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behaviour of KIc and GIc in the present case continues at higher BCP concentrations. If
the BCP-rich domain size simply further increases without affecting the underlying epoxy
network, the asymptotic fracture behaviour could prevail, since the maximum toughenability
of the epoxy matrix has been reached [138, 200]. Yet, if the BCP modification yields a
phase-inversion, i.e. the BCP domain structure becomes the dominating matrix, fracture
toughness could e.g. jump to the value of the BCP.
Inherent to the critical fracture toughness KIc is the size of the plastic zone (Eq. 4.24), i.e. a
region in which very locally plastic deformation events can occur. Hence, via the correlation







= m · rp (5.32)
where rp is the plastic zone size, σys is the yield stress of the material and E is Young’s modulus
of the matrix system. Accordingly, a critical energy release rate is a product of stiffness, yield
stress and an intrinsic length.
Fig. 5.58 illustrates the relationship between rp to KIc and GIc; the plastic zone size increases
with increasing filler concentration. With more and more BCP added, the precipitates lead to a

















































Figure 5.58: Fracture toughness and energy release rate as function of the plastic zone size rp
larger number of deformation events allowing higher stress intensities in the stressed volume at
the crack tip. Such energy dissipative events are the previously discussed mechanisms. Further-
more, the slope m that is calculated based on the relationship given in Eq. 5.32 shows a very
good agreement to the experimentally obtained data (mexp=9.7 vs. mcalc=10.7, uncertainties
in the total data chain of > 10-20 % might occur due to deviations of the KIc measurement,
which was used to derive rp.). It also emphasizes that the origin of toughening comes from
the intrinsic length associated with the plastic zone size, and related fracture mechanisms.
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5.3 Block copolymer and core-shell rubber particle hybrid modifica-
tion of epoxy
A second toughening approach within this study focussed on a block copolymer and core-shell
rubber hybrid modification of an anhydride cured epoxy resin (EP/BCP/CSR). The original
aim was to supplement the investigations on the EP/BCP systems, since stiffness of BCP
modified matrices is strongly reduced, as will be shown in (Sec. 5.3.2. Preliminary studies on
the modification of an anhydride cured, high strength epoxy system with BCP/CSR hybrids
indicated a quite successful pathway of toughening epoxy with only minor reductions of the
stiffnesses of the matrix systems [174].
However, within this study the selected CSR nano particles were predispersed in a cycloaliphatic
masterbatch, which required an adaption of the resin system from a DGEBA based epoxy to
a CAE based epoxy system (cf. Sec. 4.1). Investigations of respective DGEBA/CAE mixtures
were performed as well, since it is a common pathway in industry to dilute the highly-viscous
DGEBA resin by low-viscous CAE [107], yet neglecting the fact that the cross-linking reaction
will change. These examinations were not part of the present work to avoid further influencing
parameters on the phase separation phenomenon of BCPs [25]. This means, the systems
considered within this chapter were based only on a cycloaliphatic epoxy resin that has a
higher cross-link density than the DGEBA based epoxy (cf. Tab. 2.3). But the higher the
cross-link density is, the more difficult it is to improve fracture toughness properties, as shown
by [138].
The aim of the following chapter is:
i) to investigate the interaction of block copolymers and core-shell rubber nano particles
with respect to the (thermo-)mechanical properties and the fracture mechanical perfor-
mance of the epoxy matrix as well as the underlying morphology.
ii) to obtain a highly modified epoxy system (∼28 wt.-%) to investigate the effects of very
high particle concentrations on the fracture performance of the epoxy matrix and the
respective CFRE.
iii) to examine potential synergistic interactions of molecular species (BCP) and nano moi-
eties (CSR) in modified epoxies and CFREs thereof.
Thereby, three systems will be in focus, i.e. the neat CAE based epoxy system EP/CAE,
EP/CSR-16%, containing 16 wt.-% of core-shell rubber nano particles (the maximum amount
that was able to realize considering the unaltered hardener, the accelerator and the stoichio-
metric mixing ratio) and EP/CSR/BCP-16/12, containing a total modifier concentration of
nearly 28 wt.-%. Cf. Sec. 4.1 for more detailed information on the chemical background and
the mixing ratios.
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5.3.1 Thermal and thermo-mechanical properties of neat DGEBA based epoxy,
CAE and block copolymer and core-shell rubber modified CAE
In a first analytical step, the thermal and thermo-mechanical properties of the EP/CAE
systems were investigated. Fig. 5.59 shows a non-isothermal DSC scan of the polymerization
processes, i.e. the transition from the liquid to the glassy state of the anhydride cured CAE
in comparison to the DGEBA based epoxy. In the anhydride cured cycloaliphatic resin a
double peak phenomenon can be observed (green); a first peak at around 140 ◦C and a
second peak at around 210 ◦C. The first peak can be assigned to the reaction initiated by
the catalyst ∆H/mEP/CAE-1=32.4 J/g, the second peak is caused by the uncatalyzed reaction
between the anhydride moieties and the CAE monomers (∆H/mEP/CAE-2=2.0 J/g) [112].
The polymerization process of the DGEBA system does not show such a second peak, since






























Figure 5.59: Comparison of the specific heat flow during polymerization of EP/DGEBA and
EP/CAE
the reaction between the anhydride hardener and the DGEBA molecules takes completely
place at lower temperatures. Comparing the total specific reaction enthalpy of the two
systems (∆H/mEP/CAE-1+EP/CAE-2=34.4 J/g and ∆H/mEP/DGEBA,tot=30.5 J/g), one can see
that more energy is required to cure the EP/CAE system, i.e. more cross-linking reactions
occur. This is caused by the lower molecular weight of the CAE and a stoichiometrically
adapted amount of anhydride curing agent. Hence, the absolute number of reactive species
is higher (more linking reaction sites).
Analysing the peak reactivity as well as full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the main
reaction peaks, it becomes obvious that the cross-linking reaction of EP/CAE is more
exothermic ( higher peak value) and the main reaction occurs in a smaller temperature range
(FWHMEP/CAE-1=23.7 K and FWHMEP/DGEBA=26.8 K). Since the reactive species have less
time to arrange themselves and to reach a state of equilibrium, residual stresses are usually
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higher in such highly exothermic epoxy systems (Note: cross-linking reactions can never reach
a full state of equilibrium).
However, the selected mixing ratio of resin, hardener and accelerator of the EP/CAE system
causes the small exothermic peak at around 210 ◦C (peak: EP/CAE-2). In the present case,
an adaption of the accelerator concentration would have been beneficial, to allow a catalyzed
curing of all resin and hardener moieties at lower temperatures.
The thermo-mechanical behaviour of the cured EP/CAE based matrices, i.e. the degree of
mechanical damping tan δ, and the storage and loss moduli, E ′ and E ′′, respectively, were as-


















Figure 5.60: Mechanical damping behaviour tan δ of the reference matrix systems and the
CSR and CSR/BCP modified CAE, measured via DMA. The test frequency was
10 Hz and the heating rate 2 K/min.
comparing the mechanical damping behaviour tan δ of EP/CAE and EP/DGEBA to each other,
the α-relaxation phenomenon has shifted from Tg,EP/DGEBA=154.5 ◦C to Tg,EP/CAE=227.5 ◦C,
which is a result of the changed, underlying chemical reactions and subsequent higher cross-
link density of EP/CAE.
Based on the rubber theory approach, i.e. deriving the cross-link density from the stiffness of a
matrix in the visco-elastic region (cf. Sec. 4.3.3), nc of EP/CAE is about nc=2.94 ·1021/cm3.
Modifying the CAE matrix with BCP and CSR the cross-link density becomes seemingly re-
duced (nc,EP/CAE/CSR/BCP-16/12=1.74 ·1021/cm3, cf. Table A.10). The phenomenon is a similar
one as seen from the EP/BCP system and is an effect of the respective modifier concentration.
It is not an effect of the cross-link density of the epoxy matrix.
The course of tan δ shows a quite distinct shoulder in the range from 150 to 200◦C, which
is most-likely a post-curing effect of previously not reacted resin and hardener species, as
discussed above. Especially E ′′ illustrates the reaction induced losses in this temperature
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range (cf. Fig. 5.61b). The phenomenon is present in all CAE based systems and needs
to be kept in mind when fracture mechanical properties of those systems are assessed. The
post-curing phenomenon and some of its effects are discussed in more detail in the Appendix
A.2.


























(a) Storage modulus E′





































(b) Loss modulus E′′
Figure 5.61: Dynamic-mechanical analyses of the reference matrix systems and the CSR and
CSR/BCP modified CAE over a temperature range from -100 ◦C to 300 ◦C; the
EP/DGEBA system reaches its thermal glass transition at about 150 ◦C (based on
E
′
), whereas the denser cross-linked EP/CAE transits from a glassy to a rubbery
state at around 210 ◦C. The CSR and BCP/CSR modifications do not affect the
glass transition temperature of the epoxy matrix, yet show different relaxation
phenomena caused by the modifiers.
Furthermore, the α-relaxation of EP/CAE/CSR-16% shows a representative relaxation
peak of the Polybutadiene-core-component at around -82 ◦C, which also appears in the
EP/CAE/CSR/BCP-16/12 system, where it has slightly shifted to higher temperatures. This
system also shows a quite prominent peak at 106.1 ◦C that can be assigned to PMMA segment
relaxations of the BCPs in the matrix. The acrylate based shell-structure (Tg ∼100◦C) of the
CSR modifier is not apparent in the data set. Presumably, the shell concentration is either
to low, or has, as a molecularly thin layer (only several nm thickness), not the possibility to
cause large scale relaxations.
As discussed in Sec. 5.2.2, the shift of the PMMA segment related peak of the EP/BCP
systems to higher temperatures with increasing block copolymer concentration indicates that
the BCP phase separation process was increasingly suppressed. The BCPs became rather pen-
etrated by EP species. Transferring those findings to EP/CAE/BCP/CSR-16/12, having the
PMMA-α-relaxation peak shifted to lower temperatures (compared to Tg,PMMA=110.12 ◦C of
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EP/BCP-10% in Fig.5.51), one could assume that the compatibility of the BCPs to the epoxy
resin decreased in the case of the hybrid modification, i.e. the BCPs are less interspersed with
epoxy network. However, the morphology of EP/CAE/CSR/BCP-16/12 will be discussed in
more detail in Sec. 5.3.3.
5.3.2 Tensile properties of block copolymer and core shell rubber particle modified
epoxy
The tensile properties of EP/DGEBA and EP/CAE were examined to establish a correlation
between the fracture mechanical K- and G-approaches via Young’s modulus (cf. Eq. 4.22).
Figure 5.62a shows Youngs’s modulus of the BCP modified matrices (EP/BCP) and the CSR
and BCP/CSR modified EP/CAE systems as well as of the neat BCP sample. The latter one
was obtained from DMA measurements (E ′).





























(a) Young’s modulus as a function of initial
modifier concentration, the higher the abso-
lute modifier concentration the lower Young’s
modulus


















(b) Yield stress as a function of initial modifier
concentration; yield stress decreases with in-
creasing modifier concentration up to 10 wt.-
%, then the yield strength levels off
Figure 5.62: Tensile properties of modified EP/DGEBA and EP/CAE systems
Due to the denser molecular arrangement of the neat EP/CAE system, i.e. the higher
cross-link density than the EP/DGEBA system, Young’s modulus at room temperature of
EP/CAE (EEP/CAE =3409 MPa) is higher than E of the unmodified EP/DGEBA matrix
(EEP/DGEBA =3020 MPa). However, with increasing modifier concentration Young’s modulus
drops (cf. also Tab. A.11). Thereby, the development of E seems again to be a function of
the modifier concentration rather than the cross-link density of the epoxy matrices. Unknown
is the effect of even higher BCP concentrations on Young’s modulus. A variety of researchers
have reported the formation of phase inverted structures at BCP concentrations >10 %,
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i.e. the initial epoxy matrix is not the governing constituent anymore and a BCP-rich, eventu-
ally interpenetrated morphology prevails, which then strongly reduces Young’s modulus. Such
a morphology has not been formed in the matrices in the present work.
The stiffness of the neat BCP sample (the morphology of this sample is unknown), obtained
from DMA measurements (f=10 Hz, heating rate=2 K/min, T=21◦), fits well in a projected
drop of Young’s modulus and sets the lower threshold of Youngs’s modulus to EBCP=278 MPa.
The decreasing trend of Young’s modulus of a toughened epoxy matrix is well-known and
a variety of empirical relationships exist to reflect the effects of pores and/or dense second
phases on brittle matrix systems [255]. All these approaches are based on a best-fit strategy,
therefore an application is omitted, in this case.
However, to understand this behaviour one must be aware of the origin of elastic moduli.
It is dictated by bonding energies of cross-linked species. If non-covalently bonded species,
or at least weakly bonded species, e.g via Van-der Waals forces, are introduced into a
liquid system, the cross-link density of the forming, glassy epoxy is macroscopically reduced
(as seen in the average molecular weight obtained by dynamic-mechanical analyses in the
frequency-independent region of Estat, cf. Fig. 5.54). Thus, Young’s modulus decreases.
Vice versa, one can derive from the reduction of E that the block copolymers do either
not covalently bond to the remaining matrix or, due to their large molecular weights and
potentially kneaded-state, they do at least not provide any additional strength to it. Based on
the considerations taken so far, with respect to the assembled BCP structures (cf. Fig. 5.52),
a non-covalently bonded presence of the BCPs is most likely. Also, E is obviously not
dominated by the morphological structure of the EP/BCP systems, since there is no anomaly
when the BCPs phase separate into domain structures at a modifier concentration between 5
to 7 wt.-%. It is rather a function of the absolute modifier concentration. A similar behaviour
was observed for an amine cured epoxy, although a different block copolymer was used [131].
Hence, the stiffness of the EP/BCP systems is dominated by the BCP concentration in
the system, but less sensitive to the developed morphology. On the other hand, when a
bicontinuous BCP-epoxy morphology has formed, i.e. epoxy-rich and BCP-rich domains
are intermingled, strength and strain are strongly reduced, most likely caused by a weak
interphase strength.
Another parameter, the yield stress σys, i.e. the stress at which the tensile behaviour of a
material leaves a linear-elastic course, drops sharply in a BCP modifier range from 0 to 5 wt.-%
(Fig. 5.62b), yet remains on a similar level at higher modifier concentrations, neglecting again
the type of modification. Indeed, it seems as long as the epoxy matrix is the domination phase
the macroscopic tensile behaviour is dominated by the amount of soft modifier concentration.
However, the yield strength is directly related to the stress intensity factor KIc via Irwin’s





Accordingly, one could expect to decrease the resistance to crack propagation of the epoxy
matrix, if σys decreases. Considering the 7-fold enhancement of the plastic zone size rp
of EP/BCP-10% over EP/DGEBA (cf. Fig. 5.58), a reduction of the yield stress from
σys,EP/DGEBA=43.8 MPa to σys,EP/BCP-10%=36.7 MPa does not significantly affect the fracture
mechanical performance of the toughened systems. However, the reduction of σys is an unde-
sirable side effect of the modification of an epoxy matrix by a soft, second phase.
5.3.3 Block copolymer and core shell rubber particles as toughening agents of
epoxy
Having seen the effect of block copolymers on the fracture mechanical performance of a
DGEBA-based matrix in Section 5.2.3, the purpose of the present chapter is to discuss and
compare the fracture toughness enhancement of the CSR and CSR/BCP toughened CAE
matrix.
Figure 5.63 shows a plot of the stress intensity factor KIc and the energy release rate GIc,
based on the calculation via Young’s modulus (cf. Sec. 5.3.2). The numerical data are
summarized in Tab. A.12. The fracture toughness of the neat EP/CAE system is found










































Figure 5.63: Stress intensity factor KIc and the energy release rate GIc of the CSR and
BCP/CSR toughened EP/CAE system in comparison to the BCP toughened
EP/DGEBA system.
to be about 12 % below the value of EP/DGEBA (KIc=0.58 MPa
√
m), illustrating the
embrittlement caused by the higher cross-link density of EP/CAE. Fig. 5.64 shows the nearly
featureless fracture surface of the respective neat matrix. Introducing CSR nanoparticles
into the epoxy system, KIc strongly increases up to 1.4 MPa
√
m. It is interesting to see the
enhancement of the CSR particles in comparison to the BCP toughened DGEBA system.
A similar fracture toughness has been obtained at a BCP concentration of 10 wt.-%, but
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2 µm
Figure 5.64: Neat EP/CAE system: the fracture surface is nearly featureless, yet shows a river
line, an artefact from the fracture process, usually observed in the close vicinity to
the crack initiation site, yet as single feature not strongly contributing to fracture
toughness
the activated fracture mechanisms are different. EP/BCP-10% is characterized by a rugged
morphology that has experienced large scale crack deflection. The fracture toughness
improvement of the EP/CSR-16% system originates from CSR particle cavitation and void
growth (cf. Fig. 5.65). Cavitation and void growth can only prevail if particle agglomeration
is omitted, i.e. if particles have been evenly dispersed and the triaxial stress state within
the plastic zone surrounds the particles, cf. Fig. 5.65, right. Even though the modifier
concentration of EP/CSR-16 % is 1.6 times higher than in the EP/BCP-10% system, the same
fracture toughness has been reached. When further increasing the modifier concentration
to nearly 30 wt.-% (EP/CSR/BCP-16/12) fracture toughness even tends to decrease. As
discussed before, fracture toughness is a product of the stiffness, the yield stress σys and
an intrinsic length rp (Eq. 5.32). Accordingly, in the case of CSR and BCP/CSR hybrid
toughening of EP/CAE, the activation of fracture mechanisms has reached a maximum value,
restricted by the toughnability of the epoxy matrix [138, 200]. Hence the cross-linked net-
work omits further plastic void growth and/or shear yielding, at least in the CAE based system.
The analyses of the fracture surface morphology of EP/CSR/BCP-16/12, Fig. 5.66, reveals,
similar to the BCP toughened system, a very high degree of crack deflection, i.e. the crack
propagated through the specimen and was deviated from its path, resulting in hills and valleys.
Furthermore, the morphology is assumed to be comprised of separate BCP-, CSR- and epoxy-
rich regions. Recalling the morphology of the EP/BCP-10% system (Fig. 5.49), the phase-
separated structure is totally different, even though the BCPs were initially homogeneously
mixed with the CSR toughened CAE resin. The morphology has changed from distinct BCP-
rich and epoxy-rich separated domains with single nano-sized BCP-rich particulate phases to a
morphology that is comprised of epoxy-rich domains, voids created by CSR particle cavitation













Figure 5.65: Fracture surfaces of EP/CSR-16 % at different magnifications; left: crack arrest
and crack propagation regions are visible. The crack arrest region is characterized
by minor CSR particle cavitation (blunt appearance). The crack propagation
region shows a strong degree of particle cavitation events. Also note the change of
crack progression direction; right: crack propagation region, very even dispersion
of nano-sized holes, being remnants of large scale core-shell particle cavitation
and subsequent void growth. The holes are most likely filled with fractured CSR










Figure 5.66: Fracture surfaces of EP/CSR/BCP-16/12 at different magnifications; left: severe
crack deflection has occurred and created a rugged morphology comprised of
valleys and hills; right: the morphology is comprised of features that can be
assigned to voids caused by the CSR particles (CSR-rich region), and regions
showing a lot of tail-like features, which might arise from the deformation of
the soft phase of assembled BCPs. Some regions show no tail features nor CSR
particle voids (epoxy-rich region).
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more. It is unclear what these BCP-rich domains are comprised of, i.e. compositions of neat
block copolymers or mixtures of BCPs and epoxy matrix. Based on the dynamic mechanical
analyses, which showed a strong PMMA-block-related relaxation peak and a nearly unaltered
α-relaxation of the epoxy matrix, the BCPs seem not to have affected the underlying epoxy
network structure of this highly complex system. The presence of the nanosized CSR particles,
or even the cycloaliphatic molecule structure of the epoxy resin, might have affected the phase
separation process.
However, fracture toughness of the DGEBA and CAE based systems increased strongly by
the addition of BCP, CSR nanoparticles and hybrids thereof, yet levelled at concentrations
above 10 wt.-%. Having in mind the impact performance of those systems, and the damage
initiation, which is governed by the strain to failure, as stated by Gilliot [29], Fig. 5.67 shows a
plot of the already discussed energy release rate of the matrix systems GIc and the respective
strain to failure εf behaviour. The relationship between both properties with regard to a BCP
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Figure 5.67: Relationship between strain to failure εf and the energy release rate GIc,m of the
modified matrix systems. εf is reduced with increasing GIc,m (i.e. modifier con-
centration) for EP/DGEBA-BCP. A contrary behaviour prevails for the EP/CAE
based systems.
modification is quite antagonistic: the higher GIc,m is, the lower is the respective strain to
failure εf value. On the other hand, εf of EP/CAE/CSR-16% doubles compared to EP/CAE.
The CSR nanoparticles obviously better bond to the surrounding epoxy matrix. Based on this
data plot it will be interesting to see what degree of damage resistance differently tough but
similarly ductile matrices (e.g. EP/DGEBA-BCP-7% and EP/CAE-CSR-16%) will show.
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5.4 Block copolymers and core-shell rubber nanoparticles in carbon
fibre reinforced epoxy
To investigate the resistance to interlaminar fracture in Mode I and II unidirectional CFREs
were manufactured as described in Sec. 4.1.3. They had an average fibre volume content
of 55.9±3.1 vol.-% and a thickness of 3.1 mm, i.e. a cured ply-thickness of 258.3 µm was












































































































Figure 5.68: Fibre volume fraction and sample thickness of the unidirectional sample plates of
different CFRE systems. The fibre volume concentration was determined based
on computer aided grey-scale analyses of cross-sectional images of the various
materials. The samples were polished with a 1 µm polish. Note, the value of the
EP/CAE system is based on the total CF fabric weight and the total sample plate
weight after curing, i.e. vf,EP/CAE = wCF-fabric/wlaminate
The laminates were well impregnated by the resin during the manufacturing process and did
not show pores or other inhomogeneities during microscopy analyses (Fig. A.101). However,
the fibre volume concentration varied slightly, mainly caused by the different viscosities of the
systems.
Based on the findings and morphological variety the BCPs introduced into the epoxy matrix
systems, it was especially important to investigate the phase separation behaviour of BCPs in a
material that is comprised of additional partially reactive obstacles, i.e. the carbon fibres. The
reactive epoxy sizing might alter the phase separation behaviour. However, respective analyses
are limited to a qualitative assessment of the fracture morphology (interlaminar, Mode I).
5.4.1 Morphology of block copolymer modified carbon fibre reinforced epoxies (In-
terlaminar Mode I fracture)
Based on fracture surfaces from Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness tests obtained via
SEM imaging, the prevailing (fracture) morphology of the various BCP toughened CFREs
was analysed. Fig. 5.69 depicts a fracture surface of the neat, unmodified CFRE/DGEBA
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Figure 5.69: Fracture surface of CFRE/DGEBA, several carbon fibres are visible with partially
adhering matrix residues, the macroscopic crack propagation occurred from left
to right, a variety of fracture features are present
areas of the bare carbon fibres are visible, especially in the direction of the acting stresses
(paper plane). This type of post-damage fibre feature indicates rather an adhesive failure
between fibre and matrix. Furthermore, cohesive matrix fracture is present, indicated e.g. by
ribbons (crack propagation on different heights within the matrix) as well as the prevalence
of matrix residues. These features are characterized by river markings, which are indicative
for a Mode I tensile type of fracture. The river markings themselves show in high resolution
images a feather type appearance and can serve as additional features to identify the local
direction of crack propagation. On the present fracture surface, based on the identified
fracture morphology, it seems as if the crack travelled along the fibre into the matrix system
(dotted arrows). This supports the idea of a weak fibre matrix adhesion as a starting point
for fracture within this CFRE. For a collection and detailed description of CFRE fracture
morphologies the reader is referred to [256].
Modifying the DGEBA system with 2 wt.-% of BCP did not affect the main matrix morphology
as shown in Fig. 5.70, left. Similar fracture type features prevail as in the unmodified reference
system (Fig. 5.69). However, higher magnifications (Fig. 5.70, right) reveal nano-sized
precipitates or voids within the epoxy matrix, evenly dispersed throughout the whole matrix.
These features originate from the BCP modification of the epoxy matrix. The number,
but not the feature size increases when the modifier concentration is increased to 7 wt.-%
(cf. the highly magnified SEM fracture surface of CFRE/BCP-7% in Fig. 5.71). Image
analyses via imageJ showed that the feature size was in a very similar range of about 30 nm
for both material systems. Comparing the morphologies of the 2 wt.-% and 7 wt.-% CFRE
systems to their counterparts without fibres (cf. Fig. 5.47 and Fig. 5.48), it becomes obvious
that the BCP phase precipitation morphology has dramatically changed. The size of the















Figure 5.70: left: CFRE/BCP-2% system showing a rather unaltered main morphology com-
pared to the CFRE/DGEBA system, right: nanosized precipitates or voids induced
by the BCP modification in the range of 20 to 40 nm are visible in the epoxy ma-


















Figure 5.71: CFRE/BCP-7% system: the fracture surface morphology (left) has slightly
changed and appears smoother, being rather unaltered compared to the
CFRE/DGEBA system. Nanosized precipitates or voids induced by the BCP
modification in the range of 20 to 40 nm are visible in the epoxy matrix residues
(right).
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and BCP-rich domains (EP/BCP-7%) to very much evenly dispersed nano-sized precipitates
(CFRE/BCP-2% and -7%). This type of BCP precipitation should be, from a fracture
mechanics point of view, highly preferential and increase the fracture toughness of the CFRE
via large scale particle cavitation and subsequent plastic void growth of the precipitates
(depending in the end on the cavitational resistance of the formed precipitates).
The questions that might be raised at this point are: (1) What is the parameter that hin-
ders the large-scale domain formation of the BCPs within the CFRE, compared to the EP?
(2) Is it e.g. the presence of the fibres or the did the processing pressure influence the phase-
precipitation process (autoclaving was done under p=24 bar to consolidate the CFREs, cf. also
[257])?
Two experiments were performed, first the EP/BCP-5% matrix system (without CF) was
cured in the autoclave at p=24 bar and the fracture surface compared to a sample cured
under ambient pressure with the same curing cycle. No differences between both morpholo-
gies were found. EP/BCP-5% showed the same micron-sized, BCP-rich precipitates as the
one cured under ambient pressure (cf. Fig. A.100). The second experiment was to check
the influence of the fibre concentration on the precipitation process. Two CFREs with vary-
ing fibre volume concentrations (33 vol.-% and 47 vol.-%) were manufactured based on the












(b) Fibre volume concentration 47.2±4.5 vol.-%
Figure 5.72: Influence of fibre volume concentration on the phase dimension of BCP-rich do-
mains in the CFRE/BCP-7% system. A higher fibre volume concentration yields
smaller but also more precipitated BCP-rich domains.
As can be seen, the lower the fibre volume fraction the larger the precipitated BCP-rich
domains (highlighted in green). Hence, the presence of the fibres strongly influences the
phase-separation process of the BCPs. So far, it is unclear if this effect is caused by the
presence of the fibres itself, acting simply as obstacles to the phase-separation process or







Figure 5.73: CFRE/BCP-10% system, fibre volume concentration 54.6±4.3 vol.-%
hardener, BCPs) and the carbon fibres) hinder the evolution of large domains. What
contradicts the first hypothesis is the formation of the very same domain-structures as found
in the CFRE/BCP-7% (33 vol.-%) system in matrix-rich regions (not shown). It remains an
open question for now if and how CF affect the long-range order of the BCP phase-separation
process.
To eventually increase the number of nano-sized BCP precipitates even more, the epoxy matrix
was blended with 10 wt.-% of BCPs. The resulting fracture surface is shown in Fig. 5.73. The
morphology has changed again to an EP-rich domain structure (isles, indicated in orange).
The BCP-rich domains govern the morphology, as already seen in EP/BCP-10% (Fig. 5.49).
However, it seems as if the EP-rich domains have preferentially formed in the vicinity to the
carbon fibres. This observation is highly interesting since SEM analyses of EP/BCP-10% after
TMOR measurements revealed the formation of an epoxy-rich layer close to the prism surface
(cf. Fig. 5.43a). Hence, it seems, once the BCP-concentration reaches a certain threshold in
the epoxy resin and the phase-separation process starts, certain areas, preferentially close to
interfaces, become BCP depleted. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5.74, the formed morphology
in CFRE/BCP-10% is self-similar to EP/BCP-10% yet on a totally different length scale.
The epoxy-rich isles are 10 times smaller than in the CFRE than in the EP. Considering the
observations made for CFRE/BCP-2% and -7% with regard to the respective epoxy matrices,
the phase-separation process yields similar precipitates in the CFRE, but on different lengths
scales.
Even though the phase separation process has changed significantly, especially with regard
to the length scale, no effect on the thermo-mechanical behaviour was found (Fig. A.99).
The underlying epoxy network structure has not changed in the BCP modified CFREs at all
concentrations, as already seen for the matrix systems (cf. Fig. 5.51). Based on the gathered
data the phase separation process seems to generally follow the same pathway as sketched in
Fig. 5.52. However, obviously another parameter, related to the presence of the carbon fibres,










Figure 5.74: Fracture surfaces of EP/BCP-10% (left) and CFRE/BCP-10% (right), showing a
BCP-rich dominated phase morphology, encapsulating epoxy isle-like structures,
yet on different lengths scales
might play a crucial role in the phase-separation process of BCP-EP mixtures in CFREs.
5.4.2 Interlaminar Mode I fracture toughness (tension) of BCP and CSR nanopar-
ticle toughened carbon fibre reinforced epoxy
The Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness GIc,c (tension) is the most crucial property in
terms of fracture mechanical properties of a composite. In Mode II and III, in-plane and
off-plane shear, respectively, frictional effects between the cracked faces increase, at least
apparently, the materials’ resistance to delamination.
Figure 5.75 presents the results obtained from Mode I fracture tests as the energy release rate
from the different CFREs over the respective toughening agent concentration in the matrix
system (numerical data are provided in Table A.13). Generally, each type of modification
yields an improved energy release rate over the neat CFRE. GIc,c increases quite linearly for
the BCP toughened systems at low concentrations and levels out at higher concentrations,
as seen for the CSR and CSR/BCP toughened system. The BCP modification increases the
energy release rate step-wise from 310 J/m2 (unmodified CFRE/DGEBA) up to 795 J/m2 for
CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-7%. This strong increase originates from the well distributed and nano-
sized BCP precipitates observed on the fracture surfaces (Fig. 5.71), which hinder crack
growth within the epoxy matrix. As soon as the morphology changes to a BCP-rich domain
structure, as in the case of CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-10%, GIc drops. As shown in Fig. 5.73, the
CF-matrix interface region of this system is BCP depleted. Hence, the close vicinity to the
CFs is most likely only in contact with neat epoxy matrix. Since GIc,c is comprised of several
energy dissipating contributions that require a proper bonding between CF and matrix, one
can assume in this case that at least the toughening contribution of the matrix system cannot
be properly activated. However, a restriction of the PZ would at least yield the same energy
release rate as the CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-7% system. Therefore, it is more likely that the load
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Figure 5.75: Interlaminar fracture toughness Mode I (tensile) of DGEBA and CAE based
CFREs toughened with BCP and CSR nanoparticles.
transfer from the matrix to the CF is hindered, in the case of CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-10%, due
to a reduction of the interface strength, i.e. GIc drops. Based on this statement, one can
furthermore argue that the high interlaminar toughness of CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-7%, compared
to the neat system, is not only an effect of the toughness of the matrix. The improved






Figure 5.76: Influence of the epoxy resin system on the fibre-matrix adhesion. The figure
shows a nearly bare fibre of the CFRE/DGEBA system and a well matrix-covered
CF from the CFRE/CAE system.
The energy release rate of the CFRE/CAE system is remarkedly higher (about 100 J/m2) than
the one from CFRE/DGEBA, even though the DGEBA system showed a much higher fracture
toughness as neat matrix system, 98.5 J/m2 and 71.7 J/m2, respectively (cf. Fig. 5.55).
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The (fracture) morphology of the cycloaliphatic epoxy system appears quite different compared
to the DGEBA based CFRE morphology, cf. Fig 5.76. Much more matrix residues can be
found on the fibre surface and the number of formed ribbons has drastically increased. The
carbon fibre is almost completely covered with epoxy matrix. The CAE based epoxy seems to
better adhere to the carbon fibres, which were the same for all the systems.
The CSR nanoparticle modified CFRE/CAE system (Fig. 5.77, left) shows similarly a very


















Figure 5.77: Fracture surfaces of CFRE/CAE-CSR-16%. The high CSR nanoparticle concen-
tration yielded an evenly CSR interspersed matrix. Based on the CAE resin, the
fibre matrix adhesion has not changed and crack propagation, as indicated by the
arrows, propagated stringently along the CF into the epoxy matrix (left). The
CSR nanoparticles cavitated and caused subsequent plastic void growth of the
surrounding epoxy matrix.
feathery type of features. Assuming crack propagation originates, as in the CFRE/DGEBA
system from the fibre matrix region, the bonding has to be much stronger, since the distance
between the ribbons is much smaller. Fig. 5.77, right, illustrates the even distribution of CSR
nanoparticles (voids, and CSR remnants appear on the fracture surface). The features on
the fracture surface suggest a very high degree of particle cavitation and subsequent localized
deformation of the matrix by shear yielding and void growth.
The toughness enhancement originates from a well suited particle size range for the activation
of respective toughening mechanisms (cavitation size of 100 nm). Furthermore, the high degree
of adhesion between the fibre and the matrix of the CAE system allows energy dissipation via
large scale crack propagation in the epoxy matrix, rather than at the fibre matrix interface,
cf. Fig. 5.76b. The CSR toughened system showed the highest measured Mode I energy
release within this study (956.7 J/m2). Once the CSR toughened CFRE is additionally modified
with block copolymers, CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12, as shown in Fig. 5.78, the morphology
becomes chaotic and does not allow assigning certain toughening mechanisms to the underlying
morphology. The fracture surface indicates a highly adhesive bonding between the fibres and
the matrix system. Fig. 5.78, right, shows a carbon fibre, which is completely covered with
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matrix residues comprised of block copolymer-domains, CSR nanoparticles and epoxy-rich
regions. However, GIc does not increase above the value of CFRE/CSR-16%. One reason,
besides morphological implications, might be the restriction of the plastic zone size at high
modifier concentrations, as discussed in Sec. 2.1.2. Once the plastic zone size of the toughened
system exceeds the space that is provided by the composite in between fibres the toughness















Figure 5.78: Fracture surfaces of CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12. The high concentration of
BCP and CSR modifiers yields a complex morphology that originates from inter-
actions between resin constituents, block copolymers, core-shell rubber nanopar-
ticles and carbon fibres. The fracture morphology suggests a high degree of fibre
matrix interaction, probably originating from the cycloaliphatic base resin. No
distinct BCP-rich region was found. However, CSR-rich regions were identified
based on fracture features assumedly originating from CSR nanoparticles.
This trend is well illustrated in Figure 5.79, showing the relationship between the interlaminar
fracture toughness Mode I for the CFRE as a function of GIc of the respective matrix. Note,
this comparison is only valid when neglecting the morphology of the systems and idealizing
the fracture induced properties based on the modifier concentration. This is because the BCP
phase separation yielded totally different morphologies in the matrix and the fibre composite,
but the concentrations were the same.
The energy release rate of the composite is far higher than the values obtained from the
matrix systems, originating from additional fibre induced effects, as argued in Sec. 2.1.2.
For the neat CFREs (CFRE/DGEBA and CFRE/CAE), those fibre contributions lead to a
3- to 4-fold increase over the energy release rate obtained from the neat matrices. Then,
GIc of the CFRE/DGEBA-BCP systems drop to a ∼2-fold enhancement. Once GIc,m reaches
a value of about 500 J/m2, GIc,c starts leveling off. Especially the toughening performance of
CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-10% is reduced, as already discussed with regard to Fig. 5.75. A similar
behaviour is observed for the highly modified hybrid system CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12.
However, the graph illustrates for all the systems that at least the respective matrix toughness,
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Figure 5.79: Relationship between the energy release rate (propagation values) of the CFRE
and the matrix, modelled data are given as unfilled and crossed symbols and
discussed below, A: modelled and experimental data overlap
understand the different interaction parameters prevailing in such complex structures as BCP
toughened carbon fibre reinforced composites.
To predict the Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of a toughened composite, GIc,c,mod can
be approximated based on the sum of a variety of energy dissipating parameters, such as (i)
the critical energy release rate of the toughened matrix GIc,m,mod, (ii) fibre fracture Gf, (iii)
fibre-matrix debonding Gdeb (which accounts for energy release rate contributions from the
interphase) and (iv) fibre bridging or pull out Gb [29]:
GIc,c,mod = GIc,m,mod + Gf + Gdeb + Gb (5.34)
To avoid assessing each single contribution of Eq. 5.34 experimentally, a simplified pathway
was chosen, based on the already obtained data sets. The energy release rate of each matrix
system (unmodified and modified) GIc,m,unmod/mod has been experimentally determined within
this work and is known. Furthermore, the energy release rate contributions from Gdeb, Gf
and Gb are collectively present in GIc,c,unmod, which has been determined as well. It applies
according Eq. 5.34, in the unmodified case: Gf + Gdeb + Gb = GIc,c,unmod − GIc,m,unmod. This
yields to:
GIc,c,mod = GIc,m,mod + GIc,c,unmod − GIc,m,unmod (5.35)
To not account for the toughness contribution of the unmodified matrix twice (included in
GIc,c,unmod and GIc,m,mod, which is again a sum of the fracture toughness of the neat matrix
and the activation of different toughening mechanisms) the equation needs to be corrected
by GIc,m,unmod. Also, it is assumed that within one set of epoxy resin based laminates, i.e.
within all CFRE/DGEBA systems or within all CFRE/CAE systems, these energy release rate
contributions are constant and do not change.
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The modelled data set (crossed symbols) in Fig. 5.79 show a quite good agreement for the
CFRE/DGEBA-BCP systems up to 7 wt.-%. At higher concentrations, the deviations be-
tween modelled data and experimental data become large (cf. CFRE/DGEBA/BCP-10%).
Obviously, different parameters that have been neglected in the model dominate the ex-
perimental data, such as e.g. the plastic zone size restriction. Especially in the case of
CFRE/DGEBA/BCP-10%, the heterogeneous morphology might additionally alter the inter-
action between matrix and fibres highly BCP-CF depleted interface regions (cf. Fig. 5.73).
However, a boundary condition for Eq. 5.35 can be formulated. As stated before, the experi-
mental findings show that the plastic zone size of the matrix becomes restricted in the CFRP
at around 500 J/m2 [63, 72], similar to this study, hence the energy dissipating capability of
the matrix diminishes in the composite. Based on this, the contribution of GIc,m in Eq. 5.35 is
limited to GIc,m ≤500 J/m2, i.e. GIc,m of each matrix system that has an experimental energy
release rate larger than 500 J/m2 is set to GIc,m =500 J/m2 within the model.
The results of the corrected model are given in the plot as unfilled symbols. The modelled
data agrees much better with the experimental data sets, and shows smaller deviations from
the experimental data than the starting model. This simple model provides a good starting
point for further examinations. Supporting data about energy dissipation e.g. via debonding
might further improve the prediction quality.
5.4.3 Interlaminar Mode II fracture toughness (in-plane shear) of BCP and CSR
nanoparticle toughened carbon fibre reinforced epoxy
The Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness (in-plane shear) is a crucial parameter and
indicator for the resistance to delamination (caused by impact events). The different CFRE
systems were tested via the ELS-test as described in Sec. 4.4.3. The numerical data are
gathered in the Appendix in Table A.13.
The ELS-test allows determining so-called resistance curves (R-curves) that relate the energy
release rate GII to the crack propagation at every increment of crack growth ∆a. Fig. 5.80
summarizes respective representative R-curves of the different CFREs tested in Mode II. The R-
curve behaviour of all CFREs is quite similar: at a certain energy release rate, which corresponds
to a load, the crack is initiated, and starts propagating. This initiation was either determined,
when crack propagation occurred visually (using a microscope, dotted, short lines) and/or when
the maximum load (Fmax) was reached (red dots). The R-curve rises in the first part, since
fibre induced effects, e.g. fibre bridging, start acting at the crack tip, similarly as discussed
for the Mode I case. Then, the R-curve flattens and reaches a plateau; the activation of
mechanisms and crack growth are in a state of equilibrium. In the case of the hybrid system
it was observed that the R-curve reached a peak and continuously decreased afterwards. This
behaviour might indicate that the crack path changed (introduced from the Mode I fracture
test, cf. the test setup in Sec. 4.4.3) to a less energy requiring path. However, such a deviation
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Figure 5.80: Resistance curves (selection), based on the ELS-interlaminar fracture toughness
Mode II (shear) tests of DGEBA and CAE based CFREs, toughened with BCP
and CSR nanoparticles.
was microscopically not observed. The average propagation values, based on at least 10 mm
of the steady-state crack propagation, are indicated as dashed lines in the graph.
Fig. 5.81 shows the fracture surface of the neat CFRE/DGEBA system. The weak fibre-
matrix interaction becomes obvious, but also shear introduced hackle structures appear on






Figure 5.81: In-plane shear load (Mode II) generated fracture surface of CFRE/DGEBA show-
ing the formation of hackle features
Based on the R-curve, the average steady-state energy release rate during crack propagation
was derived and is summarized together with the visual and Fmax-related crack initiation values
in Fig. 5.82. It appears that the average propagation values for the toughened CFRE/DGEBA-
BCP systems do not vary much, especially with respect to the neat CFRE/DGEBA system.
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The neat CFRE/DGEBA shows an average energy release rate of GIIc=1857 J/m2, which is
slightly higher than expected from an epoxy based CFRE (cf. Fig. 2.6a). However, the DGEBA
matrix has a quite high ductility (εf=6.7 %, cf. Tab. A.11). As stated before, this might
be one of the reasons leading to an enhanced resistance to delamination. These observations
are in accordance with the high crack initiation value at Fmax, which step-wise decreases
with increasing BCP concentration, besides for the CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-10% system. This
changing trend might be caused by the underlying morphology that has severely changed from














































































Figure 5.82: Interlaminar fracture toughness Mode II (in-plane shear) of DGEBA and CAE
based CFREs toughened with BCP and CSR nanoparticles. Given are the visually
determined crack initiation values, crack initiation based on Fmax and the average
crack propagation on GII, which was measured at least over a crack length of
10 mm. No visual initiation values are available for CFRE/DGEBA/BCP-2% and
CFRE/CAE
The situation appears different in the high-temperature resistant CAE systems. The propaga-
tion value indicates a markedly lower resistance to shear mode fracture than CFRE/DGEBA.
The lower cross-link density and thus the higher fracture toughness and the much higher
strain to failure (assumedly the Mode II strain to failure correlates to the Mode I tensile strain
to failure) of the CFRE/DGEBA system are superior to CFRE/CAE. The energy release rate
for initiation and propagation increase with increasing modifier concentration. Considering
the enhanced bonding between the fibres and the matrix for the CAE based systems, the
crack less likely changes its propagation path, i.e. GIIc rather increases with the modifier
concentration since toughness and strain to failure both increase for CFRE/CAE-CSR-16%
and CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12.
In conclusion, crack propagation in Mode II loading was not found to improve by BCP and/or
CSR matrix modifications, with respect to the CFRE/DGEBA system. On the contrary, as
discussed in Sec. 5.4.2, the interlaminar fracture toughness in Mode I, i.e. tension introduced
failure, is strongly enhanced by the matrix modifications. The relationship is shown in Fig. 5.83.
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It appears that the energy release rate in Mode II is not related to Mode I: Hence, different
energy dissipating mechanisms underlie the two modes. Mode I is rather a matrix dominated
parameter in which the interphase for sure contributes its stake, however, Mode II seems to
be more related to the fibre-matrix interphase.
Normalizing the energy release rate in Mode II to the energy release rate in Mode I, GIIc/GIc,
yields respectively a relationship between the resistance to crack propagation dominated by
the interface to one dominated by the matrix, Fig. 5.83b. The measured data were plotted
together with the obtained data from literature. The investigated systems within this work
provide a very good balance between Mode I (matrix toughness) and Mode II (interphase
strength) interlaminar fracture toughness (grey region).

























(a) Mode II interlaminar energy release rate
(shear) as a function of the Mode I interlam-
inar energy release rate (tension)







































(b) Normalized Mode II interlaminar energy re-
lease rate as a function of Mode I interlami-
nar energy release rate
Figure 5.83: Relationship between Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness and Mode I inter-
laminar fracture toughness; CF/Compliant refers to data sets based on compliant
types of modifiers in an epoxy matrix, CF/Others refers to other types of modi-
fications, references to literature data are given in Tab. A.9.
5.5 Damage resistance of toughened thermosets
Researching and pushing the limits of composite materials’ performance to new limits aims,
besides the quest for knowledge and a deeper understanding of materials science relationships,
at improving and developing new material solutions and applications. To do so and analyse
the behaviour of BCP and CSR modified CFREs in a broader context, this chapter focusses
on the impact behaviour of these materials within thin laminates. A total laminate thickness
of t=1.65 mm and a CPT of 126.9 µm were anticipated. A cross-sectional micrograph of the
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multidirectional layup used for the impact specimens (hand layup), in this case obtained from
the CFRE/DGEBA system, can be found in Figure A.103. Supplementary numerical data are
given in Table A.14. The laminate thickness for all systems was in a range of 1.55 to 1.8 mm.
For impact behaviour investigations the unmodified CFRE/DGEBA system was selected as a
reference. Also, two BCP modified CFREs, i.e. 2 and 7- wt%, were chosen. Especially the
latter one showed a much better fracture mechanical performance in the laminates than e.g.
CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-10%, due to a prevailing nano-sized BCP-rich structure within the fibre
composites. Furthermore, the CSR and CSR/BCP toughened hybrid system are in focus within
this chapter. Five different energy levels were chosen to impact the specimens with. The data
are summarized in Table 5.8 along with the corresponding impact velocities and strain rates.
Impacting a material is accompanied by a spectrum of frequencies that might strongly change
the materials response compared to the quasi-static load case, i.e. a ductile polymer matrix can
embrittle and fail, since certain degrees of molecular movements are hindered. Such molecular
effects need to be kept in mind during impact tests, even though the practically investigated
length scale is totally different.
Table 5.8: Impact energies, corresponding velocities at impact, and strain rates. The strain
rates were modelled using a simple finite element approach while considering the
layup, the thickness of the CFREs and refer to the opposite side of the impact.







Based on the unmodified reference system, Fig. 5.84 provides an overview of the force-time
history over the 5 impact levels. Once the indenter hits the specimen the force measured by
the load cell linearly increases (linear-elastic regime). If the linear elastic response regime is not
exceeded the impact does not cause any failure within the composite and the indenter moves
back, as seen for the 1 J case. The fluctuations of the data originate from sample vibrations
under the indenter. Once the load reaches a critical threshold load the indentation deforms
the material plastically, i.e. damage occurs as matrix fracture or delamination. This load
level is denominated as delamination threshold load (DTL). However, such damage events do
not necessarily appear in the force-time history if the load cell is insensitive to capture these,
or if the damage events get lost in load fluctuations, as will be shown below. However, if
the indenter causes fibre fracture, which is a highly energy dissipative mechanism, the load
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Figure 5.84: Force-time curve of the neat CFRE/DGEBA system for different energy levels.
At an impact energy of 13 J the force-time curve shows a distinct force drop,
indicative for severe fibre fracture within the specimen.
abruptly drops, as can be seen for the 13 J-case.
Davies et al. [35] developed a fracture mechanical model that relates Mode II delamination







9(1 − ν2)GIIc (5.36)
where Ef is the flexural modulus of the composite, t the thickness of the specimen, ν is
the specimens Poisson ratio, assuming a homogenous, isotropic material as well as a single
delamination in the middle of the specimen.
Based on this Equation and considering a delamination initiation value for the CFRE/DGEBA
system of GIIc=1989 J/m2, Eq. 5.36 yields a DTL of about 1329 N (under the assumption
of a flexural modulus of 21 GPa and a thickness of t=1.65 mm and a Poisson ratio of 0.26).
Indeed, some indicative load drops appear in that load region, yet are within a broad range of
fluctuations. Nevertheless, if delamination should occur within the examined load range, no
damage events should have taken place during the 1 J impact event.
Analysing the impact behaviour of the different CFREs at 9 J and 13 J, Fig. 5.85, one can
see distinct differences between the material systems and their load response to the impacts,
i.e. the maximum force the load cell measures varies. The differences originate from the
resistance of the samples against the indent. Hence, if the samples are impacted and react
elastically, as in the low impact energy case, the different materials all show more or less the
same peak forces, defined by the carbon fibres and their layup, eventually damping the load




















(a) Force-time history of 9 J-impacts

















(b) Force-time history of 13 J-impacts
Figure 5.85: Force-time curves of the different CFREs during 9 J and 13 J impacts. At an
impact energy of 13 J the force-time curve shows a distinct force drop, indicative
for severe fibre fracture within the specimen.
the impact, i.e. highly non-linear inelastic deformation occurs, the load drops. In the case
of the 9 J-impact the peak force of CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12 was 215 N above the peak
value of CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-7%, indicating early damage and failure of the latter system.
In the case of the 13 J impacts, the sudden load drops all indicate severe fibre fracture.
Hence, based on the force-time curve, the damage behaviour of the CFREs can be anticipated.
After impacting, the extent of the created damage within the different materials was
investigated, using ultra-sound analyses and a confocal sensor to measure the permanent
indentation depth. The obtained C-scans from the ultra-sound analyses are collected in the
appendix, Fig. A.104. No damage was initiated in all 1 J impacted specimens, cf. Fig. A.105,
confirming the assumption that 1 J impacts do not damage such thin panels, at least on the
measuring length scale. Therefore, 1 J impacts represent a lower threshold level for impacts
that can be endured, even without any matrix modifications. Furthermore, the C-scans
show that the extent of damage increases with increasing impact energy. Also, the matrix
modifications do not lead to a significant reduction of the damage size, at least in the 3 J
and 7 J cases. However, after 9 J and 13 J impacts, the C-scan of the CSR/BCP hybrid
toughened system (E) indicates a reduction of the damaged area. The BCP toughened
systems CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-2% and -7%, on the other hand, rather show an increased
damage size compared to CFRE/DGEBA.
Using Matlab data analyses software, the damage size of the various C-scans was evaluated
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against a total scan size, yielding a relative damage area, allowing the comparison of the
damages within the different CFREs, Fig. 5.86a. The damage threshold level A/Â during
the C-scan was set to 30 %, i.e. every signal reduction below this value (light blue) was
accounted as damaged-area. It becomes obvious that the extent of the impact damages was
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(b) Relative damage area and impact energy over
the differently modified CFREs.
Figure 5.86: Areal (damage area) analyses of the differently modified CFREs as a function
of the impact energy and the type of modifier. The relative damage area was
determined via ultra-sound analyses and related to the total scan area.
not reduced at low impact energies for all investigated CFRE systems. However, after 9 J and
13 J impacts the detected damage areas varied largely, depending on the impacted CFRE. The
plot illustrates that especially the CSR and CSR/BCP toughened system drastically reduced
the damage size at higher impact energies.
To complement the analyses, Fig. 5.86b shows the relative damage area over the different
types of matrix modification. First to note, the damage size of the BCP toughened systems
increased over the damage size of CFRE/DGEBA, at 9 J and 13 J. Hence, the toughening of
the DGEBA based matrix with BCPs did not yield any improvement, with regard to a damage
size reduction. The damage within the hybrid toughened CSR/BCP system, on the other
hand, was reduced by about 50 % compared to the unmodified reference material, after 13 J
impacts. For the toughened CFRE/CAE based systems, it seems as if the damage size was
not reduced after having been impacted with 9 J. However, it should be kept in mind that
the unmodified cycloaliphatic CFRE was not part of the impact study. It would be expected
that the brittle CFRE/CAE system shows a highly brittle behaviour and even larger damage
patterns.
A deeper analyses of the damage extent within CFRE/DGEBA and CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-
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16/12 is provided in Fig. 5.87, which illustrates a collection of Computer Tomography

















Figure 5.87: XRM CT-micrographs showing the inherent damage structure of an unmodified,
thin CFRE panel (left) and the damage pattern of a highly toughened CFRE panel
(right). The reduction of the extent of the damage is especially pronounced at
an impact energy of 9 J, red arrows indicate the direction of cracks, black arrows
selectively indicate cracks or delamination, the white dotted line shall support the
visibility of the indents. The impact occurred from the top. Note, the selected
images do not necessarily show the immediate centre of the impacted region.
revealed barely any damages. However, both materials showed a characteristic pine-tree
crack pattern, but no reverse-pine tree pattern was found, as suggested by Abrate [43] for
thin laminates (Fig. 2.3). After 7 J impacts the damage pattern becomes more pronounced
until at 9 J clearly fibre fracture on the bottom side of the panels occurred. Supplementary,
Fig. A.106 shows the respective damage patterns after 13 J impacts.
Based on the findings so far, it seems the strong bonding between fibre and matrix in the
CAE based systems, i.e. CFRE/CAE-CSR-16% and CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12 enhanced
the damage resistance of the composites. Whereas the DGEBA based epoxy systems showed
a rather poor fibre-matrix interaction, i.e. were more prone to impact damages, cf. Fig. 5.76.
However, based on the energy release rate to initiate delamination GIIc, a relation solely to
the interlaminar fracture toughness in shear mode cannot be the case.
Impact events always act in three dimensions. Ultrasound C-scans only provide proper insights
into a material until the sound signal scatters, is refracted or changed in a way that it is
not reflected to its source. Hence, if damage occurs in a composite layer close to the sound
emitting source the C-scan gives the impression the part has experienced through-thickness
damage. This downside of US scans becomes even more pronounced when an auxiliary
reflector is used and the analysed signal is even more deteriorated, since it needs to travel
through several interfaces (cf. Sec. 4.5). Thus, it is necessary to evaluate damages in
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thickness direction.
Within this work a confocal sensor setup was used to examine the permanent dent depth
that remained after the impacts in the specimens, Fig. 5.88. Similarly, as in the case of






























(a) Permanent indentation depth after impact
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(b) Relationship between the indentation depth,
the impact energy and the type of CFRE mod-
ification.
Figure 5.88: Analyses of the permanent indentation depth obtained via a confocal sensor.
the damage area, after low energy impacts below 9 J, no distinct difference between the
indentation depths was found (Fig. 5.88a). However, the dent depths are in a critical range
with regard to visual inspections of such impacted panels. Indentation depths of less than
100 µm can be characterized as BVIDs. Yet, after 9 J impacts and above, the indentation
depths start to vary between the differently modified CFREs. A clearer picture provides
Fig. 5.88b. At 9 J, the indentation depth decreases step-wise with the modifier concentration.
After 13 J impacts the indentation depths have significantly increased. As shown by the
force-time history and the US analyses, severe fibre fracture was initiated at such high load
levels. But CFRE/CAE/CSR-BCP-16/12 shows one of the lowest indentation depths, at this
load level.
Concluding so far, after low energy impacts of 1 J no damage was detected for all CFREs,
i.e. the material is structurally damage resistant to such impacts. In the impact energy
range from 3 to 7 J damages occur within the specimens, yet are hard to detect visually.
The indentation depths were found to be in der critical BVID range of below 100 µm. At
higher impact energies, a BCP and CSR modification of the epoxy matrix starts to pay
out. With increasing modifier concentration, i.e. at 9 J, especially the indentation depth is
drastically reduced from 300 µm (CFRE/DGEBA) to 120 µm (CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12),
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whereas the damage area stays in a range of 10 % over all tested CFREs. At very high impact
energies (13 J), the damage patterns are determined by large scale fibre fracture. Based on
US analyses and supported by XRM analyses, the size of the damage can be reduced in such
cases by about 50 % within the CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12 system over the CFRE/DGEBA
reference system. Also the indentation depth was found to be far lower, specifically for this
CFRE (cf. Fig. 5.88b).
To finally get a comprehensive idea of the actual damage volume, in an attempt to combine
the above findings, a simplified damage cone volume was calculated based on the volume of
a cone, i.e. V = 1/3 · Gbase · h, where Gbase is the area of the base and h the height of
the cone. This geometry shall reflect the indented and plastically deformed volume of the
sample. Respectively, the relative damage area (Fig. 5.86b) was accounted as Gbase and the
indentation depth (Fig. 5.88b) as h. Figure 5.89 summarizes the findings for 3 J, 7 J and 9 J
impacts. 1 J and 13 J impacts have been omitted, since no damage was initiated or impacts
were strongly biased by fibre fracture events and a penetration of the specimen.































































Figure 5.89: Damage volume of the differently modified CFREs, as a function of the total
modifier concentration.
The graph illustrates and confirms that the applied matrix modifications do not reduce the
damage caused by the indenter at 3 J and 7 J impacts. The damage volume stays constant
over the whole range of modifier concentration. However, at 9 J impact energy, the matrix
modifications become notably activated. The higher the modifier concentration is, the lower
is the damaged volume. Especially the CSR/BCP-16/12 toughened system stands out and
reduces the damage volume by about 67 % over the neat DGEBA based CFRE, which is a
drastic reduction. The easy-to-process CFRE/CAE-CSR-16% system shows already a damage
volume reduction of about 50 %. It seems that the damage volume reduction is independent
of the type of matrix modification.
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5.6 Core-shell rubber nanoparticles as highly efficient toughening
agents for passenger car wheels
So far, it has been shown that the fracture mechanical properties of CFREs, such as the
interlaminar fracture toughness and the impact resistance can be strongly enhanced if the
underlying epoxy matrix is modified by BCP and/or CSR nanoparticles. It was also shown
that fracture mechanical properties can be transferred from the matrix to the CFRE when
certain boundary conditions, such as the presence of fibres are considered. The question that
remains is, if the improvements and potential performance benefits of such resin modifications
can also be transferred to real applications that are exposed to very complex mechanical
stress situations.
Therefore, the transferability of toughening mechanisms and the fracture mechanical per-
formance of a highly CSR nanoparticle modified epoxy matrix to a real application was
investigated, using the example of a full-scale CFRE based passenger car wheel.
Lightweight CFRP based wheels are high performance components, whose first developments
started about 50 years ago [258]. Manufacturing challenges and material performance
limitations restricted the availability of such components to the consumer market up to the
late 2000’s. Especially the fracture toughness of epoxy matrices was (and is) inferior to metals
and did not justify the application of carbon fibre reinforced wheels e.g. to the automotive
market. Since then, manufacturing restrictions have been overcome. However, reaching a
sufficient fracture toughness and fatigue resistance of such parts is still challenging. Today,
CFRP based wheels are available for high performance passenger cars. The light weight
structure contributes to a reduction of the rotating inertia of the wheel and allows for faster
acceleration. In combination with the extraordinary high mechanical strength in fibre direction
of CFRPs, the cornering stiffness is strongly improved and enables additionally safer driving
conditions for vehicles [259, 260]. The light weight structure benefits the energy consumption
or compensates for additional weight caused e.g. by battery systems in electrified cars [258].
The CFRP wheel market is fastly growing and CFRP based wheels are in focus of applied
research and industry in a variety of sectors. One-piece CFRP wheels are e.g. offered by
Carbon revolution Ltd., Australia to the consumer market [261], the aircraft industry tries
to make use of the light weight potential of CFRP based wheels and to further reduce the
weight of civil aircrafts [262], suppliers develop resin systems especially suited for CFRP wheel
applications [263, 264] or work on strategies to ease up respective manufacturing processes
[265]. Yet, most importantly, new test standards are developed e.g. by TÜV [266] that will
most-likely allow access of CFRP based wheels to the passenger car wheel replacement market
in the near future.
The interested reader can find some more information on the current state of composite
wheel developments elsewhere [258].
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To satisfy all those demands CFRP wheels, especially the matrix systems need to fulfil
special processing and thermo-mechanical requirements, i.e. (i) low viscosities to process the
materials via infiltration, filament winding or braiding processes, (ii) high thermal resistance
(Tg), since wheels are closely located to the braking system of a car, where temperatures up
to 160-170 ◦C can occur, (iii) high mechanical strength for high load carrying abilities (e.g.
car chassis and passengers), (iv) as well as a high (fracture) toughness of the matrix system
to withstand impacts, such as stone chipping, and subsequently hinder crack propagation by
enhanced fatigue resistance [258].
Within a joint research project, two CFRP based car wheels were manufactured. The first
one, a reference wheel based on a neat epoxy resin, the second one based on a highly CSR
nanoparticle modified epoxy resin (vp ≥30 %). Note: the type of carbon fibres and the matrix
systems were the same for the matrix, the coupons as well as the demonstrator throughout
this study.
The impact resistance of wheels, as mentioned above, is a crucial parameter to be homologated
by authorities and often restricts the application of wheels. Therefore, the impact resistance
and the performance benefit of an unmodified and a CSR nanoparticle modified CFRE on the
coupon level was compared to the damage resistance of the respectively manufactured wheel.
The coupon level tests were conducted using a drop-tower device, similar to the setup shown
in Sec. 4.5.1. Thereby, the AITM1-0010 standard was followed and samples were impacted
with a hemi-spherical indenter, applying an impact energy of 30 J. The tests took place at
T=-30 ◦C to simulate cold weather conditions. Fig. 5.90 shows representative post-impact
images of impact damages of the unmodified and the modified material systems obtained with
ultrasound analyses (Sec. 4.6).
Damage is indicated by a loss of the initial sound wave amplitude (damping) by about -20 dB,
i.e. the purple regions indicate delamination in between plies and other defects. Blue and
green regions, on the other hand, show apparently undamaged areas of the samples, i.e. in
these regions the sound signal is mostly reflected to the detector. The damage region in the
unmodified coupon sample is sharply edged and about 3.7 times larger than in the modified
rim, based on measurements using ImageJ image analysis software. Assuming a cone type
of impact fracture caused by the hemispherical indenter, the damage volume is reduced
drastically from about 3800 mm3 to 1046 mm3. However, the modified system shows a higher
degree of sound wave damping than the unmodified system (green instead of light blue) in the
presumably undamaged outer regions. Based on ultrasound measurements on not impacted
samples, it was found that the CSR nanoparticles additionally damp the reflected sound signal
by refraction, scattering or absorption. Hence, the extent of visible damage of the modified






Figure 5.90: Post-impact ultra-sound analyses of unmodified and highly CSR nano particle
toughened CFRE coupons; delamination and defects are indicated in red. The
colour differences in the vicinity to the impact (light blue vs. light green) originate
from sound wave distortions (scattering, refraction etc.) caused by the CSR
nanoparticles, as discussed below
impressive damage volume reduction illustrates the benefits of CSR nanoparticles in CFREs.
Following the TÜV guidelines for the testing and inspection of plastic wheels [266], the
CFRE wheels were impacted under an angle of 13◦ (impact energy Eimp=1056 J). This test
simulates the damage resistance of a wheel when it is exposed to critical every day load
situations, as driving over an obstacle with the outer rim flange. The most critical region
for impact damages is thereby the spoke region. The failure criteria are according the TÜV
standard either a complete pressure loss within one minute or fracture outside the direct
influence zone of the impact plate. Figure 5.91 shows the indentation of the respective CFRE
wheels (unmodified: left and modified: right) by an impacting bar at maximum deformation,
captured with a high speed camera during the test. When comparing the location of the
indenter in the left and in the right image (green), it becomes obvious that the indenter
impacted the reference wheel much more than the highly CSR nanoparticle toughened one.
In the untoughened case (left) the indenter causes severe damage of the rim, such as kinking
of the spoke region. Furthermore, post damage analyses revealed fatal delamination failure
throughout the whole rim (not shown). This was not the case in the CSR nanoparticle
toughened version that nearly elastically deflected the impact and barely showed a damage
outside the immediate indentation zone.
In summary, using the example of a CFRE based wheel, it is shown that a tailored CSR
nanoparticle modification of a brittle epoxy matrix system is able to drastically improve the











Figure 5.91: Comparison of the impact resistance of a neat and a highly toughened CFRP
rim, shown is the maximum deformation at an impact energy of Eimp=1056 J,
the indenter is highlighted in green
are initially created on a molecular level by nanoscale tougheners and their interaction with
resin and hardener moieties, have huge effects on full scale applications by altering the under-
lying micro-structure. Also, the coupon test level is a useful tool to pre-assess the damage
performance of a full-scale demonstrator, as seen from the impact tests.
6 Conclusions and Outlook
6.1 Conclusions
Within this work, the fracture mechanical performance and the impact behaviour of carbon
fibre reinforced epoxies, toughened with block copolymers, core-shell rubber nanoparticles and
blends thereof, was investigated. Thereby, the block copolymer modifier was in the focus of
attention, with regard to (i) the BCP phase-separation behaviour on the matrix and the com-
posite level, as single modifier and in combination with CSR nanoparticles, (ii) the influence on
the thermo-mechanical properties, i.e. the underlying molecular network of the epoxy matrix,
(iii) the effects of the created morphology on fracture mechanical properties, and (iv) the
damage resistance of thin CFREs.
The BCP phase separation behaviour in the matrix was found to be a complex thermody-
namically driven process. The underlying epoxy network structure was not affected and the
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cross-linking reaction seems not to be influenced by the presence of the macromolecular BCPs.
The glass transition temperature was essentially the same for all BCP toughened epoxy ma-
trices. It was shown that the phase separation process, with regard to the processes and
materials used within this work, is only driven by the degree of cure of the epoxy matrix.
Hence, adjusting the curing cycle offers the possibility to gain control over the morphological
variety of BCP/epoxy systems. With regard to mechanical properties, the introduction of
BCPs reduce Young’s modulus, strength and strain to failure. On the other hand, fracture
mechanical properties, such as the critical stress intensity factor, was increased by about 240 %
over the neat DGEBA based reference matrix (KIc,EP/BCP-10%=1.38 MPa
√
m). Both results
can be related to the precipitated morphologies at different BCP concentrations within the
epoxy matrices. Up to 5 wt.-%, the BCPs form BCP-rich, particle-like structures in the micron
size range. Above 5 wt.-%, the BCPs form isle-like and epoxy-rich domain structures. Based
on SEM imaging, a poor interface between the BCP-rich and epoxy-rich domains prevails,
being detrimental to strength and strain. Blending the BCPs with CSR nanoparticles to in-
crease the modifier concentration leads to a totally different (fracture) morphology, comprised
of presumably BCP-rich and CSR-rich domains, which did not further improve fracture me-
chanical properties. The stress intensity factor was found to be even lower than the one of
EP/BCP-10%, i.e. KIc,CSR/BCP-16/12=1.28 MPa
√
m.
Introducing carbon fibres into the BCP modified epoxy matrices changed the underlying mor-
phology. Up to 7 wt.-% the BCPs precipitated in nano-domains and strongly enhanced the
Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness from GIc=310 J/m2 (CFRE/DGEBA) to GIc=795 J/m2
(CFRE/BCP-7%). Above 7 %, the BCPs formed again BCP-rich domains being self-similar to
the morphologies found on the matrix level, yet on a totally different length scale. When this
morphology formed in the CFRE, the interlaminar fracture toughness dropped to GIc=610 J/m2
(CFRE/BCP-10%). From a phase-separation point of view, the BCP phase-dimensions can
be influenced by the CF concentration in the matrix. Reduced fibre volume concentrations
(33 vol.-%) lead to BCP-richer domain structures, higher concentrations formed nano-sized
precipitates (55 vol.-%). This behaviour might also be related to the sizing of the CF, which
could affect the phase separation process of the BCPs by other physio-chemical interactions.
The highest interlaminar energy release rate in Mode I within this work was obtained with
the CSR toughened CAE-based system, GIc,CFRE/CSR-16%=956.7 J/m2. The result is related
to the high CSR nanoparticle concentration and the ideally suited particle size for cavitation
events to initiate subsequent void growth of the epoxy matrix. The hybridized CFRE being
modified with 16 wt.-% of CSR nanoparticles and 10 wt.-% of BCPs (CAE based matrix) did
not show another enhancement of GIc, yet stayed on a energy release rate level similar to
CFRE/BCP-7%, GIc,CFRE/CSR/BCP-16/12=811.9 J/m2. The result illustrates the restriction of
the plastic zone size by the presence of the carbon fibres.
The interlaminar shear fracture toughness (Mode II, propagation) GIIc was nearly constant for
the DGEBA based CFREs, GIIc ≈1800 J/m2. However, the respective initiation values, based
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on Fmax decreased with increasing BCP concentration from 1988 J/m2 to about 1300 J/m2,
as long as a nano-sized morphology prevailed. When the phase-separation process leads to the
formation of an epoxy-isle structure at 10 wt.-%, it was found that the matrix region in the
vicinity to the carbon fibres was BCP depleted. This was accompanied with a sudden increase
of the Mode II initiation values for the CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-10% system, back to the level of
the reference system (CFRE/DGEBA). It seems that crack initiation is rather related to matrix
properties (strain to failure and fracture toughness), whereas crack propagation is a fibre-matrix
dominated property. The resistance to interlaminarly introduced shear cracks within the CAE
based system (GIIc=1330 J/m2) was far below the value of CFRE/DGEBA. However, GIIc
for the CAE based systems increased, when the matrix was modified with CSR nanoparticles
and a blend of CSR and BCPs (hybrid). SEM analyses shows that the fibre-matrix interac-
tion improved by CSR and CSR/BCP modification. CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12 reached
the highest resistance to shear introduced crack initiation and propagation within this work,
GIIc,init=2191 J/m2 and GIIc,init=2136 J/m2, respectively.
The low velocity impact behaviour of toughened, multidirectional CFREs, having a thickness
of only 1.65 mm was investigated. The impact tests and subsequent ultra-sound analyses, as
well as confocal indentation depth analyses, revealed that the purely BCP toughend matrices,
did not significantly reduce impact damages. Also, none of the modified systems shows any
damage below 3 J impacts, i.e. they are inherently damage resistant. However, damages in
the impact energy range from 3 to 7 J lead to BVIDs (indentation depth < 100 µm). The
highly toughened systems CFRE/CAE-CSR-16% and CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12 were able
to drastically reduce the damage volume by about 50 % and 67 %, respectively, in the impact
energy range from 9 to 13 J.
Finally, a real rim was successfully used to demonstrate the transferability of lab-scaled exper-
iments to real applications. The strongly improving energy absorbing capabilities of CFREs,
due to a CSR modification of the underlying matrix system, was shown.
6.2 Outlook
In summary, the phase separation of BCPs offers the possibility to tailor fracture mechanical
properties on the matrix and CFRE level. Transferring them from the matrix to the CFRE is
possible, yet not a simple process of morphology transfer, since the presence of CF provides
another variable to the phase-separation process of BCPs.
Increasing the understanding of BCP/epoxy systems with regard to the underlying phase-
separation mechanisms for the successful implementation within carbon fibre reinforced appli-
cations is key. Therefore, a variety of pathways should be followed to access these mechanisms.
TMOR measurements have proven to be highly useful in determining the phase-separation
behaviour of such versatile modifiers. Further investigations could focus on different block-
copolymer concentrations in the epoxy matrix. Based on the idealized phase-separation process
sketched in Fig. 5.52, it would be of interest how lower BCP concentrations precipitate under
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isothermal conditions. Lower concentrations of BCPs yielded smaller precipitates, as shown
in Fig. 5.47. Hence, if such a low amount of BCPs is blended with the epoxy resin, can the
phase separation process be controlled in a way that nano-sized structures form, even on the
matrix level? Can the phase-separation be adapted to highly concentrated systems omitting
the formation of BCP-rich domain structures? Also, the BCPs have not been applied to the
cycloaliphatic epoxy resin solely. The far lower molecular weight, and resulting higher cross-link
density than DGEBA based resins might affect the BCP phase separation process totally dif-
ferent. This work only peaked at respective implications in a rather complex mixture of CAE,
core-shell-rubber particles and block copolymers, which does not allow to derive implications
about the phase-separation process of BCPs in CAE systems.
With regard to the fracture toughness and damage resistance of CFREs, it is believed that
an upper threshold level is reached for classical epoxy matrix toughening in the range of 1.4
to 1.5 MPa
√
m. Further improvements cannot be achieved without modifying the underlying
network architecture. Also, as shown, the fibre-matrix interphase plays a crucial role in man-
ufacturing damage resistant and tolerant CFREs. In both cases BCPs might offer solutions,
solely based on the possibility to tailor the block-structure of BCPs and eventually provide
toughness and strength to a matrix system, as well as allowing a good bonding between fibre
and matrix. Therefore, it will be of great benefit to fully understand the influence of carbon
fibres (volume concentration and especially fibre sizing) on the phase separation process, i.e.
respective investigations using DSC, infrared spectroscopy and TMOR are suggested.
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A.1 Curing reactions of epoxies with anhydrides
To initiate a cross-linking reaction between an epoxide group and an anhydride curing agent
(cf. Fig. A.92a) an initiation step (ring opening) by an accelerator or catalyst is required,
since the reactivity between both species alone is quite low [99, 111]. The ring opening can
either start at the epoxide group [114] or the anhydride ring [113]. Common accelerators are




















Figure A.92: a) Molecular structure of a cycloaliphatic anhydride (Methyltetrahydrophthalic
anhydride - MTHPA) and a b) tertiary amine accelerator (1-methylimidazole)
In the following a well accepted catalysed reaction mechanism between an epoxy resin and an
anhydride curing agent is presented (Fig. A.93) [114]. Note, other species, such as hydroxyl
groups (-OH), which are usually present in technical resins [112], or even H2O from air humidity
can unintentionally initiate, accelerate and influence the process of the curing reaction [97,
99, 100, 106, 112–114]. In a first initiation step, the catalyst (1) attacks the epoxide group
of the epoxy molecules (2) and creates a highly reactive alkoxide group (O−, 3). In a second
step (Fig. A.93b), the opened epoxy reacts with an anhydride molecule (4), i.e. opens the
anhydride ring, and forms a new carboxylate (COO−) group at the same time (5). The third
step then (Fig. A.93c), enables the network formation between the epoxy and the anhydride.
The formed molecule (5) uses its carboxylate group to attack another epoxide group (2) and
react with it (6). It becomes obvious that three reactive sites are now available for further
reaction (two epoxide groups and one alkoxide), hence a continuation of the process leads to
a three dimensional, cross-linked network.
At the same time, the reaction could also be initiated at the anhydride ring structure, rather
than at the epoxide group (cf. Fig. A.94). This would provide an alkoxide group for further
reactions [98, 101, 267]. This latter reaction mechanism is more likely to occur in cycloaliphatic
epoxies, since the epoxide groups are part of the cyclic structure (cf. Fig. 2.8b) and tend to
be less active in the presence of tertiary amines. As it becomes obvious, tertiary amines do
not only initiate or catalyse a reaction, they rather change the whole reaction mechanism. For
now it is still unclear if the tertiary amine is irreversibly participating in the esterification (as

















































































(c) Step 3: Network formation, two epoxide groups and one alkoxide (O−) are available for further
reaction















Figure A.94: Catalyzed ring opening of anhydride
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A.2 Post-curing investigations
Unreacted resin, hardener and accelerator moieties within epoxy based polymers can have
different effects on their final properties. They can e.g. cause a chemical post-cross-linking
over time (aging) and change the glass transition temperature or their mechanical properties.
On the other hand, such species can also be beneficial for a materials’ performance, such
as for fracture toughness, since they provide a certain flexibility to the system. However,
post-curing phenomena should be avoided since the properties are altered by time and/or
temperature.
To examine the post-curing behaviour of the different matrix systems, with regard to the
reference curing-cycle (cf. Fig. 4.21), the residual reactivity of the systems was investigated
via non-isothermal DSC scans.
Fig. A.95a shows a comparison between EP/DGEBA and the EP/BCP-10% system. Both
systems exhibit a similar degree of post-curing η of 5.1% and 4.8%, respectively (cf. Eq. 4.7).
The approximate start of the post-curing reaction starts around 80◦C in both cases. Knowing



















(a) EP/DGEBA and EP/BCP-10%



















(b) EP/CAE and EP/CAE-pc
Figure A.95: Left: post-curing phenomena of EP/DGEBA and EP/BCP-10%: the degree of
post curing seems not to be affected by the presence of BCPs, right: the degree
of post-curing is larger in the EP/CAE matrix than in the EP/DGEBA system,
but is strongly reduced after a post-curing treatment of 10h at 190◦C. The
data are normalized to the sample weight, the dashed areas indicate the excess
enthalpy.
the applied curing cycle has a peak temperature of 140◦C, which is kept for 4 hours, it seems
that the matrices were not fully cured by this process. A longer curing cycle or a higher peak
temperature would have been beneficial in this case.
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Fig. A.95b depicts a similar representation of the EP/CAE system. The post-curing effect
is split in two peaks and is in total larger (∆H/mEP/CAE,tot=2.77 J/g) than in EP/DGEBA.
The first peak most-likely represents a post-curing effect similar to the EP/DGEBA system,
i.e. previously unreacted moieties react with each other. The second peak is rather related
to the already discussed slightly insufficient concentration of accelerator (cf. Sec. 5.3.1),
i.e. the second peak indicates an uncatalyzed chemical reaction between cycloaliphatic
epoxy and anhydride. With respect to the total reaction enthalpy (cf. Fig. 5.59), the
degree of post-curing in the system is about 8.1 %. To supplement the investigation of the
post-curing behaviour, a EP/CAE sample was post-cured for 10 h at 190◦C (EP/CAE-pc).
The post-curing effect nearly vanished (∆H/mEP/CAE-pc,tot=0.25 J/g, η ∼ 0.6%).
Similar observations were made via dynamic mechanical analyses. Fig. A.96 shows a compar-
ison between a specimen that was cured following the reference curing cycle (EP/CAE) and
a post-cured specimen (EP/CAE-pc, 10 h at 190◦C). A pronounced shoulder in the course of
tan δ is present, similarly as in the data set of the loss modulus, which indicates the post-curing
phenomenon. E ′ drops at around 150 ◦C when relaxations of uncured moieties take place.










(a) Mechanical damping behaviour tan δ















































(b) Storage modulus E′ and loss modulus E′′
Figure A.96: Thermo-mechanical analyses of EP/CAE having been cured according the refer-
ence curing cycle and having been post-cured for 10 h at 190◦C, EP/CAE-pc
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Figure A.97: Optical appearance of the neat resin systems (a and b), the CSR nanoparticle
modified CAE epoxy resin system (c, 30 wt.-%), the BCP powder in the pristine
state (d) and a mixture of 25 wt.-% BCP and DGEBA based epoxy resin (e). A
representation of the CSR/BCP hybrid epoxy resin is not shown.
















































Figure A.98: Supplementary Fresnel curves to Fig. 5.38 from region II and III, showing the
development of refractivity within the EP/DGEBA sample due to polymeriza-
tion induced mass density changes (region II) and temperature (region III), red:
starting temperature, yellow: end temperature
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Table A.9: List of references to Fig. 2.6. Neat, Rigid, Carbon based, Compliant, Interleaved
and Others refer to the type of modification used. The data was collected irre-
spectively a ENF or ELS test was used to determine GIIc,c. If available fracture




Neat Rigid Carbon based Compliant Interleaved Others
417 969 2.3 [67]
511 929 1.8 [67]
729 750 1.0 [67]
300 1000 3.3 [78]
270 750 2.8 [78]
420 1750 4.2 [78]
480 1450 3.0 [78]
343 768 2.2 [79]
492 942 1.9 [79]
825 664 0.8 [79]
137 1292 9.4 [68]
165 1806 10.9 [68]
340 1325 3.9 [68]
372 1090 2.9 [80]
517 1156 2.2 [80]
840 1489 1.8 [80]
950 1823 1.9 [80]
1305 1976 1.5 [80]
803 1739 2.2 [80]
1127 2000 1.8 [80]
208 1293 6.2 [81]
250 1217 4.9 [81]
446 717 1.6 [82]
607 808 1.3 [82]
420 1300 3.1 [83]
580 1625 2.8 [83]
605 1800 3.0 [83]
620 1700 2.7 [83]
650 1650 2.5 [83]
86 605 7.0 [84]
170 786 4.6 [84]
620 680 1.1 [85]
480 765 1.6 [85]
427 750 1.8 [86]
133 850 6.4 [86]
290 300 1.0 [86]
125 1550 12.4 [86]






Neat Rigid Carbon based Compliant Interleaved Others
200 800 4.0 [88]
240 900 3.8 [88]
220 650 3.0 [88]
317 1284 4.1 [89]
352 1983 5.6 [89]
152 1541 10.1 [89]
133 2006 15.1 [89]
348 350 1.0 [90]
399 400 1.0 [90]
467 475 1.0 [90]
522 525 1.0 [90]
477 480 1.0 [90]
900 1140 1.3 [65]
1100 1280 1.2 [65]
1390 1730 1.2 [65]
520 1100 2.1 [61, 62]
620 1150 1.9 [61, 62]
600 1150 1.9 [61, 62]
580 1180 2.0 [61, 62]
560 1100 2.0 [61, 62]
1100 1150 1.0 [61, 62]
1150 1550 1.3 [61, 62]
1250 1400 1.1 [61, 62]
1100 1100 1.0 [61, 62]
165 290 1.8 [91]
220 580 2.6 [91]
390 920 2.4 [91]
490 1300 2.7 [91]
530 1250 2.4 [91]
375 1000 2.7 [92]
1125 1050 0.9 [92]
500 1000 2.0 [92]
750 950 1.3 [92]
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Table A.10: Influence of BCP, CSR and BCP/CSR concentration on relaxation phenomena
and global network formation of epoxy matrices
System Modifier *α-relax phenomena [◦C] E ′Tg+50K **Mc nc
[wt.-%] PBud PBuA PMMA EP MPa [g/mol] [10211/cm3]
EP/DGEBA 0 / / / 154.54 27.7 129 3.73
EP/CAE 0 / / / 227.51 25.17 164 2.94
BCP 0 / -24.45 95.39 / / / /
EP/BCP-0.5% 0.5 / / / 154.03 26.8 133 3.62
EP/BCP-1% 1 / / / 154.64 27.0 132 3.64
EP/BCP-2% 2 / / / 154.54 25.6 140 3.45
EP/BCP-5% 5 / -32.98 92.70 154.99 24.2 147 3.26
EP/BCP-7% 7 / -27.11 107.22 154.92 22.1 161 2.98
EP/BCP-10% 10 / -23.69 110.12 154.51 19.5 183 2.62
EP/CAE/CSR-16% 16 -81.95 / / 224.37 19.02 215 2.24
EP/CAE/CSR/BCP-16/12 27.6 -78.83 -22.38 106.12 223.62 14.75 277 1.74
*based on tan δmax
**Mc: Average molecular weight between cross-links
Table A.11: Overview of the tensile properties of the neat, the BCP, CSR and BCP/CSR
modified EP systems
System
E σmax εσ,max σys εys σf εf
[MPa] [MPa] [%] [MPa] [%] [MPa] [%]
EP/DGEBA 3020±47 82.7±1.9 5.0±0.3 47.3±4.3 1.6±0.1 78.2±1.8 6.7±0.5
EP/CAE 3409±106.3 58.9±4.0 2.0±0.2 43.8±2.0 1.6±0.2 58.9±4.0 2.0±0.2
EP/BCP-2% 2960±16 77.1±4.7 4.6±0.8 40.0±1.3 1.6±0.1 75.5±3.9 6.2±0.3
EP/BCP-5% 2692±138 74.5±0.6 5.1±0.1 38.7±6.6 1.6±0.3 73.1±2.2 5.5±0.5
EP/BCP-7% 2490±12 53.3±0.6 3.3±0.1 38.2±0.7 0.9±0.1 53.3±0.6 3.3±0.1
EP/BCP-10% 2430±17 43.8±2.0 2.6±0.3 36.7±0.2 0.7±0.0 43.8±2.0 2.6±0.3
EP/CSR-16% 2330±22 63.9±1.4 3.9±0.2 38.2±1.0 1.8±0.1 63.9±1.4 3.9±0.2
EP/CSR/BCP-16/12 2080±13 49.2±4.0 3.5±0.7 37.5±0.4 2.1±0.0 49.2±4.0 3.5±0.7
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(a) Storage modulus E′ and loss modulus E′′




















(b) Mechanical damping behaviour tan δ
Figure A.99: Thermo-mechanical behaviour of BCP modified carbon fibre reinforced epoxy
(DGEBA). The data were measured using the same test parameters as described
in Sec. 4.3.3, the unidirectional samples were tested 90◦ off the fibre orientation;
The influence of the BCP modification shows nearly no effect on the dynamic
glass transition temperature of the epoxy matrix system (tan δ, right Figure),
i.e. the cross-linked epoxy governs the properties throughout all BCP modified
CFREs. Due to the presence of the stiff carbon fibres, E
′
has shifted to higher
values compared to the matrix systems without CF (cf. Fig. 5.53a). Once
the phase-separation process has changed from a BCP-nano domain morphol-
ogy to an epoxy-isle morphology pronounced PBuA- and PMMA-related relax-
ations of respective segments appear in the course of the loss modulus and tan δ
(cf. Sec. 5.4.1).
5 µm 5 µm
Figure A.100: Fracture surfaces of EP/BCP-5% cured under ambient pressure (left) and under
p=24 bar (right). The fracture surfaces were both generated via cryo-fracture
in liquid nitrogen. The BCP-rich precipitates have very similar dimensions. No
influence of the BCP-precipitation size was found
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Table A.12: Critical stress intensity factor KIc and energy release rate GIc of the of the neat,
the BCP, CSR and BCP/CSR modified EP systems as well as the plastic zone






EP/DGEBA 0.58±0.06 98.5±19.4 9.3
EP/CAE 0.51±0.03 71.7±10.3 6.3
EP/BCP-0.5% 0.70±0.05 *152.5±22.9 13.6
EP/BCP-1% 0.73±0.02 *172.7±13.1 14.9
EP/BCP-2% 0.85±0.03 214.0±16.2 23.7
EP/BCP-5% 1.02±0.02 342.0±32.3 36.9
EP/BCP-7% 1.25±0.09 557.6±86.9 57.2
EP/BCP-10% 1.38±0.04 696.1±45.9 75.16
EP/CSR-16% 1.40±0.07 748.3±65.1 71.71
EP/CSR/BCP-16/12 1.28±0.01 692.7±5.8 61.47











Figure A.101: Cross-sectional image (light-microscopy) of the unidirectional CFRE/DGEBA
system, being comprised a 12-layer stack of Toho Tenax HTA40 E13 carbon
fibres. Partially, glass fibres are visible that allow handling of the fabric. The
fabric is well impregnated by the matrix, i.e. no pores were detected, even
though, resin-rich regions are present.
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Equation y = a-b*c^x
a 75345.05364 ± 4299.00669
b -1462483.46145 ± 470932.2789




Figure A.102: Flexural modulus Ef of unidirectional laminates as a function of thickness t
and respectively carbon fibre volume fraction vf. The data were fit via an
exponential function given in the graph, in order to access the flexural modulus
for measuring Mode II interlaminar fracture toughness (cf. Sec. 5.4.3). The
data were measured according DIN EN ISO 14125.
Table A.13: Overview of the interlaminar energy release rate (initiation and propagation) in
Mode I and Mode II of the neat, the BCP, CSR and BCP/CSR modified CFRE
systems
System
GIc,c,init,NL GIc,c,prop GIIc,c,init,vis GIIc,c,init,Fmax GIIc,c,prop
[J/m2] [J/m2] [J/m2] [J/m2] [J/m2]
EP/DGEBA 103.8±9.0 310.5±31.3 911.2±168.8 1988.9±366.4 1847±233.9
EP/CAE 104.3±21.6 435.0±27.3 / 1330.8±134.7 1331.2±73.9
EP/BCP-2% 166.1±5.8 451.0±18.8 / 1643.4±496.8 1725.0±229.9
EP/BCP-5% 135.6±15.5 577.2±20.7 / / /
EP/BCP-7% 241.3±24.6 795.3±29.7 630.2±244.8 1298.9±227.3 1802.1±127.4
EP/BCP-10% 234.6±32.2 610.0±68.5 766.3±134.7 1982.3±338.9 1878.3±303.3
EP/CSR-16% 255.4±31.2 956.7±9.6 574.9±36.5 1550.6±80.5 1491.7±45.7
EP/CSR/BCP-16/12 288.7±38.5 811.9±68.8 1105.4±346.6 2191.2±48.7 2136.0±38.0
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Table A.14: Peak force and post-impact properties of BCP and CSR modified CFRE after
impact (1-13 J)
System
Impact Peak Damage Rel. damage Indentation Sample
energy force area area depth thickness
[J] [F] [mm2] [%] [µm] [mm]
CFRE/DGEBA
1 839.7 0 0 0 1.64
3 1593.5 22.5 2.5 41.6 1.57
7 2767.6 85.5 9.5 75.7 1.60
9 3109.8 87.3 9.7 300.0 1.63
9 (2.) 3030.0 205.2 22.8 787.5 1.69
13 3203.6 256.5 28.5 1145.9 1.70
CFRE/BCP-2%
1 850.0 0 0 0 1.64
3 1578.0 23.4 2.6 42.9 1.55
7 2691.8 66.6 7.4 96.8 1.57
9 3105.0 120.6 13.4 243.9 1.63
9 (2.) 3069.6 212.4 23.6 547.7 1.71
13 2958.9 333.9 37.1 1157.9 1.65
CFRE/BCP-7%
1 865.9 0 0 0 1.70
3 1629.0 16.2 1.8 41.2 1.58
7 2671.3 63.0 7.0 92.0 1.56
9 2950.8 105.3 11.7 215.9 1.68
9 (2.) 2239.7 320.4 35.6 1021.1 1.73
13 3140.0 309.6 34.4 809.9 1.67
CFRE/CSR-16%
1 856.3 0 0 0 1.70
3 1610.0 19.8 2.2 46.8 1.63
7 2686.3 65.7 7.3 90.2 1.60
9 3106.3 88.2 9.8 146.6 1.64
9 (2.) 2615.2 162 18.0 871.7 1.72
13 3486.4 212.4 23.6 1113.0 1.66
CFRE/CSR-BCP-
16/12
1 818.4 0 0 0 1.58
3 1577.4 12.6 1.4 46.7 1.57
7 2751.0 65.7 7.3 90.1 1.75
9 3166.0 71.1 7.9 120.0 1.80
9 (2.) 3086.1 135 15.0 171.7 1.70
13 3406.9 135 15.0 834.6 1.76
9(2.) denominates the second impact at 9 J impact energy
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Figure A.103: Cross-sectional image (light-microscopy) of the multidirectional CFRE/DGEBA
system, being comprised a 13-layer stack of Toho Tenax HTA40 E13 carbon
fibres. The lay-up represents the structure of a state-of the art airplane fuselage.
Partially, glass fibres are visible that allow handling of the fabric. The fabric is
well impregnated, i.e. no pores were detected. The numbers at the top give
the fibre orientation.
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Figure A.104: C-scans obtained via ultra-sound analyses of BCP and/or CSR modified
CFREs after impact with different impact energies, ranging from 3 to
13 J. A:CFRE/DGEBA, B:CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-2%, C:CFRE/DGEBA-BCP-
7%, D:CFRE/CAE-CSR-16%, E:CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12; the scale bar
given in A-3 J is valid for all images. The colour coding represents the degree
of amplitude loss, when the signal is detected by the pulse-echo US-setup A
versus the initially emitted signal Â. Damage is indicated by blue areas, red or
orange indicates that no damage occurred within those regions.
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Figure A.106: XRM micrographs showing the inherent damage structure after a 13 J impact on
a thin CFRE panel. The figure illustrates the different damage patterns obtained
for a untoughened epoxy based fibre reinforced composite (CFRE/DGEBA, top)
and a highly toughened one (CFRE/CAE-CSR/BCP-16/12, bottom).
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